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1. ARCADE 1934 CENTURY OF PROGRESS GREYHOUND
11” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

2. LARGE ARCADE PULLMAN RAILPLANE
9” l. Two replaced tires, overall in (Excellent Condition) 
$200 - $300

3. HUBLEY COUPE W/ KILGORE RACER
Hubley coupe is in immaculate unplayed with condition. 4” - 5” l. 
Hubley has two minor chips otherwise in (Mint Condition). 
Racer is in overall (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400
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4. THREE SMALL ARCADE AUSTIN AUTOS
Clean set of three autos for the Arcade car carrier. 3” - 4” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $250 - $450

5. HUBLEY LINCOLN ZEPHYR W/ TRAILER
13.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

6. ARCADE 1937 FORD W/ COVERED WAGON
Desirable automotive combination with nice lettering on roof of trailer. 
12” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700
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7. SEHLOFF CHRYSLER CONVERTIBLE W/ CLIPPER TRAILER
c. 1990. 24” l. Contemporary, Near Mint. $600 - $900

8. BOXED SEHLOFF FORD COUPE
c. 1991, Bottom of car is marked #22 of 200. 11” l. 
Contemporary, Near Mint. $500 - $750

9. FIVE ARCADE STREET SIGNS
2” - 4.5” l. Overall in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

10. HUBLEY RACER W/ SIGN
Nice small scale racer. 5” l. Overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

11. KILGORE SOLO POLICEMAN CYCLE
5.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

12. HUBLEY PARCEL POST CYCLE
Popular example, the rear gate [replacement] of body opens to access inside, 
replacement civilian figure and handlebars are added to toy, clicker bar is 
missing on underside. 10” l. As noted, paint in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200
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13. HUBLEY INDIAN MOTORCYCLE W/ SIDECAR
Figures both appear to be originals, clicker bar is intact. 
9” l. Overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$600 - $900

14. DAVID WAREHOUSES DELIVERY VAN
Rehberger, Chicago, cast iron, relatively scarce private label toy. 
Provenance: Donald Kaufman Collection. 7” l. 
Overall in (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

15. KENTON AUTO AMBULANCE
A clean example of this original toy. 5.5” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

16. LARGE KENTON JAEGER CEMENT MIXER
9” l. One replaced tire, two small cracks at windshield frame, 
missing cement cap, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

17. KENTON COAL DUMP TRUCK
Desirable construction truck in any condition. 10” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

18. SMALL ARCADE YELLOW CAB TAXI
Private label roof, appears original with strong stenciling on doors and mild 
wear to white paint. 5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600
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19. HUBLEY AHRENS FOX FIRE PUMPER
A desirable fire toy with wonderful detail and exposed nickel engine. 
11.5” l. (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

20. KENTON WATER TOWER TRUCK
An early fire apparatus water tower truck, scarce and very desirable toy 
by the Ohio company. 14” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

21. LARGE KENTON WATER TOWER TRUCK
Large scale early fire truck, nicely cast with thin lines, makes for 
a nice shelf piece. 24” l. Heavy crazing to paint, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

22. HUBLEY FIRE PATROL TRUCK
A rare example and the largest in the fire patrol series. 
Provenance: Gottschalk to Kaufman Collections. 14.5” l. 
All figures are replaced, toy has some over paint, otherwise 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

23. ARCADE MACK T-BAR DUMP TRUCK
Spoked wheels compliment the scaling of the toy. Provenance: 
Gottschalk Collection. 12” l. (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

24. LARGE HUBLEY PANAMA DIGGER
Largest in the series of Lancaster toys. 13” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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25. DENT MACK AMERICAN OIL TRUCK
A hard toy to find in original condition and complete with driver 
and steering wheel. Provenance: Gottschalk Collection. 15.5” l. Original 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for this toy. $1,500 - $2,500

26. DENT HORSE DRAWN POLICE PATROL WAGON
Very impressive condition with bright paint in near perfect preserved 
condition, some minor chipping to some high points or along edges which 
is assumedly from handling over last 100 years, as it does not appear to 
have been played with. Provenance: Bob Brady Collection. 21” l. 
Chips as noted, otherwise in (Near Mint Condition) $3,000 - $4,000

27. HUBLEY HORSE DRAWN STANHOPE GIG
A fairly scarce Lancaster Pennsylvania toy. Provenance: The Hegarty 
Collection. 12” l. Figure and front wheel replaced, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

28. RARE HUBLEY SPIDER PHAETON
A very rare example, wonderfully scaled coach provides seating for 
three figures, team of two horses draw this fancy wagon floor toy. 
15” l. Horses repainted, some touch up to reds, otherwise in 
(Very Good Condition) $1,500 - $2,500
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29. CARPENTER HORSE DRAWN TALLY-HO COACH
A classic toy that is one of the more elusive of horse drawn examples 
and stands out in any collection, blue and cream coach, drawn by full team of 
four horses, an opportunity to own a very rare and impressive sized toy with 
minor flaws. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 27” l. Red hitch section 
of white horses repainted, horses repainted, figures and rear seat of carriage are 
replacements, horse gear wheels replaced, one rear wheel is original, carriage 
paint is original in (Excellent Condition) $6,000 - $9,000

30. IVES ARTICULATED HORSE ON WHEELS
As the toy is rolled, the horse’s legs seemingly walk which provides 
a nice visual. 8” h. One rear wheel has a small crack at spoke, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

31. IVES ARTICULATED HORSE ON PLATFORM
Early example, pulling the toy causes the horse to seemingly walk as 
the front axle is articulated and connected to horses body via a metal bar. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 9.5” h. Wheels and tail are 
replacements, overall in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

32. IVES FAST MAIL ARTICULATED HORSE CART
Similar designed horse seemingly trots as toy is rolled, sides of mail cart 
are made of painted and stenciled sheet metal with a wood floor. 16” l. 
Wheels on cart are replaced, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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33. IVES BOY BLUE ARTICULATED HORSE CART
15” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

34. IVES ARTICULATED HORSE CART
Unusual example of an early cast iron toy. Provenance: Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection. 12” l. Missing figure, otherwise in all original 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

35. IVES TIPPING COAL WAGON
Brightly painted toy with nice casting effects to the mules body 
and harness, original driver figure and a nickel shovel make for 
nice additions. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 
14” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

36. SMALL IVES COAL WAGON
Smaller size variation of Ives toy, appears all original in above 
average condition. Toy has a 1912 Ives tin tag. Provenance: 
Larry Brethauer Collection. 10.5” l. Minor edge chipping, 
otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

37. WILKINS DOUBLE HORSE DOCTOR’S CART
Cute toy in strong condition, horses in a dashing position give 
wonderful form. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 
13” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

38. KENTON HORSE DRAWN VICTORIA PHAETON
Rare horse drawn example, the toy features a thinly cast section 
of the fancy coach which can commonly break, passenger woman 
figure has seated dog next to her. 16” l. Repair to coach frame, front 
wheels repainted, in (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800
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39
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41 39. HARRIS DONKEY CART
Attractive colors and all original condition. 
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

40. SHIMER HORSE DRAWN FIRE PUMPER
Relatively scarce toy with nickeled pumper body, painted wheels 
and horses. 15” l. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

41. HARRIS COAL AND WOOD FIRE WAGON
A hard to find early fire toy, this cart would have arrived along 
with fire brigade to power the pumper engines. 12.5” l. Slight fading 
to paint on cart, original piece in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

42. IVES FIRE PATROL WAGON
Turn of the century toy is made complete with fireman 
seated in rear, dashing horses give impressive look. 
21” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,600

43. PRATT & LETCHWORTH COMBINATION FIRE WAGON
One of the most desirable and interesting of the P&L fire series, 
the combination wagon contains two opening tool compartments, 
removable ladders [replacements as they commonly are], and 
a fire hose reel. This is an exceptional example with bright 
white horses, original figures, and strong paint throughout. 
Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 17” l. Weld repair to 
frame on one side, ladders probably replaced, original paint 
in overall (Pristine Condition) $3,000 - $5,000
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45. PRATT & LETCHWORTH TWO HORSE FIRE PUMPER
Another nice example in the fire brigade, two horse team pulls 
painted frame vehicle with nickel pumper body. Provenance: Larry 
Brethauer Collection. 17” l. Original driver figure body has been 
re-peened and touched-up accordingly, rear figure is replacement, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

46. PRATT & LETCHWORTH HOOK AND LADDER WAGON
Largest of the group and a very involved casting with several thinly 
formed bars to make up the framework, wooden ladders, white horses 
in prancing position. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 
26” l. Two helmets are replaced, chipping primarily to white horses, 
otherwise toy in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

47. PRATT & LETCHWORTH LARGE HOSE REEL
Buffalo, NY, a hard to find early version of the hose reel 
with wide spokes, slightly larger in size with two 
original figures, brown and black horses at front. 
Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 17” l. 
Red touch-ups to wheels and rear stair, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) 
$2,500 - $3,500
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44. PRATT & LETCHWORTH FIRE HOSE REEL
Buffalo, New York, circa 1900, very attractive fire toy 
with solid multicolor hose reel. Unlike the other hose reel 
versions offered, this example did not take a second figure 
at the rear. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 14” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,500 - $3,500
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51

50
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48. CARPENTER FIRE ENGINE HOUSE
c. 1890, wonderful paint and detail to doors and facade, building is primarily made of 
wood with cast iron windows and trimming, roof is striped cloth, bell tower and name
 plate embossed “Engine House.” Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 
26” l. x 12” h. x 9.5” w. Marquees have some areas of touch-up/laquer, fabric roof has 
some staining and areas of disintegration, overall in (Excellent Condition) $4,000 - $6,000

49. CARPENTER BURNING BUILDING TOY
Long considered one of the greatest casting effects of early toys, the flames, balcony and 
fireman climbing ladder add true realism to this extraordinary feat in toy mold design, cast 
iron facade and figures with wooden structure body. Pullling string causes fireman to climb 
ladder and hook onto the arms of the frightened woman and bring her down to safety. 
This piece was assembled about 20 years ago using original Carpenter castings that were 
from Covert Hegarty. 16.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $10,000 - $14,000

48

50. HUBLEY FERRIS WHEEL TOY
Includes six seats with two passengers each, cast iron and 
sheet metal construction, missing the clockwork motor and 
chain to cause rotations. 17” h. Paint in (Excellent Condition) 
for this piece. $800 - $1,200

51. ACORN CAP GUN
Load cap and pull back trigger to make it go bang! 
3.5” l. (Near Mint Condition) $75 - $150
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52. HARRIS NEW YORK SIDEWHEELER
Listed in the 1903 Harris toy catalogue though often 
referred to as a Wilkins toy as well, unusual with green 
striping. 15” l. (Pristine Condition) $1,800 - $2,500

53. KENTON PONY BLIMP
6” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

54. HUBLEY LOCKHEED SIRIUS NR-211 PLANE
A classic example of cast iron molding at its best, 
seated figures, single prop done in nickel, a very 
sleek looking airplane! 10.5” wingspan 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

55. ARCADE LUBRITE GASOLINE TRUCK
Still retains nice original Mack decal on side. 
13” l. Tires show distress, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

56. ARCADE YELLOW COACH BUS
Circa 1926, a large and quite detailed toy which 
is hard to find in all original condition. 13” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000
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57. KENTON DOUBLE DECKER BUS
Second to largest size in the series, with painted figures. 
10” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

58. HUBLEY FIRE LADDER TRUCK
13” l. One tire replaced, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

59. ARCADE MACK FIRE TRUCK
Charming size and scale, very strong condition with original 
ladders and rubber tires. 10.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

60. LARGE HUBLEY CRASH CAR
Lancaster, PA, Indian decals appear at both sides of gas tank 
with slight wear, bright red paint with attractive silver accent 
coloring on railings. 11” l. Front end possibly married to back 
end as paint appears to be a different shade of red, all original 
accessories, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

61. HUBLEY INDIAN POLICE CYCLE W/ SIDECAR
A sharp painted example with original handlebars. 19” l. 
One figure replaced, clicker bar is missing underneath, otherwise 
paint in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

62. HUBLEY HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE W/ SIDECAR
Retains original clicker bar. 9” l. Handlebars are replaced, 
(Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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63. HUBLEY MONARCH TRACTOR
Bright and shiney paint. 5.5” l. Paint chip at front of radiator, 
otherwise in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $600 - $900

64. HUBLEY MOTOR EXPRESS
Old store stock condition. 7.5” l. 
(Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

65. ARCADE YELLOW CAB
8” l. Some areas appear to have varnish over original paint, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

66. LARGE ARCADE YELLOW CAB
9” l. Roof appears to be overpainted, remainder of 
car appears original in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

67. ARCADE PLYMOUTH CENTURY OF PROGRESS
Clean example with nice original stenciling on the roof. 4.5” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $400
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68. EARLY JONES & BIXLER TOURING CAR
Early automotive example with scarce original cats iron side brackets. 10” l. Tin roof 
section is replaced, overall in (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000
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69. ARCADE MODEL T TOURING CAR
6.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

70. ARCADE BUICK SEDAN
Popular sedan version of the Buick by Illinois maker, all original 
paint and tires. 8” l. All original (Very Good to Excellent 
Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

71. ARCADE MACK GASOLINE TRUCK
Spoked wheel version, Mack cab and service frame done in cast 
iron and stenciled “Gasoline,” water tank is made of tin and has 
opening screw cap to fill. 12.5” l. Missing common driver figure, 
paint in (Pristine Condition) for this toy. $1,200 - $1,600

72. ARCADE MACK COAL HIGH DUMP
Dump body has opening tailgate, stenciled “COAL” on sides, 
lever lifts entire bed high up. 10” l. Box is reproduction, 
three tires are distressed while one is missing, paint in overall 
(Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

73. LARGE ARCADE MACK ICE TRUCK
Includes three glass blocks of ice. 11” l. Tailgate is replaced, 
otherwise paint in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

74. LARGE BELL TELEPHONE TRUCK
Very clean paint, includes two ladders, shovel and hook and 
pulley wrecker. 10” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600
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75. MEDIUM HUBLEY BELL TELEPHONE TRUCK
Retains Hubley decal on side. 7” l. Replacement ladders 
added for effect, toy is in (Near Mint Condition) 
with original Hubley decal at side. $400 - $700

76. SMALL HUBLEY BELL TELEPHONE TRUCK
Sweet size, great paint. 5” l. (Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

77. DENT FREEMANS DAIRY TRUCK
8” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

78. ARCADE MODEL A FORD WRECKER
Nice medium size auto. 11” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

79. KENTON DOUBLE DECKER BUS
Second largest in series with nickeled figures. 
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

80. ARCADE DOUBLE DECKER BUS
8” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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81. SMALL HUBLEY ROYAL CIRCUS BEAR WAGON
Very sweet size and impressive condition, includes original driver 
and bear figure. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 9” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

82. HUBLEY ROYAL CIRCUS GIRAFFE CAGE
One of the most desirable of the circus series, top of cage is 
open for mother giraffe to protrude her long neck through 
as baby giraffe can ride on the front platform, both Mother
 and Baby giraffe figures are authentic. Provenance: Larry 
Brethauer Collection. 16” l. Small chip/crack to corner 
spoke of rear gate, otherwise all original in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

83. HUBLEY CIRCUS ARTICULATED CALLIOPE WAGON
As toy rolls along, rear axle causes bell chimes to ring 
as if the musician figure is playing inside. 16” l. Front two 
wheels replaced, organ player figure is replacement, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

84. HUBLEY ROYAL CIRCUS TRAPEZE WAGON
Interesting toy, as the carriage is pulled, the trapeze artist seemingly 
does flips. 16” l. Driver figure, trapeze artist and rear door are replaced, 
otherwise original and working in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500
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85. HUBLEY ROYAL CIRCUS BEAR CAGE WAGON
15” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

86. REDUCED SIZE HUBLEY CALLIOPE WAGON
Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 12” l. Driver figure 
is replaced, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

87. REDUCED SIZE HUBLEY BAND WAGON
Elaborate casting, impressive shelf piece with many seperate 
musician figures and a team of four horses. 23” l. Front end restored, 
wagon and figures original in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

88. BOXED KENTON OVERLAND CIRCUS CAGE WAGON
Unusual color combination. 14” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

89. KENTON OVERLAND CIRCUS CAGE WAGON
Unusual color combination. 14” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

90. BOXED KENTON OVERLAND CIRCUS CAGE WAGON
Absolute top condition! 14” l. (Near Mint Condition) $600 - $900
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93. KYSER & REX CIRCUS WAGON     
Hard to find Philadelphia made toy and a very 
popular collectors item, only a dozen or so examples 
are known, when the toy is pulled, the rear axle causes 
the bell at rear to ring. Provenance: Lawrence Brethauer 
Collection. 13” l. One rear wheel repainted, other rear 
wheel has a few minor spoke cracks at hub, toy is 
working in overall (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
for this scarce toy. $3,000 - $5,000 

94. KYSER & REX SANTA SLEIGH
Elaborate in casting design, this open sleigh 
features seated Santa with fully cast blanket and toys. 
Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 13” l. Toy is 
restored overall, possibly with a replacement Santa figure. 
$2,000 - $3,000

95. HUBLEY SANTA SLEIGH PULLED BY REINDEER
A very popular and desirable toy, cross-collectible between 
Christmas aficionados as well as cast iron collectors. 
Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. 
17” l. Minor paint enhancement to chipped areas primarily 
at seat, Santa’s face, and reindeer body; hitch repaired and 
touched up near reindeer, antlers reattached, overall the toy 
shows nicely in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800
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91. BOXED KENTON CIRCUS CALLIOPE WAGON
Top condition! 14” l. (Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000

92. KENTON OVERLAND CIRCUS BAND WAGON
Top condition! 16” l. (Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750
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96. WELKER & CROSBY HOSE REEL
A horse drawn rarity, elusive example in very impressive condition, 
wonderful casting and strong japanning throughout, highlighted 
with reds and gold. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 14” l. 
Figure is replaced, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) for a 
very scarce piece. $2,500 - $3,500

97. DENT WATER TOWER WAGON
Condition as good as it gets! This large scale fire toy is pulled by three 
horse team, nice colors and thick paint, truly a highlight piece hailing from 
the famous Hegarty auction. Provenance: Hegarty to Larry Brethauer 
Collections. 33” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $3,000 - $5,000
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98. HARRIS HORSE DRAWN CHEMICAL WAGON
A very early and desirable toy, c. 1890, features original figures and one ladder, drawn by 
two horses, marquee on tank reads, “Chemical,” nice color combinations. Provenance: Larry 
Brethauer Collection. 20” l. All original in (Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

99. PRATT & LETCHWORTH HANSOM CAB
13” l. Lead wheel under horse missing, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

100. PRATT & LETCHWORTH DOG CART
13” l. Figure is replaced, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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101

101. PRATT & LETCHWORTH DRAY CART
13” l. Repair at middle stake side panels [behind rear wheels], 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

102. GONG BELL BOB AND BRUNO BELL TOY
Depicts young boy riding his dog which swings back and forth with articulated 
action when rolled along floor. Provenance: Max Berry Collection. 6” l. 
Figures on top of base repainted, overall in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

103. GONG BELL CLOWN & POODLE DOG BELL TOY
c. 1890’s, a very popular and whimsical casting. 8” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

102
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104. GONG BELL MALE AND FEMALE SEE-SAW BELL TOY
Tin and cast iron, known also as “The Bell Ringers,” features a man and woman 
on a see-saw to rock when pulled along as bell rings. 7.5” l. Repaint to sections 
of red on frame and seats, overall in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

105. KYSER & REX MONKEY BELL RINGER
Listed in 1881 Philadelphia company catalog as “Jim-Along-Jose,” when pulled, 
the monkey raises one arm and lowers the other to strike bell with coconut he 
is holding. 7” l. Red on rear wheels and the back of seat are repainted, 
otherwise appears original in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

106. GONG BELL TEDDY BEAR BELL TOY
5.5” l. Spirit paint in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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107. WATROUS MR. FLIP AND LITTLE NEMO BELL TOY
9.5” l. Missing bars to connect figures to axles, otherwise 
paint in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

108. GONG BELL TURTLE AND CLOWN BELL TOY
Rare example, well detailed molding, depicts a turtle platform 
body holding bell and clown doing a split with bell ringers. 
5.5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

109. EARLY LITHOGRAPH PAPER SEASHORE PULL TOY
A seaside scene is shown on the front of the toy, as it is pulled 
along, two children’s heads bob up and down as if swimming 
in the ocean waves. A very sweet toy! 6” h. Faded but in 
all original (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

110. AUTOMATIC TOY WORKS THEATRE DANCERS
Scarce toy, clockwork driven causes dancers on strings to 
conduct staged performance, wood and lithography. 
9” w. x 10” h. x 8” d. (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

111. IVES CLOCKWORK BUTTER CHURNER
Nice color, attractive example features good motion 
of woman churning butter on top of painted wooden base. 
9” h. Some distress to clothing, missing base plate, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

110
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112. STEVENS & BROWN BOY ON VELOCIPEDE
Early American clockwork toy, depicts young boy on three wheeler, composition head 
with clothed body, brass shoes and hands cast iron spoke wheels. 11” l. Clothing is soiled 
and some fraying at knees, overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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113

114
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113. GEORGE BROWN CIRCUS CAGE WAGON
A seldom seen and desirable early American tin example. 13” l. Touch up 
to back gate, otherwise in all original (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

114. OVERSIZED AMERICAN TIN GENTLEMAN RIDER
Attributed to Fallows, very large scale horse platform toy, 
Early American tin example 14” l. Both legs at thigh are repaired, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

115. AMERICAN TIN WAGON W/ ANIMAL DECALS
12” l. Restoration on the wagon, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

116. FALLOWS AMERICAN TIN MILK WAGON
Hand painted American tin wagon done in green, stenciled “Pure Milk” on 
sides with stencil of cow image, horse is white, cast iron spoke wheels. 13” l. 
Wagon is lacquered, otherwise (Excellent Condition) for this toy. $400 - $700

117. EARLY IVES DANCING FIGURE
Early clockwork toy, action causes figure to seemingly dance. 11.5” h. 
Clothing torn in areas, appears all original in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

118. IVES DOUBLE JUBILEE DANCERS
10” h. Left hand on both figures repainted, otherwise in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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119. IVES CUZNER TROTTER
Impressive condition for early American tin toy, clockwork motor causes 
walking motion of horse as cart rolls, attractive in dark green color with 
white horse. 11” l. Clothes are very distressed, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) for this toy. $2,000 - $3,000

120. RARE BOXED IVES COLUMBUS EGG TOY
Extremely rare lithographed and painted tin with cloth sails from the 1892 
Colombian Exposition, when properly cocked and gently tapped on a surface, 
a spring loaded Santa Maria pops out of top of egg and unfurls its sails. 
7” h. Toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $5,000 - $7,500

121. JEROME SECOR BANJO PLAYER
Figure of a black man seated on a stool and holding a metal banjo,jacket 
possibly replaced with period material, wool hair, when wound the figure 
rocks back and forth, turn his head, taps his foot and appears to play his 
banjo. Mounted on a wood base. 10” h. (Excellent Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

122. GEORGE BROWN BOY ON VELOCIPEDE
12” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

123. FALLOWS SARATOGA CLOCKWORK LOCOMOTIVE
Strong condition for an early American tin toy, hand painted with 
SARATOGA on boiler, clockwork driven motor. 9” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) for this piece. $1,200 - $1,800

119
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123
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124

125
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124. LARGE AMERICAN TIN FLOOR TRAIN
Exceptional size and detail to a fancy American tin floor train. 10” Loco.. 
Tender has some re-solder, cars are missing wire couplers, 
original paint in (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

125. IVES OVERSIZED HANSOM CAB
Very desirable and attractive piece, one of a series of three 
extraordinary oversized toy variations made by Ives. Provenance: 
Larry Brethauer Collection. 18” l. One horse leg repaired at hoof, drivers 
seat at rear of cab repainted (possibly replaced), rein holder on roof of 
carriage replaced, overall (Very Good Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

126. IVES OVERSIZED HOOK & LADDER WAGON
Outstanding example, oversized fire wagon has exceptional fret work 
to detailed body, two large horses at front, nice colors and embossing 
throughout, scarce offering in such strong condition. 34” l. 
One small factory crack at a rear fret on wagon, in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) for this enormous toy. 
$3,000 - $5,000

127. WILKINS HOOK AND LADDER WAGON
Unusual example, very colorful wagon with two prancing horses done 
in white, nice piece. 28” l. Steering wheel replaced, two side ladders 
are original but touched up, (Excellent Condition) $1,400 - $1,800

128. SMALL WILKINS HOOK AND LADDER WAGON
19” l. Driver figure and one ladder rack are replaced, missing clicker 
bar for bell, paint is in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000
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129. DENT FIRE PATROL HORSE DRAWN WAGON
Strong offering of early fire patrol done in red with two color horses. 
Provenance: Bob Brady Collection. 19” l. Figures are replacements, 
otherwise toy in (Excelled to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

130. DENT FIRE HOSE REEL WAGON
21” l. Professionally Restored. $700 - $1,000

131. HARRIS HORSE DRAWN FIRE PUMPER
Unusual example with highly detailed pumper body, two horses at 
front in complimentary colors. 19” l. Rear figure is replaced, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) for this early fire toy. $1,000 - $1,500

132. IVES PHOENIX FIRE PUMPER WAGON
19” l. Eagle is replaced, overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

133. SHIMER HORSE DRAWN FIRE PATROL
Scarce example of Shimer toy painted nicely in black and red, 
large and detailed example. Provenance: The Hegarty Collection. 
22” l. (Excellent Condition) for this toy. $1,200 - $1,800

134

129

130

131

132

133

134. KENTON SINGLE HORSE HOSE REEL CART
Early example with single horse. 12” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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135. KENTON HOSE REEL
Two horse example, very detailed hose reel. 14” l. Glue at hitch 
where connect to horses, overall in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

136. DENT THREE HORSE HOSE REEL
17” l. One crack on edge of hose reel, otherwise in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

137. KENTON HORSE DRAWN CEMENT MIXER
Popular example of construction cement cart, drawn by horse. 
14” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

138. PRATT & LETCHWORTH BAROUCHE
c. 1890’s, very early and rare example, fancy open carriage is 
pulled by two stellar white horses, coachman at the reigns, a very 
elegant cast iron toy. Provenance: Larry Brethauer Collection. 17.5” l. 
One rear leaf spring touched up, one possibly repaired, minor touch up 
to pin on hitch, otherwise in (Excellent Condition). $3,000 - $5,000

139. HARRIS DOUBLE GOAT CART
Charming piece, seated woman figure in blue and yellow cart 
pulled by two white goats, excellent form. Provenance: Hegarty 
to Larry Brethauer Collection. 13.25” l. One horn replaced and 
touched up accordingly, figure is added, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

135
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141

142

143

144

145

140. SMALL HARRIS GOAT CART
Sweet and small scale example of s single goat cart. 
6.5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for this toy. $500 - $750

141. DENT OXFORD TRAP
c. 1911, trap has two seats back-to-back to accommodate four 
passengers 14.5” l. Toy is mostly restored, figure replaced. $800 - $1,200

142. KENTON MAMA KATZENJAMMER SPANKING TOY
Kenton, hard to find with all original figures, articulated toy features 
iron character of Mama Katzenjammer spanking child over knee as 
toy rolls, Gloomy Gus at front. 12” l. Some old over-paint to Mom’s 
face & hands [though reflects OK under blacklight UV], 
otherwise all original in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

143. HUBLEY THREE SEAT BRAKE
A familiar example of early leisure travel, three seat variation, highly 
collectible from a series of such early transportation toys. 18” l. Figures are 
replacements, repair and repaint to one seat, horses and front guide wheel 
have repaint, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

144. PRATT & LETCHWORTH DOUBLE SURREY
14” l. Horse guide wheel replaced, original figure has partial 
repaint, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

145. EARLY HUBLEY FIRE PATROL WAGON
21” l. Front support bar repaired & repainted, three figures over-painted, 
overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,400

140
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148

146

147

149
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146. HARRIS 7TH REGIMENT AMBULANCE
Scarce example and highly sought adfter by advanced horse 
drawn toy collectors. 14.25” l. Repair at hitch, figure replaced, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

147. KENTON POLICE PATROL
Articulated axle causes police officer to seemingly club Happy 
Hooligan in back of wagon. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 18.5” l. Professionally Restored. $800 - $1,200

148. HUBLEY DRAY WAGON
22.5” l. Original figure is repainted, four stakes are 
replaced, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

149. KENTON OVERSIZED CITY TRANSFER WAGON
Scarce example, tin wagon roof and sides with lithographed 
decal on top, work horses at front. 20” l. All original in 
(Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

150. MAMMY WITH CHILD MECHANICAL BANK
Kyser & Rex, Philadelphia, a popular example done in bright red, a 
quite colorful bank, pressing lever causes Mammy to spoon feed child 
as coin is deposited into Mammy’s apron. Replaced spoon and trap, 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) for this bank $5,000 - $7,500
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152

153

154
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151. TOMMY MECHANICAL BANK
John Harper Co., England, circa 1914, a scarce shooting bank 
depicting Tommy, a WWI British soldier, eager to shoot the coin into 
the tree stump. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
(Excellent Condition) $3,500 - $5,500

152. ORGAN GRINDER & PERFORMING BEAR BANK
Kyser & Rex, circa 1882, one of the more fascinating clockwork 
action banks, when wound and activated the bear actually revolves 
as organ grinder turns organ handle. Tip of bears staff is broken, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

153. MARY ROEBLING TRENTON TRUST MECHANICAL BANK
Mary Roebling hired Jacob Brubaker, master pattern maker from 
Hubley Mfg. Co. to design and manufacturer 200 examples of this bank. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

154. DENTIST MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., an exceptional pedestal series bank with an 
outrageous action, placing coin in dentist’s pocket and pressing lever by his 
foot causes him to fall backwards as he seemingly extracts tooth. Provenance: 
Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Dentist figure is replaced, airbag is repainted 
(possibly replaced), overall in (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

155. PROFESSOR PUG FROG MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., red & yellow version, as the crank is turned and the 
lever pressed, Professor Pug Frog performs his great bicycle feat, and the 
coin, placed on the bicycle, is deposited in the bank. Provenance: Bill 
& Wendy Jones Collection. Spring is replaced, otherwise original bank 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500
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157 158
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156. US & SPAIN MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co., circa 1898, great toy bank historical depiction of the 19th 
century war declared by US over Spain to take Cuba. Provenance: Bill 
& Wendy Jones Collection. (Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

157. THE SPORTSMAN FOWLER MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., also referred to as the Sportsman bank and considered 
by most as the rarest of the shooting banks, action involves a spring flung 
bird as the gun fires and coin is deposited. Restored. $2,500 - $4,500

158. CREEDMOOR MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. thick and bright paint in stellar condition. Head is broken at neck, 
otherwise an all original bank in (Pristine Condition) overall. $400 - $700

159. INDIAN SHOOTING WHITE BEAR MECHANICAL BANK
J. & E. Stevens Co,.circa 1900, a very popular bank in desirable white bear 
paint variation. Feathers replaced and red on Indian’s back repainted, 
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

160. PATRONIZE THE BLIND MAN MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., red, white and blue paint scheme, whimsical action depicts a 
blind man hiding his last coin as a dog swiftly snatches it out of his hands. Touch-up 
to base and some corner bricks, overall in (Excellent Condition) $3,500 - $5,500

161. ZOO MECHANICAL BANK
Kyser & Rex Co., press monkey’s face, the coin falls in and the 
shutters fly open to show a lion and tiger with their faces through 
the windows. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500
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162. SQUIRREL & TREE STUMP MECHANICAL BANK
Mechanical Novelty Works, a hard bank to find original and strong 
condition, place a coin in the squirrel’s forepaws, touch the spring 
and squirrel bounds forward and throws the coin into the bank. 
Some paint chipping along edge [primarily to top of stump], 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $4,000 - $6,000

163. PELICAN WITH ARAB MECHANICAL BANK
Trenton Hardware Co., Arab figure in mouth version of a few 
produced. Beak top is replaced, (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

164. ACROBAT MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co., circus theme bank features standing clown with trapeze 
artist who accidentally kicks him backward and causes coin deposit, clever 
design with fast spring action. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
One crossbar is repaired, (Excellent Condition) for this bank. $2,500 - $4,500

165. LIGHT OF ASIA MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co., scarce bank which does not come up for sale often, 
circa 1880’s, a pull toy and coin bank in one, place coin deposit in 
elephants back causing head to nod in appreciation. Provenance: 
Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Elephant has some overpaint, 
(Very Good Condition) overall. $1,000 - $1,500
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166. LIGHTHOUSE MECHANICAL BANK
Unknown American manufacturer, circa 1890s, a popular nautical 
theme example, strong casting effects and a nice visual bank. Provenance: 
Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. (Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

167. HEN AND CHICK MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., desirable bank in the brown color variation of two versions. 
All original in (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000
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169. PADDY & THE PIG MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

170. HUMPTY DUMPTY MECHANICAL BANK
Shepard Hardware Co., a popular example seems to be hard to find in original condition. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

171. JOLLY MECHANICAL BANK W/ TOP HAT
English. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

172. JOLLY BANK TRADE CARD
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

173. FROG ON LATTICE MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., nice color combination with bright red and yellow, gold stenciling 
along top surface, multi-color frog. Overall (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

168. MAGICIAN MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., placing coin on table and pressing lever allows 
Magician to cover coin and raise hands making coin disappear. Minor 
touch-up to chip at forehead and tip of nose, otherwise appears to be 
all original in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500
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174
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174. ARTILLERY MECHANICAL BANK - NICKEL PLATED
Shepard Hardware Co, nickeled variation of familiar 
cannon shooting bank. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

175. NEW BANK MECHANICAL BANK
J. & E. Stevens Co., circa 1872, cast iron building with brass 
guard at doorway, features sliding front lever at the left. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Lever is replaced, 
some wear at roof, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

176. HALL’S LILLIPUT MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., yellow building variation of gravity fed 
bank. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

177. HALL’S EXCELSIOR MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., unusual and attractive color scheme; 
grey building with yellow highlighted letters. Replaced arms 
on cashier, overall in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

178. CIGARETTE DISPENSING TIN MECHANICAL BANK
France, circa 1920’s, lithographed tin, embossed front panel 
features images of cigarettes. Base is repainted, 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

179. COWBOY TIPS TRAY MECHANICAL BANK
Mfg. Keim Co., Nuremburg, Germany, lithographed tin, 
circa 1920’s, colorful image of cowboy holding tray that reads 
“Please one penny! Bitte!,” (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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180. BING CHOCOLAT VENDING BANK
Germany, lithographed tin vending bank. 7” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

181. STOLLWERCK CHERUBS CHOCOLATE VENDING BANK
Stollwerck lithographed tin bank, Germany, c. 1890’s 11” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

182. BING MONEYBOX STOVE
Germany, hand painted example with nice stencil details. 
5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

180
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183. SCARCE BOXED CHOCOLATE DISPENSER BANK
Scarce to find a boxed example of these early German vending banks. 
6” h. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

184. WOOD GRAVITY MECHANICAL BANK
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

185. FREEDMAN’S BUREAU MECHANICAL BANK
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $700
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186. SENTRY TIN MECHANICAL BANK
Saalheimer & Strauss of Germany, c. 1920’s, lithographed tin 
bank with amusing action. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

187. MINSTREL TIN MECHANICAL BANK
Saalheimer & Strauss, Germany, lithographed tin, patented 1928, with 
verse version. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
Missing one tab, overall (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

187 188
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188. SCOTSMAN TIN MECHANICAL BANK
Saalheimer & Strauss, Germany. “Lift my sporran lightly, On my tongue 
a penny, If ye do this nightly, Ye’ll soon ha‘e many.” Provenance: Bill 
& Wendy Jones Collection. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

189. STANDING BEAR MECHANICAL BANK - SLOT IN CHEST
Kenton Hardware Mfg. Co., circa 1900. (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

190. RARE OLD QUEBEC STILL BANK
Extraordinarily rare offering of a very detailed architectural bank, 
only a few examples have surfaced through the years, this example appears 
complete including the top ladder portion and all original in black paint, a 
still bank rarity. 7” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

191. HUBLEY FIDO ON PILLOW STILL BANK
Lancaster PA, bright paint with wonderful floral decorated pillow top. 
8” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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192. PAINTED GERMAN BLACK BABY STILL BANK
Spelter bank with original lock at front, hand painted example. 
4.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

193. TEDDY BEAR & STANDING SCOTTIE BANKS
4” - 5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

194. HARPER BEAR ON HIND LEGS STILL BANK
6” h. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

195. ARCADE KELVINATOR REFRIGERATOR STILL 
BANK
4” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

196. NORTH POLE FREEZER BANK
4” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

197. BLACKPOOL TOWER STILL BANK
Chamberlain & Hill 8” h. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

192 193
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198
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198. TWO J&E STEVENS ROOF BANKS STILL BANKS
6” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

199. STATE BANK STILL W/ NICE HIGHLIGHTS
6” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

200. KYSER REX SIX SIDED BUILDING BANK
2.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

201. TWO GREY IRON STATE BANKS
4.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

202. KENTON FORT STILL BANK
4” h. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

203. PRESTO SEMI-MECHANICAL BANK
4” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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204

204. ENTERPRISE GLOBE W/ EAGLE STILL BANK
6” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

205. MERRY GO ROUND BANK
5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

206. TWO MEDIUM CUPOLA STILL BANKS
4” h. (Very good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

207. COTTAGE WITH PORCH STILL BANK
Retains the original tin base. 4” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

208. LARGE UNION CLOTHING CO. SAFE
8” h. Casting flaw at one leg, otherwise 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

209. ARCADE POLICEMAN STILL BANK
5.5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
for this toy. $200 - $300
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210. TWO-FACE DEVIL STILL BANK
4.5” h. (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

211. GOLLIWOG STILL BANK
6” h. (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400

212. ARCADE MODEL T STILL BANK
6.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

210

213

211
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213. UNUSUAL PADDLE WHEEL STILL BANK
5.5” l. (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400

214. FORTUNE SHIP STILL BANK
Minor casting flaw appears at side of mast post. 5.5” l. Some edge wear from 
handling, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

215. J&E STEVENS BATTLESHIP TEXAS STILL BANK
10” l. Missing part of top of one mast and cannons on one side, otherwise in 
(Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

215
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218. NICKELED LION STILL BANK
5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

219. TWO ADVERTISING PAPERWEIGHTS
c. 1870-1875, rare, original paint 4” w 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

220. CAT ON CHIMNEY & MONKEY MATCH DISPENSER
Monkey carries spear that grabs match, cat stands on chimney 
that holds matches. Cat 5.5” h., Monkey 6” l.. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

221. HIPPO CAST IRON NUTCRACKER
8” l. (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

221

216. ELEPHANT W/ HOWDAH STILL BANK
AC Williams 5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

217. ELEPHANT ON WHEELS & ELEPHANT ON TUB BANKS
4” - 4.5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300
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222. SNAKE CORK PRESS W/ SQUIRREL NUTCRACKER
c. 1870-1875, fine detailed cast iron, glass eyes, all original. 
7” - 10” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

223. LARGE IRON STRING HOLDER
10” h. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

224. PUNCH & JUDY MECHANICAL BANK
Shepard Hardware Co., Medium letter version of three styles, always 
a popular bank. Bright paint with some minor chipping from play,
\overall in solid (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

225. HOOP-LA MECHANICAL BANK
England, John Harper & Co., scarce bank and highly sought after by advanced collectors. 
Provenance: Chrysler to Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Some touch ups, 
factory chip on front panel, (Excellent Condition) for this bank. $1,500 - $2,000

226. LION AND TWO MONKEYS MECHANICAL BANK
A very popular example, Kyser & Rex Co., colorful paint scheme with original monkey figures, 
a good upgrade condition. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

227. TRICK DOG MECHANICAL BANK
Shepard Hardware, six-part base version, bright colors 
and nice action make this a popular bank. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
Some minor chipping, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,500
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228. HUBLEY TRICK DOG MECHANICAL BANK
Strong paint on this example. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

229. TRICK MONKEY MECHANICAL BANK
Hubley, Lancaster PA, a bank with amusing design and was surely 
a popular item for the company. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

230. ARTILLERY UNION MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co., Connecticut, always popular with collectors, 
soldier dressed in blue jacket stands ready to fire coin into fort and 
arm motions when released, deep casting effects make this an 
exceptional design. Provenance: Ferdinand Weider to Clive Devenish 
Collections. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

231. OCTAGONAL FORT MECHANICAL BANK
Hard to find bank and popular piece, manufacturer unknown, 
circa 1880. Red base of cannon and red on tower are repainted, 
baseplate is replaced, enhancement to base primarily at one side, 
(Very Good Condition) for age. $1,000 - $1,400

232. THE BASEBALL BANK - DARKTOWN BATTERY
J & E Stevens Co., arguably one of the most popular banks with its wide appeal 
to the sports world and bank collectors alike. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones 
Collection. Replaced trap, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500
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233. ENGLISH FOOTBALL MECHANICAL BANK
John Harper & Co., soccer player kicks coin off ground and 
into coin slot net to deposit. (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

234. TEDDY AND THE BEAR MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., a very popular shooting bank which 
depicts Teddy Roosevelt big game hunting a bear in a tree. 
(Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

235. CREEDMOOR MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. Small area of heavy lacquer, 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

236. TRICK PONY MECHANICAL BANK
Shepard Hardware Co., New York , circa 1885. 
(Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

237. SMALL RABBIT STANDING MECHANICAL BANK
Lockwood Mfg. of Connecticut, c.1882, nice jappaning 
with ears accented with red. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

238. LARGE RABBIT STANDING MECHANICAL BANK
Lockwood Mfg. of Connecticut, c.1880s. Re-peened, ears possibly replaced, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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239. BAD ACCIDENT MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. an attractive bank with quite a lot of colors. Seat top is repainted, 
otherwise bank in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

240. SPISE A MULE MECHANICAL BANK- JOCKEY
Circa 1879, J. & E. Stevens Co., Cromwell, CT. Bright paint in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

241. SPISE A MULE BENCH MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co., Connecticut, red base version with orange shirt, 
circa 1897, strong paint and color. (Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

242. INITIATING BANK SECOND DEGREE MECHANICAL BANK
Mechanical Novelty Works, as goat springs forward, coin is deposited into frog’s 
mouth and into base. Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Front legs of 
goat repaired, otherwise original bank in (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

240

241

239

242

243

244

243. WORLD’S FAIR MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

244. EAGLE & EAGLETTS MECHANICAL BANK
J. & E. Stevens Co. working bellows squeaks when mother 
eagle feeds the chicks. Mother eagle’s back needs a cleaning, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750
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247

248
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245. BILL E GRIN PATTERN W/ ASSEMBLY JIG
Assembly jig is made of cast iron, while the pattern is two part bronze, a nice 
historical piece of mechanical bank production and collecting. Ex. Griffith 
to Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

246. DINAH SHORT SLEEVES MECHANICAL BANK
John Harper & Co. Ltd., circa 1910, a companion to her sister’s long 
sleeve look, paint is in very high grade on this example. Baseplate is 
replaced, bank paint in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

247. TAMMANY BOSS TWEED MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co. coin drops into pocket of suggested crooked 
politician. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

248. INDIAN SHOOTING BEAR MECHANICAL BANK
J. & E. Stevens Co. brown bear version, a hard bank to find with 
original feathers on Indians’ back as they can be broken off easily. 
Feathers are original, but broken on one end, lever bar on base of bank 
has two weld repairs, paint in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

249. GEM REGISTERING MECHANICAL BANK
J&E Stevens Co. Intricate side dial allows coin removal when full, 
heavily embossed patterns are nice contrasted in gold and silver coloring. 
Provenance: Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. Partial instructions appear on 
underside, overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000
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250. GROUP OF TOY WATCH BANKS
Lot includes a letter written by bank designer Charles 
Bailey to J&E Stevens company which describes the sale 
of the rights to the professor Pug Frog Bank, one of the four 
watches was made by Bailey. Provenance: Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

251. J&E STEVENS PATTERN TRAP TREE W/ STAMPS
Pattern trap tree is bronze, ink stamps include Teddy & the 
Bear, North Pole, and US & Spain banks. Provenance: Bill 
& Wendy Jones Collection. Traps are for the Lilliput bank, 
Shell-out, and others. $200 - $400

252. SAFETY LOCOMOTIVE MECHANICAL BANK
Manufacturer is unknown on this Chicago circa 1887 bank. 
Stack and trap replaced, (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

253. PISTOL SEMI-MECHANICAL BANK
Mfg. Richard Elliot Co., Chicago, Patent 1909, sheet metal 
version. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

254. BANK OF EDUCATION MECHANICAL BANK
Patented 1895, designed by James S. Barcus, Chicago, 
IL, manufactured by Proctor-Raymond Co., Buffalo, NY. 
(Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

255. FORTUNE TELLER SAVINGS BANK
Mfg. Baumgarten & Co., Baltimore, MD. Paper is replaced, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

250
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254 255
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256

257
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256. BEEHIVE DIME REGISTERING MECHANICAL BANK
c. 1890s, nickel finish, cast iron beehive figural casting with embossed 
bees and flowers. Missing trap, (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

257. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Original trap, (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400

258. PEG LEG BEGGAR SEMI-MECHANICAL BANK
Judd Co., circa 1880, popular crossover bank between mechanical and 
still bank collectors. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

259. LIGHTHOUSE MECHANICAL BANK
Unknown American manufacturer, circa 1890s, a nice coastal 
building representation. Two small holes drilled next to coin slot 
on roof, paint in (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

260. SNAP IT MECHANICAL BANK
Judd Mfg. Co., Connecticut, circa 1890. Back of hinge broken, 
otherwise (Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

261. BUTTING GOAT AT TREE STUMP MECHANICAL BANK
Judd Mfg. circa 1870s, Goat and slide are made of brass, pin 
is replaced, overall in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500
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264263
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262. ORGAN BANK MECHANICAL BANK - BOY & GIRL
Kyser & Rex Co., largest of three sizes, boy and girl figures variation. 
Boy figure is reattached at base, otherwise (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

263. MINIATURE ORGAN BANK MECHANICAL BANK
Kyser & Rex Co., smallest of three sizes of organ banks by 
Philadelphia company. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

264. ORGAN BANK MECHANICAL BANK- CAT & DOG
Kyser & Rex Co., largest of three sizes, cat and dog variation, nice 
clean condition. Provenance: Mosler to Bill & Wendy Jones Collection. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

265. MONKEY AND COCONUT MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., a familiar theme of monkey with coconut seen in toys of this period. 
Lever is replaced, otherwise paint in overall (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

266. SHEPARD TRICK DOG MECHANICAL BANK
Shepard Hardware Co., circa 1888. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

267. PROFESSOR PUG FROG MECHANICAL BANK
J & E Stevens Co., nice soft color version of the bank in white and 
yellow scheme, an interesting action bank with a lot of movement, 
quite clever design. (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $4,500
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269

270

271

268

268. THREE HUBLEY FARMER VAN ZINC HEADS
These zinc heads were found many years ago at Hubley’s Executive offices 
in Lancaster, Pa. The wooden barrel was the “Die” for the head, while the 
second and third heads were provided to show how the head looked both 
painted and unpainted. 3” - 7” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $800

269. WILKINS ALLIGATOR BELL TOY
When pulled along, the alligator moves on a wheel while the bell rings. 
7” l. (Excellent Condition) $150 - $300

270. BRADLEY & HUBBARD FRAMED WOMAN W/ TRAY
Hand painted, framed wall mount, woman carrying a tray of drink & fruit, 
circa 1824. 19” h. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

271. SALESMAN SAMPLE CANDY BAR FREEZER
“Power House 5 cent Candy Bars” salesman’s sample, formed metal 
cooler with two hinged lids and lower shelf, embossed advertising on 
all sides with original paint. A wonderful 1930’s or 1940’s display 
made just like the big ones, harder to find than the Coca-Cola salesman 
sample cooler. 15” w. x 8” d. x 9.5” h. Shows minor age-related wear, 
top handles are repainted, one is attached, the other is detached but present, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

272. LIFE SIZE CI CIRCUS RING MASTER SHOOTING TARGET
Two piece, top of torso connects to lower torso via bolt and 
bushings that are cast into back and front for friction. Top has 
bolts for attaching a lever so that the top can be moved back 
and forth as a shooting target. 62.25” h. x 19.25” w. 
Some overall light wear, (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

272
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273. MESSENGER BOY DOORSTOP
Hubley “© FISH 249”, classic art deco molding depicting boy holding 
bouquet of flowers on red and black base. Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones 
Collection.10” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

274. BATHING BEAUTIES DOORSTOP
Hubley, “© FISH 250,” extremely popular deco design, depicts two 
young ladies in bathing gear sharing a parasol. Provenance.Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection.11” h. Overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

275. PARLOR MAID DOORSTOP
Hubley, “© FISH 268,” deco casting of parlor maid in uniform 
while holding serving tray of cocktails in hands. Provenance.Bill 
& Wendy Jones Collection.9” h. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

276. CHARLESTON DANCERS DOORSTOP
Hubley, “© Fish 270,” designed and signed by Fish, great deco form of two 
intertwined dancers, very desirable. Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.9” 
h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

277. THE TIGER DOORSTOP
Hubley, “© Fish 269,” a familiar and classic stylized deco doorstop 
in yellow uniform w/black top hat, the rarest of the Fish series. Provenance
.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.9” h. (Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

278. SMALL FOOTMEN DOORSTOP
Hubley, “© FISH 272,” great casting of humorous deco style footmen 
ready for service, beautiful red and yellow trimmed jackets. Provenance
.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.9” h. (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

279. LARGE FOOTMEN DOORSTOP
Hubley, marked “© Fish, 248,” bright colors, very desirable piece, 
largest size of Fish series. Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.
12” h. Partial brown repaint. $400 - $600
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280. TOY SOLDIER DOORSTOP
Littco Co., “950”, depicts toy soldier at attention on half round base, 
delightful theme, rare doorstop. 12” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

281. WINE MERCHANT DOORSTOP
Rare wonderful design of wine seller with bottles in each hand. Full figured. 
10” h. Wear on face, otherwise in (Pristine condition). $1,200 - $1,800

282. DOUBLE SIDED CLOWN DOORSTOP
Elusive doorstop depicts early clown in hunched pose wearing red suit 
with exaggerated collar, very desirable. Provenance.Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection.10.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

283. SAILOR DOORSTOP
Wonderful deco design sailor, Littco Products. 12” h. 
(Pristine Condition). $1,000 - $1,500

284. MINUET GIRL DOORSTOP
H.L. Judd Co., cJo “1278,” sweet young dancing girl with curled 
hair holds skirt dancing the “Minuet,” nice detailed casting. 
9” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

285. OLD FASHIONED LADY DOORSTOP
Hubley, “296,” blue dress variation, great deco design of woman 
in hooded hoop dress, very rare, strong colors. 8” h. Could enhance 
with a cleaning, overall in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400
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286. DECO GIRL DOORSTOP
CJO “1251”, classical and superb casting of deco period 
girl with outstretched arms holding elegant dress. 
9” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

287. BOY W/ BASKET & MAIDEN DOORSTOPS
Features depiction of boy and young lady figures holding baskets 
of fruit and flowers, charming pieces. 9” h. Both in 
(Excellent Condition). $300 - $500

288. BRADLEY & HUBBARD OLD WOMAN DOORSTOP
Marked “B&H 7796,” fine casting details depicting old woman wearing 
a bonnet, carrying a parasol in one hand and a basket of flowers in 
the other. 11” h. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

289. COLONIAL DAME & WOMAN WITH FAN DOORSTOPS
Colonial dame depicts woman in green hoop dress holding bouquet 
and shawl, and woman with fan depicts Parisian type woman in 
elaborate yellow hoop skirt w/fan in hand. 8” - 9” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine) $300 - $500

290. LARGE OLD SALT DOORSTOP
Marked “Eastern Specialty Co.”, large full figure Old Salt in yellow slicker. 
14” h. (Pristine Condition). $600 - $900

291. DAPPER DAN DOORSTOP
Judd Co., cast iron, wedge style doorstop, flat embossed detailed casting 
of well dressed gentleman in tails, derby & cane, a whimsical piece, wedge style. 
Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.8.5” h. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $800
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292. RHUMBA DANCER DOORSTOP
Outstanding form, great casting overall, 
colorfully painted, very desirable example. 11” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition). $800 - $1,200

293. BLACK BOY ON BASKET DOORSTOP
Two pieces, pot metal figure of boy mounted on 
inverted basket, boy holding pipe and holding right 
leg up by ankle with bended knee, rare piece. 
7.5” h. (Pristine Condition) $750 - $1,000

294. SPENCER BANJO PLAYER DOORSTOP
Great depiction of black banjo player with superb form. 
6.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

295. MARY QUITE CONTRARY DOORSTOP
Littco Products, well detailed cast iron example of 
child appearing to water flower garden, nice size. 12” h. 
Few chips to front, bright paint in overall 
(Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

296. LITTCO HUCKLEBERRY FINN DOORSTOP
Littco Products, cast iron, a beautiful example of a classic 
character, very colorful with strong paint colors. 
Provenance: Jeanne Bertoia Collection. 13” h. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $600 - $900

297. LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD DOORSTOP
Embossed “Red Riding Hood and Wolf NUYDEA, 
Patented. Pending,” a favorite fairy tale theme. 
9” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

292
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298. LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD DOORSTOP
Description Marked “Copyrighted 1930, Creations Co. Pat. No. 
160”. 9” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

299. RED RIDING HOOD W/ WOLF DOORSTOP
Little Red Riding Hood standing beside wolf holding basket, 
made by Albany Foundry Co., wonderful storybook theme. 7” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

300. FULL FIGURED CARPENTER DOORSTOP
Part of Alice in Wonderland series; “665” full figured, apparently 
taking a break, sits with hands on knees, ruler in back pocket. 
6” h. (Excellent Condition) $150 - $300

301. MAD HATTER DOORSTOP
Full figure, part of the Alice in Wonderland Series “666,” 
popular storybook character stands with nose in air 
sporting a top hat and red jacket, whimsical piece. 
7” h. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

302. GIRL WITH BEANIE DOORSTOP
Full figure, “663,” depicts girl with hands at side in 
beanie cap and high collared clothing, delightful piece. 
9” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

303. MARCH HARE DOORSTOP
Rare, marked #667, part of the Alice in Wonderland series, 
depicts colorfully suited standing rabbit with fan in hand, 
ears down. 8.5” h. (Very Good to Excellent) $150 - $300
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304. PETER RABBIT DOORSTOP
Hubley “96”, depicts whimsical and chubby white rabbit 
in brown patched pants nibbling on carrot, green base. 
9” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

305. GRANDPA RABBIT DOORSTOP
Whimsical rabbit in formal wear, desirable and rare, part of 
the Alice in Wonderland Series. 8.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

306. ALICE IN WONDERLAND BOOT SCRAPER
Two sided cast iron boot scraper depicts an adventure from Alice in Wonderland: 
Alice happens upon a four foot high house where a Fish Footman delivers an 
invitation for the Duchess from the Queen to play croquet, the Frog Footman 
receives the invitation and in return invites the Queen from the Duchess to play 
croquet, a very clever story design. 10” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $800

307. BELLHOP DOORSTOP
Unusual color variation with orange jacket and hat. 8.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

308. CAT SCRATCH GIRL DOORSTOP
Judd Co., “cJo 1271” signed by Q. Diouchy, classic cast iron 
design of concerned young girl observing scratch marks on her 
arm from cat reaching up to her side. Provenance.Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection.9” h. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $800

309. B & H SITTING CAT DOORSTOP
Bradley and Hubbard, sitting cat on base with great detailed casting. 
8” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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310. LARGE TOTEM POLE DOORSTOP
Extremely rare example, only one we are familiar with. Appears to be five 
sections tall, the top resembling a wolf in a top hat, sits atop a green grassy 
mound, painted brown with splashes of orange, yellow and blue throughout. 
Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection.14” h. (Pristine Condition) 
$1,500 - $2,000

311. TOTEM POLE DOORSTOP & PAPERWEIGHT
A brightly colored miniature carved totem pole on square base, 
great simulated carving, signed and copyrighted on back, 
and a smaller paperweight. Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones Collection
.6” - 9” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition). $600 - $900

312. GLADIOLAS IN VASE DOORSTOP
Hubley, “489”, bright and bountiful vase full of fresh budding 
gladiola flowers. 10” h. (Near Mint Condition). $150 - $300

313. LARGE FRUIT BASKET DOORSTOP
Beautiful basket filled with assorted fruit. 12” h. 
(Pristine Condition). $600 - $1,000

310 312
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314. WOMAN ENTERING HOUSE DOORSTOP
Marked “Eastern Specialty Mfg. Co., No. 50,” woman entering a beautiful 
facade yellow house with inviting walkway, picket fence, flowers and green foliage. 
8.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition). $150 - $300

315. B&H EDGAR ALLEN POE CABIN
Bradley & Hubbard, cast iron, excellent detailed casting depicts American 
Master of the Macabre birthplace, very desirable and rare. 8” l. 
(Near Mint Condition). $300 - $500
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316. B&H STANDING RABBIT DOORSTOP
“B&H, 7800”, realistic depiction of large jack rabbit on hind legs, 
embossed base, superb casting. Provenance.Bill & Wendy Jones 
Collection.15.5” h. (Pristine Condition). $1,500 - $2,500

317. LARGE B & H OWL DOORSTOP
Bradley & Hubbard, owl on pedestal, marked “B&H 7797”, great casting 
& size, one of the tallest doorstops made, rare. Provenance.Bill & Wendy 
Jones Collection.15.5” h. (Pristine Condition). $1,200 - $1,800

318. BRADLEY & HUBBARD TURKEY DOORSTOP
Beautifully painted, includes two rubber stops at rear. 13” h. 
(Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

319. B&H DACHSHUND DOORSTOP
Bradley & Hubbard, double sided well cast dog in point form, 
heavy base, rubber bumpers intact, great quality, rare. 10” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

321

320. PUP WITH DUCK DOORSTOP
Whimsical example of duck nibbling on a surprised pup’s ear, great design. 10” h. (Very 
Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

321. SITTING DASCHUND DOORSTOP
Full figure dachshund in sitting position with tail wrapped around front of body, unusual 
piece, later casting. 12” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $800
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322. THREE GEESE DOORSTOP
Hubley signed “© Fred Everett” “457,” a classic 
among collectors, great casting effects, wonderful 
and whimsical piece. 8.5” h. (Excellent Condition) 
$300 - $500

323. HUBLEY SCOTTIE AT FENCE BOOKENDS
5” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $200 - $400

324. OWL ON BOOKS DOORSTOP
“Eastern Specialty Mfg. Co.,” great theme depicting 
wide eyed owl in black, brown and yellow tones, 
standing atop a stack of books. Provenance.Bill & 
Wendy Jones Collection.10” h. (Pristine Condition) 
$800 - $1,200

325. OWL ON BRANCH DOORSTOP
Wedge back to slide under door, fabulous depiction 
of brown owl with fantastic big eyes, great form and size. Provenance.Bill & 
Wendy Jones Collection.11” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

326. CLOWN TURNER FROM CRETORS POPCORN WAGON
Animated cast iron and wood clown was used by street vendors to draw 
attention by turning a glass drum filled with peanuts or popcorn. 
9” h. (Excellent Condition). $200 - $400

327. SET OF FOUR HUBLEY SPORTING FIGURES
Includes full figured, cast iron skater, football player and two variations 
of skiers. 3” - 3.5” h. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

328. BOXED HUBLEY DOG PLACE CARD HOLDERS
Old store stock of a dozen small dogs, mouths have small slits to hold card. 
1.5” l. (Near Mint Condition) $300 - $600

322 323
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329. BOXED POPEYE BASKETBALL PLAYER
Very popular an desirable Popeye toy with hard to find box. box lid 
and side flaps are covered in bright lithography art. 9” h. 
Minor edge enhancement on box lid with some tape reinforcement 
on tears, otherwise toy in (Near Mint Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

330. BOXED MARX POPEYE W/PARROT CAGES
Desirable with original box. 8” h. Flaps on top of box are torn, 
but present, otherwise toy in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

331. MARX POPEYE EXPRESS - FIXED PARROT
Fixed parrot version of the toy, wind-up activates Popeye into 
walking motion, while parrot is stationary. 9” l. Missing pipe in mouth, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

332. MARX POPEYE THE PILOT
Bright colors and amusing erratic motion. 7” wingspan. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

333
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333. MARX POPEYE THE PILOT - VARIATION
Earlier version of the Popeye airplane toy. 9” wingspan. Tailfin is replaced, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

334. FISCHER HI-WAY HENRY AUTO
German lithographed tin with involved wind-up action, auto seemingly 
putters along and raises front end in true jalopy form, a zany toy. 11” l. 
Clothesline on top and rear stove are replacement pieces, 
otherwise auto in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200
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335. NIFTY BARNY GOOGLE RIDING SPARK PLUG
Germany, Copyright 1923-1924 by King Features Syndicate Inc. 7” l. 
Normal factory touch-ups to body, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

336. LARGE GUNTHERMANN BONZO WALKER
Germany, scarce example, wind-up causes eyes and mouth to chatter up 
and down as the toy wobbles along. 10” h. Dent to rear of head, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

337. GERMAN TIN CAT WITH GLASSES
Hand painted tin with concealed wind-up. 6” h. One leg replaced, 
otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

338. FRENCH KRAZY KAT COMPO HEAD
Composition head with fabric body and lead shoes. 8” h. Edge of ears chipped, 
spring slipping, otherwise in(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

339. GUNTHERMANN FELIX THE CAT MERRY GO ROUND
Amazing offering! Certainly one of the rarest comic character toys made as there are only a few known examples, wind-up causes Felix in auto 
and Felix riding dirigible figures to rotate in merry-go-round fashion while a standing Felix figure rotates the center crank seemingly powering the 
carousel. 6” h. One Felix in auto figure is reattached, otherwise an all original working toy in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $10,000 - $15,000

335
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340. FELIX THE CAT SPARKLER - SHORT EAR VERSION
Nifty Germany, Copr. Pat Sullivan. 4.5” h. Needs flint to spark, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

341. NIFTY MICKEY MOUSE SPARKLER
Nifty Germany, Copr. Walt E. Disney. 5.5” h. Gear is sticking, 
lithography in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

342. BOXED WOODEN FELIX JIGGER
Wooden up/down slide handle causes Felix to seemingly run in place. 
11” h. Tape on one end flap, other flaps missing, wear to paint on 
wood handle, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

343. BOXED DANCING TOT FELIX
11” h. Missing one inner flap and one end flap, 
(Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

344. BOXED HENRY & MAHOUT MOTORING CART
Hard to find in crisp original condition with box. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 5.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

345. CELLULOID MICKEY RIDING PLUTO
Occupied Japan, copyright Walt Disney Prod., celluloid toy with tin wheel at Pluto’s 
feet containing the wind-up motor. 6” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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346. BOXED NIFTY PLAY TOYS LEAD CIRCUS SET
Complete set of lead circus figures in original German manufacturers box, 
4” l. Box has tears throughout, toys in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $1,000

347. NIFTY POWERFUL KATRINKA LIFTING WHEELBARROW
A very popular whimsical toy, great action of forward pushing motion followed 
with lifting the wheelbarrow. 8” l. Toy is faded, Jimmy’s arms are original 
but reattached, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

348. NIFTY TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
7” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

349. DENT TOONERVILLE W/ BOARDGAME
Cast iron trolley with same theme Trolley board game. 6” h. 
Second casting, (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $600

350. MAGGIE & JIGGS PLATFORM TOY
Made by Nifty, Germany. 8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

351. BOXED CHEIN HAPPY HOOLIGAN WALKER
Scarce original box for familiar wind-up walking toy. 6” h. Box is missing 
two inner flaps, one end flap is detached but present, toy in overall 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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352. UNIQUE ART HOWDY DOODY BAND
6.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

353. BOXED MARX MERRY MAKERS BAND
Deluxe version with marquee behind piano and violinist seated 
atop instead of the conductor. 9” l. Half of box is repaired 
and replaced, toy in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

354. BOXED UNIQUE ART LIL ABNER DOGPATCH BAND
9” l. Box is distressed, toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

355. BOXED STRAUSS HAM & SAM BAND
8.5” h. Box has tape repairs on inside, toy in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

356. MARX SPIC THE DRUMMER
Very desirable example, solo musician version from the 
Spic and Span band. Musician bangs on drum and taps 
cymbal on foot while the base drum he sits on is struck by 
side stick, very clever design. 8.5” h. Slight fading to lithography, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

357. BOXED STRAUSS TOMBO ALABAMA JIGGER TOY
Nice boxed example, Strauss toy is very comparable to the 
Lehmann example. 10” h. Box has tape and glue repairs, toy 
has one arm reattached at shoulder otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

352 353

354

355

356

357
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358. LEHMANN OH-MY ALABAMA JIGGER
Similar in design to the Strauss USA made toy. 10” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

359. MARX POPEYE W/PARROT CAGES - SMALL HEAD VARIATION
Smaller head version of two produced. 7.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

360. MARX POPEYE EXPRESS - PARROT POPS OUT
Wind-up version of the toy, parrot pops up from trunk as Popeye walks 
along pushing his luggage cart. 9” l. Missing pipe in mouth, otherwise in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

361. MARX POPEYE SOLO ROOF JIGGER
9.5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

359
358

361

360

362

363

362. CHEIN POPEYE W/ PUNCHING BAG
Desirable example with very fast action. 7” h. 
Dent to celluloid bag, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

363. BOXED MARX HI-YO SILVER LONE RANGER
Scarce to find with the highly decorated lithographed box. 8” l. 
Box has tape repairs on inside, toy in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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364

365

366

367

368

364. BOXED LINEMAR MICKEY MOUSE CYCLIST
Scarce comic toy with hard to find original box, box lid features wonderful 
graphics of comics ridings trikes. 7” h. Bell at rear is added from another toy, 
box edges have scotch tape, toy has common factory touch-ups to body, 
otherwise in overall (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

365. BOXED LIONEL MICKEY MOUSE HAND CAR
8.5” l. Box has tape repairs, figures legs are broken, 
otherwise toy in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

366. BOXED LIONEL MICKEY MOUSE CIRCUS TRAIN
Very collectible by both Comic Character and Lionel train collectors, 
shiny bright red engine pulls lithographed circus theme cars, original box 
with insert, missing Mickey barker figure. Provenance: Norm Schaut Collection. 
Box 11.5” x 17” Box has some wear, train in overall 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

367. BOXED MARX SAM THE CITY GARDNER
8” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

368. BOXED LINEMAR DONALD DUCK FIRE TRUCK
Scarce toy with hard to find original cardboard box, friction driven truck 
with battery operated function causing Donald Duck to climb the ladder. 
18” l Battery operation needs attention, friction working well, Mickey 
Mouse figure at rear missing one ear, overall 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800
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369. MARX BIG LOAD VAN CO. TRUCK
Large size truck. 13” l. One rear hub is loose on axel, missing rear door, 
overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

370. TURNER TOYS KAUFMANN & BAER DELIVERY VAN
Private label markings on side of delivery van. 13” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

371. STRAUSS PUTMAN’S CANDY DELIVERY TRUCK
9.5” l. One front wheel appears enhanced, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

369 370

371
372

373
374

372. TWO MARX PROTOTYPE AUTOS
Smaller autos with familiar lithography style, string 
tags marked with company inventory numbers. 6.5” - 7” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

373. STRAUSS CHECK-A-CAB
9” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

374. STRAUSS YELLOW TAXI
Bright and clean condition. 8” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400
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375. STRAUSS SANTEE CLAUS SLEIGH
Very popular toy amongst comic and tin toy collectors as well as Christmas 
aficionados. 11.5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

376. MAX SPEED BOY DELIVERY CYCLE
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

377. MARX MILITARY MOTORCYCLE
8.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

378. MARX ROLLOVER POLICE MOTORCYCLE
8.5” l. Slight fading to lithography, (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

379. MARX POLICE CYCLE W/ SIDECAR
8.5” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $200 - $300

380. BUCK ROGERS ROCKET POLICE PATROL
Popular example in the Marx spaceship series. 
12” l. Tailfin is replaced, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

375

376

378

377

379

380
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383

384

381 382

385

386

381. FLASH GORDON ROCKET FIGHTER
12” l. All original in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

382. MARX BUCK ROGERS ROCKET SHIP
Wonderful graphics and imagination throughout lithography. 12” l. 
Tailfin is replaced, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

383. BOXED MARX TOM CORBETT SPARKLING SPACE SHIP
Scarce example, very desirable in the series of space toys by Marx. 
12” l. Box is replica, tailfin is common replacement, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

384. MARX MORTIMER SNERD TRICKY AUTO
7” l. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

385. MARX JOY RIDER CRAZY CAR
7” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

386. MARX CHARLIE MCCARTHY BENZINE & WALKER
Both wind-up, walker wobbles and chatters his jaw, auto drives 
in crazy car fashion. 7” l. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $450
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387. LINEMAR FRED FLINSTONE & BARNEY ON DINO
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

388. BOXED MARX PORKY PIG COWBOY
8” h. Box is in (Very Good Condition), toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

389. MARX MORTIMER SNERD DRUMMER
9” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

390. MARX DRUMMER BOY
9” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

391. MARX UNCLE WIGGLY AUTO
Popular example. 8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

392. MARX AMOS & ANDY WALKERS
Large size walkers, fixed eyes versions with full lithographed bodies, wind-ups at 
rear. 12” h. Common playwear, overall in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

387
388

392

390

389

391
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393. BOXED MARX PORKY PIG W/ UMBRELLA
8” h. Box has tears and is reinforced on inside, 
toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

394. BOXED UNIQUE ART RAP & TAP
6” h. Box is distressed with some tape repairs, 
toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

395. MARX RED THE ICE MAN WALKER
One of the most popular walkers of this series of Marx toys. 
9” h. Arms are replacements, otherwise in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

396. MARX JOE PENNER & HIS DUCK
As Joe walks along carrying his duck, his hat pops up. 
8” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

397. MARX DONALD DUCK DUET
10” h. Goofy’s ears are replaced, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

398. MARX DAGWOOD SOLO FLIGHT PLANE
Scarce and desirable example, colorful 
lithography and large shelf presence. 
12” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

393

394

395

396

397

398
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400

399

401 402

403

404

399. BOXED UNIQUE ART JAZZBO JIM
10” h. Box is torn and distressed, 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

400. MARX B.O. PLENTY & CHARLIE 
MCCARTHY WALKERS
8.5” h. End flaps are torn and repaired, 
toys in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

401. STEIFF MICKEY AND MINNIE MOUSE
7” h. Minnie has one replaced glove, otherwise 
both original in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

402. MEDIUM MICKEY MOUSE DOLL
9” h. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

403. LARGE STEIFF MICKEY MOUSE
18” h. Minor restitching at joints, left hand is loose, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

404. OSWALD THE LUCKY RABBIT WALKER
14” h. Glue around neck area, otherwise in 
(Very Good Condition) $400 - $600
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405 407

408

409

410

406

405. CLOTH MICKEY AND MINNIE MOUSE
14” h. Arms showing re-stitching, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

406. LARGE EARLY MICKEY MOUSE
22” h. Minor staining and wear spots to face and clothing, head has 
been partially re-attached, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

407. WOODEN DISNEY BUS CHAIR
15.25” w. x 25” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

408. DISNEY PROMOTIONAL LITTLE JOHN
Familiar Disney figure from the Robin Hood movie. 36” h. Some soiling 
and discoloration to clothes and shoes, (Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

409. BUSTER BROWN SIGN - FROGGY THE GREMLIN
31” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

410. BUSTER BROWN SIGN - MOUSE
31” h. Minor wear to paint, especially to left hand, 
in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400
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411

412

414

413

411. BUSTER BROWN SIGN - CAT
35” h. Some wear to feet and minor paint loss overall, 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

412. BUSTER BROWN WALL SIGN
17” diam. Some gilding worn from face of sign, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

413. TALL BUSTER BROWN CHALK ADVERTISING FIGURE
Buster Brown & Tige standing on a monument base with an American flag, 
advertising strip on base is missing. 14.5” h. Some minor touch-up, 
otherwise (VG-Exc. (Very Good to Excellent Condition)) $200 - $300

414. THREE BUSTER BROWN CERAMIC FIGURINES
Includes two Schafer & Vater toothpick holders. 9” h. Smaller Buster 
Brown figure has re-glued leg, larger figure has repair to crack, minor 
chips to back of Tige, overall in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

415

416

415. MAXFIELD PARRISH GENERAL ELECTRIC FIGURE
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 15” h. Couple of cracks near neck of figure, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

416. RCA RADIOTRONS ADVERTISING MAN
Design attributed to Maxfield Parrish. Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 15” h. 
Some minor crazing to jacket, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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417. BOXED SCHOENHUT FELIX JOINTED FIGURE
Scarcer offering of wood jointed figure with detailed original cardboard box. 
9” h. Box flaps have some tape reinforcement, otherwise toy in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

418. IDEAL FIGURE FLIP THE FROG
Designed by UB Iwerks, creator of Mickey Mouse. Provenance: Keith Kaonis 
Collection. 7” h. Typical age crazing to finish, (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

419. BOXED SCHOENHUT SPIRIT OF HOLLYWOOD CAMERA
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 9” h. Box has some distress, 
camera in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

420. BOXED SCHOENHUT HOBO FIGURE
Seldom found original cardboard box covered in great lithography. 
8” h. Ears replaced, two end flaps on box torn but present, 
otherwise in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

421. SCHOENHUT FARMER AND ACCESSORIES
8” h. Restored. $200 - $400

422. SCHOENHUT PIG & GOOSE
7” - 8” l. Tail is replaced, overall in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

417

418

419

420

421

422
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423. SCHOENHUT BULLDOG
7” l. Minor touch-up to black spotted areas and some teeth, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

424. SCHOENHUT RABBIT AND POODLE
5” - 8” l. Rabbit’s leather ears are replaced, 
otherwise both in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

425. SCHOENHUT GLASS-EYED LION AND CAGE
8” - 10” l. Mane on lion has some wear, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

426. TWO SCHOENHUT BLACK DUDES
9” h. Some overpaint to face on purple jacket figure, 
other figure is missing ears and part of rim of hat, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

427. SCHOENHUT GROTESQUE PARADE WAGON W/ FIGURES
Rare example of circus wagon, highly embossed wagon sides are 
hand painted, includes several grotesque large headed figures, 
three complete and one just a head. 29” l. Stage top is replaced, 
touch-up to one head with hat and to loose boys head, horses have 
replaced ears and hair, base for horses is added, overall 
(Very good to Excellent Condition) for this piece. $3,000 - $5,000

423

424

425

427

426
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428. SCHOENHUT BOND’S BREAD WAGON
Nicely painted example in the series of delivery trucks 
produced by the Philadelphia company, rich green paint 
with pinstriping and stenciling, original driver and horse. 
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 25” l. One hinge 
at rear gate is replaced, two very minor touch-ups at rear, 
overall in (Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

429. SCHOENHUT FAIRMOUNT FARMS WAGON
Very handsome example, the use of familiar colors with 
bold contrast and large lettering is very appealing to the eye, 
roof mounted sign for ice cream gives the wagon a little 
additional form/shape. 28” h. Insignificant crack along roof, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

430. SCHOENHUT MAX AND MORITZ FIGURES
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 8” h. Heads have 
some clear coat, (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

431. SCHOENHUT HAPPY HOOLIGAN FIGURE
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 9” h. Partial decal 
appears under foot, minor touch-up to tip of nose 
otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

432. SCHOENHUT MAGGIE & JIGGS FIGURES
With rolling pin and corn beef pail. Provenance: Keith 
Kaonis Collection. 9” h. Partial decal appears under foot, 
touch-up to bottom of Maggie’s neck where swivels, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

433. BARNEY GOOGLE & BOOB MCNUTT
9” h. Barney’s ears are replaced with three minor touch-ups, 
Boob has touch-ups to chipped parts, both retain decals 
under feet. $300 - $500

428

429

430
431

432 433
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434. LION TAMER W/ ANIMALS AND PROPS
Includes two circus barrels, a ring, and staffs. 
8” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

435. SCHOENHUT RINGMASTER & RIDER W/ HORSE
10” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

436. SCHOENHUT WOLF & PIG
8” - 9” h. Pigs ears and tail are replaced, 
otherwise both in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

437. SCHOENHUT TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND NATIVE
8” h. Helmet and drum are replacement pieces, Native has touch-ups, 
Teddy has general playwear, overall in (Very Good Condition) 
$1,200 - $1,800

438. SCHOENHUT DRESSED SAFARI NATIVE
8” h. Restored. $400 - $700

439. SCHOENHUT GORILLA W/ MASKED FACE
Desirable example for circus or Africa safari themes. 8” h. 
Face is restored, joints are re-strung and touched-up 
where nailed, overall (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000
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440. SCHOENHUT ZEBU & ALLIGATOR
12.5” l. Minor touch-up to Zebu, (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

441. SCHOENHUT GIRAFFE AND OSTRICH
10” h. Giraffe has replaced leather ears, otherwise in (Excellent 
Condition) $300 - $500

442. SCHOENHUT GLASS EYED ARABIAN CAMEL
9” l. Missing tail, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

443. SCHOENHUT TIGER AND ZEBU
8” l. Zebu has touch-ups with new ears and horns, Tiger has new tail 
and one replaced ear, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

440
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444. FAIRFIELD W. MARYLAND DAIRY WAGON
Only a few examples are known of this wagon, includes 
tack, driver, horse, milk pails, more elaborately designed 
wagon features a drop down back end, cream color sides 
with detailed striping throughout, a true Philadelphia 
rarity. Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 26” l. 
Feet of driver are re-glued, minor enhancement 
to pin striping where was worn, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

445. FREIHOFER’S FINE BREAD WAGON
Large lettering pops off the side of this wagon, scarce 
example is done in deep black and red coloring, original 
driver and horse. Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 
23” l. Small split in roof edge, wagon appears to have 
been sprayed with protective clearcoat to preserve paint, 
(Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000
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446. SCHOENHUT CLOWN ON CHARIOT
Red stained wooden base framework, chariot with heavy cardboard embellished 
gilded paperboard, chariot is pulled by glass-eyed burro and driven by clown with 
two part head. 17” l. Red inside chariot repainted, Minor touch-up to worn section of 
gold on cart edge, clowns ears replaced, (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

447. SCHOENHUT BULLDOG ON HALF ROUND
Rare Schoenhut half roly of a standing bulldog. 
7” h. (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

448. SCHOENHUT TIGER AND LEOPARD
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

446

447
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450

449. SCHOENHUT RHINO & HIPPO
9” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

450. SCHOENHUT ST CLAIR DAIRY WAGON
Very rare offering, only second time this piece has come to auction in decades, 
desirable dairy wagon in the series of horse drawn vehicles, a highlight piece for 
a Schoenhut collection. 25” l. Hitch arms are replacements, touch-up to roof and 
lettering at rear, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500
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451

451. SCHOENHUT ALDERNEY DAIRY CART
Familiar style wagon, likely one of their more popular selling examples, 
includes original driver and milk boxes. 25” l. Window/door posts are 
repaired and touched up accordingly, touch-up to one front wheel, 
otherwise in overall (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

452. FOUR REDUCED SIZE SCHOENHUT ANIMALS
5” - 6” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) overall. $300 - $600

453. TWO SCHOENHUT POODLES
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

454. SCHOENHUT CIRCUS MONKEY & CLOWNS
7” - 8” l. (Pristine Condition) overall. $400 - $600

455. SCHOENHUT LEOPARD & GIRAFFE
7” - 10” h. Giraffe is missing two ossicone horns, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

453

452
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456. GLASS EYED WOLF WITH FUR TAIL
9” l. Tail replaced, overall in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

457. SCHOENHUT WHITE POLAR BEAR
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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458. SCHOENHUT RHINO
9” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

459. REDUCED SIZE LION TAMER, LION, LEOPARD, & TIGER
Includes accessories. 5” - 6” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

460. SCHOENHUT CAMEL & OSTRICH
7” - 9” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

461. HAGENBECKS MENAGERIE DRAWN BY ELEPHANT
Painted wood, the flat bed wagon carries a removable 3 part hinged cage assembly 
access to which is gained the hinged panels on the sides, the wagon is drawn by a 
fabric covered papier mache elephant with detailed tack and glass eyes. Elephant 
11” The wagon shows age related wear and spoke wheels have been repainted, 
elephant also shows wear, nose at tip of trunk has been repainted and the wheels or 
his foot pads are missing, (Very Good Condition) $500 - $1,000

459
458
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463

462. BOXED CRANDALL’S ACROBATS TOY
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 9” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

463. BOXED IVES MILITARY TEN PINS
Provenance: Keith Kaonis Collection. 10” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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464
465

466

467

464. RARE ALICE IN WONDERLAND TALFOURD TOYS
C. 1920s, six painted wood figures, includes Alice, Mad Hatter, King & 
Queen, and others. 3” - 4.5” (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

465. PARKER BROS. YALE-HARVARD BOARDGAME
Box 21.5” x 12.5” One side flap split at edge of box, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

466. BOXED PUNCH & JUDY TEN PIN SET
Box 22.5” x 12.5” Overall in (Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

467. R. BLISS GAME OF THE WILD WEST
Wild West board game, copyright 1889, in original box, 
includes game board, 2 spinners w/bases, 9 cowboys & Indians, 
and instruction booklet. Box 19” w. One player has no head, 
another is detached but present, box has one reinforced corner, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

468. STARS AND STRIPES & AFRICA GAMES
R. Bliss “Stanley Africa Game,” colorful original box, pristine 
game board, 5 playing figures, spinner, target and one arrow, 
playing instructions included; along with a Stars & Stripes game 
by McLoughlin, built in game board, no playing pieces, both in 
super clean condition and retaining original strong colors & details. 
Africa game 19”, Stars & Stripes 18.5” Some very minor edgewear to 
the boxes, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

468
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469
470

473

474

469. TWO HUNTING GAMES
“McLoughlin Game of Hunting,” exceptional example of a scarce game, 
the inset spinner is in the center of the built-in game board, opens for 
implement storage; 4 lead dogs and 16 quarry discs, some minor edge 
wear to cover; a German “New Game of Figures “To go hunting,” 
lithographed on light cardboard, and mounted on wood stands, 
some minor loss of tips of figures. Hunting 16.5”, German game 10.5” w. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

470. TWO MCLOUGHLIN PUZZLE BOXES
“City of Worcester” w/framed ship and “Dissected Map of the United States,” 
both in super clean condition w/great graphics and good strong colors; 
map is box only. Worcester box 19”, United States 15” 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

471. MCLOUGHLIN WILD WEST GAME
Copyright 1905, game board consisting of vivid chromolithographed prints 
of Western scenes, cover is illustrating a dramatic hunting scene w/Teddy 
Roosevelt leading a party of “Rough Riders” and American Indians, excellent 
color retention, games pieces, dice and dice cup are present. 19.5” sq. 
Except for minor chipping to extremities, exceptionally well 
preserved and in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,600

472. EARLY AMERICAN CHILDS VELOCIPEDE
c. 1865, this early forerunner to the tricycle is steered by foot and powered 
by hand. 34” l x 23” w x 30” h. (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

471

472

473. KEY WIND POLL PARROT SHOES STORE DISPLAY
An impressive polychrome composition parrot on a stand, when wound he nods his 
head for hours, a rare and colorful trade stimulator. 36” h. Some overall age related 
wear and some in-painting throughout, (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

474. HARD PLASTIC COCA COLA MOUNTAIN CLIMBER
Rappelling gear in one hand and a bottle of Coke in the other, 
constructed of hard plastic. 37” h. (Excellent Condition) $350 - $700
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475

476

478

477

481
480

475. EARLY FRENCH BULLDOG GROWLER PULL TOY
Painted composition with big brown glass eyes, when chain 
is pulled, his head nods, jaw opens with a growling 
sound and still retaining his straw collar. 17” l. 
(Excellent Condition to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

476. DOG BALL TOSS GAME
16” h. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

477. COLORFUL INDIAN NINE PIN SET
Consists of a Chief & eight warriors, composition on wood bases. 
7” - 8” Some in-painting and touch-up to all, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

478. CAMEL SKITTLE SET
Figures represent different countries of the world, visually appealing with hand-painted 
detail, partial decal on base of container reads “D.R.G.M. 8362 Made in Germany”. 
Camel 21” l., Skittles 10” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

479. FRAMED MAIL POUCH TOBACCO POSTER
26” w. x 30” h. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

480. DR. D. JOYCE’S TONIC, REVERSE GLASS SIGN
For weakly adults and children, reverse glass with cherub, a 
hard one to find.15.5” x 14”. Some in-painting around the outline 
of the cherub, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

481. CAMPBELL SOUP PORCELAIN SIGN
12” w. x 22.5” h. Minor touch up to hanger hole, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

479
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485

482
483

484

486

482. EARLY STEIFF CENTER SEAM TEDDY BEAR
Beautiful apricot plush mohair with shoebutton eyes, jointed elongated arms, black stitched nose, 
mouth and five claws, swivel head, hump and blank button in ear, circa. 1905. 24” h. 
Pads replaced, wear on muzzle, otherwise (Pristine Condition) $10,000 - $15,000

483. EARLY STEIFF “CONE-NOSED” TEDDY BEAR
Rich golden mohair, black shoebutton eyes, bear with pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth, and five claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs, soft stuffing, hump & tiny blank 
button in ear, circa. 1905. 28” h. Pads professionally restored, otherwise 
(Pristine Condition) $10,000 - $15,000

484. 10” EARLY STEIFF TEDDY BEAR
Unusual small size, gold mohair teddy bear with shoe-button eyes, black 
stitched nose & mouth, swivel head, jointed elongated arms, blank button in ear, 
circa 1905-1906. 10” h. Pads replaced, minor wear, (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

485. 24” STEIFF GOLD TEDDY BEAR
Rich golden mohair, glass eyes, jointed limbs, stitched nose, mouth & claws, swivel head, 
Steiff button in ear, circa. 1950’s. 24” h. (Near Mint Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

486. 24” STEIFF TAUPE TEDDY BEAR
Rich taupe mohair, glass eyes, jointed limbs, stitched nose, mouth & claws, swivel head, 
Steiff button in ear, circa. 1950’s. 24” h. (Near Mint Condition) $2,000 - $3,000
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487. BOXED METALCRAFT SHELL OIL TRUCK
Very attractive lithography to original cardboard box, unplayed with toy 
condition. 12.5” l. Box has minor tears, missing some flaps and slightly 
tattered, toy is in (Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

488. METALCRAFT GOODRICH SERVICE TRUCK
14” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

489. METALCRAFT PURE OIL TRUCK
Includes a 1934 Worlds Fair pamphlet, very desirable truck with 
closed fenders and deco front end. 15” l. Some crimping to one 
bottom edge, very minor oxidation in a couple of areas, otherwise 
in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,400 - $1,800

487

488

489

490 491

492

490. BOXED METALCRAFT HEINZ DELIVERY TRUCK
12” l. Outside flaps missing on one end of box, missing area of side where 
outer flap was torn off, box in (Exellent Condition) toy has very minor paint 
flaking at bottom under back gate, in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

491. KINGSBURY COUPE W/ RUMBLE SEAT
Desirable color combination. 13” l. Some minor wear at roof, 
otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

492. KINGSBURY CONVERTIBLE COUPE
12.5” l. Minor wear to fenders,(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750
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493. KINGSBURY 1935 CHRYSLER AIRFLOW SEDAN
14” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

494. KINGSBURY COVERED DELIVERY TRUCK
Very desirable truck for Kingsbury collectors, referred to as 
the “Huckster,” JC Penny decal appears on both sides. 14” l. 
Tires flattened in areas from sitting, minor scratching to roof, 
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

495. KINGSBURY LINCOLN ZEPHYR W/ TRAILER
24” l. Couple of small areas of paint loss, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

496. KINGSBURY COUPE W/ MUSIC BOX
Wind-up motor and key wound music box appear on underside of car, when 
wound, lifting the top of rumble seat activates the music box. 13” l. Bulbs 
for headlights missing, in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

497. KINGSBURY 1936 CHRYSLER AIRFLOW SEDAN
Battery operated siren, very unusual for this car. 
14” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

498. KINGSBURY GREEN COUPE
13” l. Luggage box on rear is replaced, (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

499. KINGSBURY AUTO COUPE
9” l. Two tires are distressed, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

493

494

495

496
497

498

499
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500. KINGSBURY LINCOLN ZEPHYR
14” l. Grille, bumper and headlights replaced, 
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

501. KINGSBURY 300 SERIES WRECKER
13” l. Tow-hook is replaced, mechanism is working but needs oiling, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

502. KINGSBURY AERIAL LADDER TRUCK
Nice transitional period between horse-drawn fire trucks and motor 
driven vehicles. 18” l. All original ladders in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

503. KINGSBURY/WILKINS FIRE PUMPERS
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

504. KINGSBURY TRI-MOTOR AIRPLANE
16” l. Spring to turn center propeller missing, minor wear to 
one tire hub, overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

505. KINGSBURY BI-WING PLANE
16” l. In all original (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

506. MARX VFD FIRE PATROL TRUCK
Relatively scarce offering of a heavy steel, smaller scale Marx toy. 
15” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

500

501
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507. WYANDOTTE CORD COUPE
13.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

508. MARX G-MAN PURSUIT CAR
Very popular example features sparking gun at front and siren 
noise as vehicle propels with keywind motor. 14.5” l. Couple of 
minor chips, otherwise in (Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

509. BOXED MARX ARMY STAFF COUPE
Old store stock condition, very scarce to find this auto with 
original box and such clean condition. 14.5” l. Box has a hole 
where key punched through, some very minor creases and tears, 
in (Excellent Condition), toy has a couple of small scratches, 
otherwise in (Near Mint Condition) $600 - $900

510. MARX LAZY DAY FARMS TRUCK PROTOTYPE
Interior of bed and roof of cab marked in black marker, denoting 
serial numbers and date. 18” l. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

511. WYANDOTTE CIRCUS TRUCK & TRAILER
19” l. Clip to hold rear gate closed on trailer missing, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

512. STRAUSS BIG SHOW CIRCUS TRUCK
One of the more interesting Strauss autos, colorful litho and clever 
design. 11” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

507

508
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513. MARX TOYLAND FARM DAIRY TRUCK
11” l. Missing divider panels in bed of truck, minor paint oxidation 
in front corner of bed, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

514. MARX CITY COAL CO. TRUCK
15” l. Two minor rust spots in bed, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

515. BOXED MARX CITY COAL DUMP TRUCK
Scarce offering with original cardboard box. 13” l. Areas of tape repair 
to box, a small punch hole, one end flap separated but present, box in 
(Very Good Condition), toy in (Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

516. MARX YELLOW COUPE W/ ACCESSORIES
12” l. A couple of minor scratches near luggage rack, 
otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

517. BOXED STRAUSS YELL-O TAXI CAB
Very seldom seen original cardboard box is covered in strong lithographed 
graphics. 8” l. Three inner flaps missing, tape repairs to both outer flaps, 
a couple of small pieces missing, box in (Very Good Condition), toy in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

513

514

515
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517
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519

520

521

522

523

524

518. LARGE MARX CAR CARRIER
25” l. Missing headlights, overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

519. BUDDY L MODEL T FLIVVER COUPE
11” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

520. BUDDY L FLIVVER PICKUP TRUCK
11” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

521. DAYTON FRICTION WOMAN CHASING DUCK
Friction driven platform toy depicts woman chasing duck with a stick. 
11” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

518

522. BOXED WYANDOTTE AUTOGYRO PLANE
Clean example of an odd autogyro airplane with original cardboard box. 
13” wingspan. Heavily distressed box with some staining and tape repairs, 
box in (Good Condition), toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

523. BOXED MARX POLICE SQUAD MOTORCYCLE
8.5” l. Box is torn and distressed, toy is missing windscreen for sidecar, 
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

524. DAYTON FRICTION DRIVEN DELIVERY VAN
14” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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525

526

527

528

529

525. WYANDOTTE LASALLE SEDAN W/ TRAILER
Popular streamline auto and trailer combo. 25” l. (Excellent to Pristine 
Condition) $400 - $600

526. COR COR DESOTO AIRFLOW
Larger scale keywind automobile. 16” l. (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

527. TOLEDO BLUE STREAK PEDAL CAR
Full fender c. 1930’s, car with spring ride, original two toned paint and 
stenciling, all accessories appear to be original with replacement to 
complete windshield/frame. 40” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$2,500 - $3,500

528. SMALL ROADSTER PEDAL CAR
Well made open roadster style auto. 35” l. x 20.5” h. x 21.5” w. 
Contemporary example, (Near Mint Condition) $300 - $600

529. TRIANG ROLLS ROYCE PEDAL CAR
Circa 1960s, fine looking luxury automobile is made of a hard 
plastic material, with windshield horn and working head and tail lights, 
a stylish car. 50” l. x 17.5” h. x 18” w. One taillight is broken, 
but present, overall in (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000
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530. SCHWINN DELUXE TORNADO BICYCLE
68” l. x 37” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

531. EL DORADO CADET GIRL’S BICYCLE
68” l. x 35” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $100 - $300

532. AMF FIRE DEPT HOOK & LADDER PEDAL CAR
41” l. x 23” h. x 17” w. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

533. AMERICAN NATIONAL TANDEM LINCOLN PEDAL CAR
Very well built, larger scale tandem pedal car features lush interior 
and clothe seats, a true luxury pedal ride. 64” l. x 27” h. x 21.5” w. 
Contemporary example, (Near Mint Condition) $1,500 - $3,000

534. BUDDY L OUTDOOR RR SET
Very strong condition for this large pressed steel toy, often left outdoors 
and turned to rust, this example was clearly very well cared for. 
Locomotive & tender 42” l. Log car is contemporary, 
otherwise set in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

531

532

530

533

534
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540

535. STURDITOY CONSTRUCTION DUMP
Top paint condition on this example! 28” l. 
Crank stop bar is missing [possibly never had one], paint in 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

536. KINGSBURY MOTOR DRIVEN TRUCK
Desirable large scale Kingsbury toy features a front crank 
to wind spring driven motor, relatively scarce truck and 
hard to find in original condition. 25” l. A good cleaning 
will brighten up finish, working and original paint in 
(Very Good Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

537. BUDDY L EMERGENCY TOWING TRUCK
Complete truck features original seat and metal pull cord, 
complete decals and strong paint throughout. 33” l. Some 
sporadic scratches, overall in (Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

538. KEYSTONE RIDE-EM DUMP TRUCK
25” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

539. KEYSTONE PACKARD US MAIL TRUCK
26” l. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

540. BUDDY L AUTOMATIC TAIL GATE LOADER TRUCK
Includes original seat and metal pull cord. 25” l. Red Gate is 
replaced, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

535

536

538

539

537
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541. BUDDY L WATER TOWER TRUCK
c. 1930, low open cab with hydraulic cylinders allow water to 
propel by hand lever while the tower is adjustable. Provenance: 
Jay Schoedinger Collection. 46” l. Minor touch-up to chips on 
passenger fender, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) 
$2,000 - $3,000

542. BUDDY L FIRE PUMPER
Striking red paint on this clean example with playwear primarily 
to fenders. 24” l. As noted, (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

543. BUDDY L AERIAL LADDER TRUCK
Strong example of a popular fire truck, original rope pull 
cord at front end, hand crank ladder allows position movement. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 39” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

544. STURDITOY AMERICAN LAFRANCE WATER TOWER
Circa 1929, fire truck features water pump with side hand crank, 
extensive tower detail, decals on sides and hood. 33” l. Two rear 
corners are straightened and touched up, white side hoses are new, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

545. AMERICAN NATIONAL PACKARD FIRE CHIEF
An exceptional example of a very desirable and rare Packard 
toy, c. 1926, open cab with simulated leather top-down, 
spare wheel attached to side, simulated headlights. 
Provenance: Donald Kaufman to Larry Brethauer Collections. 
28” l. Crack to celluloid windshield, minor denting to trunk, 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

545

541
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544
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546

547
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546. STURDITOY AMBULANCE TRUCK
c. 1929, very rare and desirable pressed steel ambulance 
truck. Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 26” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) for this toy $2,000 - $3,000

547. STURDITOY LIFTGATE COAL TRUCK
Desirable truck is hard to find with original insert dividers. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 25” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

548. BUDDY L JUNIOR DAIRY DELIVERY TRUCK
Wonderful offering of a museum grade conditioned truck, 
very popular piece from the Junior series trucks by Buddy L. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 25” l. Three cans 
are new, others are original, paint in spectacular 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

549. BUDDY L JUNIOR CITY DRAY TRUCK
Hard to find example from the Junior truck line. 
24” l. Cab is slightly overcleaned, some black 
shoe polish on chips at fenders, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

550. BUDDY L PROTOTYPE PASSENGER BUS
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 29” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000
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551. STURDITOY OIL COMPANY TRACTOR TRAILER TANKER
Circa 1930, a scarce example in museum grade condition, one of the best 
known examples and 100% original. Painted in red with decals on tank 
body, two faucets at rear of body, retractable landing gear wheels. Comes 
with signed photograph from sale. Provenance: Donald Kaufman to Jay 
Schoedinger Collection. 33” l. (Near Mint Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

552. STURDITOY OIL COMPANY TRUCK
A sharp looking utility truck in very attractive multiple color scheme. 
26” l. Truck is polished, all original in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$2,000 - $3,000

553. BUDDY L TRENCH DIGGER
At 28 lbs this is the heaviest toy produced by the Moline IL company, 
thick original paint and bright colors, a very ornate and involved toy with 
multiple moving sections, an all original and upgrade condition toy. 
22” l. (Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

551

552
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554. AMERICAN NATIONAL PACKARD COUPE
c. 1926, extremely desirable example, hard top model 
of auto with side mounted spare wheel, car is painted 
in hues of brown and beige with complimenting disc 
wheels, features classic hood ornament. Provenance: 
Donald Kaufman Collection. 28” l. 100% original 
with only heavy paint wear to roof for any distraction, 
(Excellent Condition) for this toy $6,000 - $9,000
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555. BUDDY L WRIGLEY EXPRESS AGENCY TRUCK
23” l. Missing one headlight bracket, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

556. BOXED BUDDY L SAND & GRAVEL TRUCK
22” l. Missing seat and pull bar, otherwise old store stock 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

557. SMITH MILLER L MACK BEKINS VAN
Circa 1950s, cast cab with pressed steel full enclosed body, attractive 
side decals in large scale. 28” l. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

558. BUDDY L OUTDOOR RR TRAIN SET
Good opportunity for a locomotive and tender upgrade, all original 
paint though there is some denting to cow catcher on locomotive and 
the diecast couplers are broken. 26” l. As noted, (Excellent Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,500

559. STURDITOY STEAM SHOVEL
24” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) for this toy. $200 - $300

560. STURDITOY OIL COMPANY TRUCK
Very hard truck to find in this bright mint green color scheme, 
circa 1926, desirable example. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
to Jay Schoedinger Collection. 25” l. Repair and repaint 
to rear of tank, minor edge touch-ups, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000
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561. BUDDY L INTERNATIONAL WRECKING TRUCK
Nice color combinations make these 1930s trucks quite visually appealing. 
34” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

562. STRUCTO AIRPORT MAIL TRUCK
Relatively hard to find example. 23” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

563. AMERICAN NATIONAL BULLDOG US ARMY
26” l. Original truck is Professionally Restored. $600 - $900

564. STURDITOY ARMORED TRUCK
A scarce piece to acquire in any condition, original opening rear doors, 
circa 1927, open cab with solid side service body, three small 
‘’air’’ vents on each side. Provenance: Donald Kaufman to Jay 
Schoedinger Collection. 25” l. Minor touch-up to 
one fender and at rear edge of roof, 
one rear window slight touch-up, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) 
$2,500 - $4,500
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565. STEELCRAFT ZEPPELIN W/ ELECTRIC LIGHT
A clean condition piece with battery operated spotlight at front of dirigible. 
25” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

566. KEYSTONE RIDE-EM AIR MAIL PLANE
25” l. Wing is restored, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $400 - $700
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567. STEELCRAFT LOCKHEED SIRIUS AIRPLANE
Popular airplane style with attractive color combo of red and green. 
22” l. A good cleaning will brighten up finish overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

568. BUDDY L INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY TRUCK
Attractive red and yellow color combo, includes original pull cord 
at front, red seat slides in rear [appears to be replacement]. 25” l. 
Touch-up to chips on one fender and at front bumper, some 
flaking to fenders, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

569. STURDITOY GREEN US MAIL TRUCK
26” l. Rear doors are reattached and repainted, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

570. BUDDY L JUNIOR US MAIL EXPRESS
Enclosed black cab with opening doors, red body with decals at sides. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 23” l. 
Chipping to cab, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

571. BUDDY L JUNIOR OIL TRUCK
One of the more interesting looking trucks of the Junior series by 
Buddy L, red and green rear end compliment the overall look. 
26” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

572. HOHM AUTOMOTIVE EDUCATIONAL MODEL
German made educational driving model built by Emil Hohm circa 1939, 
very detailed piece with electrical system and drivetrain to demonstrate 
the complete workings of a modern automobile. 47” l. Does not include 
wooden operating base. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $2,000
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573. STRUCTO WESTERN AUTO TRACTOR TRAILER
Private label tractor trailer truck with opening doors. 27” l. 
Playwear to cab, overall in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

574. KELMET BIG BOY OIL TANK TRUCK
26” l. Tank and metal straps are replaced, otherwise 
original in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

575. STURDITOY COAL TRUCK
Scarce truck painted in black throughout, strong 
SturdiToy decals appear on rear and front of truck. 26” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

576. BOXED BUDDY L SADDLE SPEEDSTER
Smaller scale ride-on truck, unplayed with condition and with 
box. 21” l. Box is distressed but a nice go-along, toy is in 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000
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577. COR-COR GRAHAM SEDAN W/ HEADLIGHTS
Battery operated electric headlight controlled by switch on 
bonnet near drivers door. 24” l. Professionally Restored. 
$400 - $600

578. BOUCHER LIVE STEAM POLLY-WOG SPEED BOAT
Outboard motor powered by steam engine, wood hull. 
24” l. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200
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579. BUDDY L INDUSTRIAL RR SET
39” Overpaint to one side of cab, onside door on hopper car 
repainted, overall in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

580. BUDDY L INDUSTRIAL RAILROAD ROUNDHOUSE
Relatively scarce to find in original paint, used as an Industrial Train 
Set accessory to house cars and incorporate into train layout. 
33” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

581. BUDDY L CATAPULT AIRPLANE HANGAR
9” wingspan. Hangar has some replaced catapult parts, in 
(Very Good Condition), airplane is a reproduction. $400 - $700

582. BUDDY L WOOD LADDER TRUCK
Unplayed with condition! 31” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

583. BOXED BUDDY L FIRE CHIEF CAR
Scarce to find with original cardboard box. 18” l. Box is distressed, 
toy in (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

584. BUDDY L DELUXE CONVERTIBLE CAR
Roof retracts into trunk for a topless cruise. 18” l. Some breaking 
to windshield, paint in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

585. BUDDY L WOODIE STATION WAGON
19” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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586. BOXED BUDDY L DELUXE BUICK STATION WAGON
Unplayed with condition and with scarce original box, blue color 
scheme is highly sought after. 18” l. Box in (Very Good Condition), 
toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

587. BUDDY L WOOD POPSICLE TRUCK
17.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

588. BUDDY L AMERICAN DAIRY DELIVERY TRUCK
16” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

589. BUDDY L PEPSI COLA DELIVERY TRUCK
16” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

590. BUDDY L SKY VIEW CAB
100% original and very desirable addition to any collection, 
one of the most sought after of the Buddy L wood series autos. 
18.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $1,400 - $1,800

591. BUDDY L WOODEN TIMBER TRUCK
29” l. Missing posts at rear bed, paint in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

592. BUDDY L WOOD WRECKING TRUCK
19” l. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

593. BOXED BUDDY L LONG DISTANCE MOVING TRUCK
27” l. Box is distressed, toy in (Near Mint Condition) $400 - $700
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594. STEELCRAFT NY-SAN FRANCISCO BUS
21” l. (Good to Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

595. STRUCTO BALLANTINE BEER TRACTOR TRAILER
Private label truck advertising beer maker. 26” l. Trailer portion 
in (Very Good Condition), Cab in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

596. BOXED BUDDY L SAND HOPPER SET - SAMPLE
Sample set from the Buddy L archives, unplayed with condiiton. 
13” l. Some tears to box along edges, toys in (Near Mint Condition) 
$500 - $750

597. AMF SKYLARK PEDAL CAR
35” l. x 20” h. x 18” w. Restored. $300 - $500

598. MURRAY EARTH MOVER PEDAL CAR
46” l. x 13.5” h. x 14.5” w. Professionally Restored. $200 - $400

599. MIDWEST INDUSTRIES SPORTSTER PEDAL CAR
38” l. x 17.5” h. x 18” w. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400
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600. MURRAY BIG TOP CIRCUS CAR PEDAL CAR
40” l. x 17” h. x 15.5” w. Professionally Restored. $300 - $500

601. MURRAY ATOMIC MISSILE PEDAL CAR
Highly collectible example. 48” l. x 24” h. x 25” w. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $1,000

602. SPACE CRUISER PEDAL CAR
Includes original plastic disc launching space pistol. 4
8” l. x 24” h. x 26” w. Professionally Restored. $600 - $900

603. STEELCRAFT MACON ZEPPELIN
25” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

604. STEELCRAFT MONOCOUPE AIRPLANE
24” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) with nicely 
painted propeller. $300 - $500

605. HAMILTON STEEL CO GREYHOUND SCOOTER
Unusual example by steel foundry maker. 24” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

599 600

601 602

603 604
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606
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606. STURDITOY US MAIL TRUCK
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 27” l. 
Touch-up along edge of roof and small sections at rear tail 
of truck, overall in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

607. STURDITOY WRECKER TRUCK
Another construction vehicle variant from the SturdiToy line-up. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 31” l. Original hook at 
end of wrecker, steering wheel is reattached and repainted, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

608. BUDDY L RIDE-EM HYDRAULIC DUMP TRUCK
Original pull bar and seat, hydraulic controlled 
piston causes bed to dump when lever is pressed. 26” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) with very minor playwear. 
$1,000 - $1,500

609. STURDITOY US ARMY TRUCK
Desirable example in hard to find original condition 
with headlights at front. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
to Jay Schoedinger Collection. 27” l. Toy in all original 
(Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

610. CHEIN HERCULES ROYAL BLUE LINE BUS
18” l. Sun faded in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

611. BUDDY L SAND & GRAVEL DUMP TRUCK
21” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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612. BOXED MARX BUD BOWMAN’S DAIRY TRUCK
Rare example, 17” l. Box is distressed with some repairs throughout, toy in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

613. BOXED MARX MECHANICAL GASOLINE TRUCK
14” l. Lid of trunk probably replaced, box is complete with minor tears, flaps 
are reinforced with tape, toy in overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

614. BOXED WYANDOTTE VAN TRUCK
24” l. Original box in excellent condition, toy is in (Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

615. BOXED SMITH MILLER AERIAL LADDER
Popular truck offered with desirable original box. 34” l. Small piece of top flap 
missing and some edge wear to box, toy in (Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

616. BOXED SMITH MILLER 1955 LINCOLN & TRAILER
36” l. Boxes and toy in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

617. BOXED MACK BLUE DIAMOND DUMP
19” l. Toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

612 613

614
615

616

617
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620. CHEIN HERCULES COUPE W/RUMBLE SEAT
18” l. worn spot where decal was probably removed and 
another area where partial decal remains, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

621. AMERICAN NATIONAL BULL DOG TANK TRUCK
Scarce truck by popular maker, played with condition though 
still considered very desirable. 28” l. Missing cap at top of tank, 
otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

622. STURDITOY FIRE CHEMICAL TRUCK
26” l. Hoses are replaced, some minor playwear and scratching, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

623. BUDDY L A-FRAME ROPE DUMP TRUCK
24” l. Toy is possibly restored, in (Excellent Condition) 
$400 - $600

618

622

620

623

621

618. BOXED TONKA TOY BUILDING SUPPLY FLEET
19” l. (Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000

619. BOXED BUDDY L WRECKER NO. 37
Clean boxed example. 22” l. (Excellent Condition) 
$400 - $700

619
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624. BUDDY L PASSENGER BUS
One of the more recognizable Buddy L pieces, classic 
large scale bus with complete bench seating interior. 29” l. 
(Excellent Condition) for this all original toy. $2,500 - $3,500

625. BUDDY L RIDE-EM ICE TRUCK
27” l. Missing pull bar at front, otherwise appears to be 
original with tongs and ice, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,400

626. STURDITOY COAL TRUCK
Unusual example with painted rear end done in orange, attractive 
colors. Provenance: Donald Kaufman to Jay Schoedinger 
Collection. 27” l. Decals are added, some restoration to parts of 
body and cab, overall in (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $2,000

624

625

626

627

628

627. STURDITOY TRAVELING STORE TRUCK
Very popular delivery truck example, nice orange is 
accented with red frame and black fenders. Provenance: Jay 
Schoedinger Collection. 26” l. One insignificant touch-up dab 
of paint along top near rim [possibly factory], otherwise in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

628. STURDITOY POLICE PATROL
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 26” l. 
Light touch-ups over the bare metal portions on driver side, 
overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000
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629. LARGE KINGSBURY LADDER TRUCK
32” l. Areas of wear throughout this well loved toy, overall in 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

630. BUDDY L EXPRESS FIRE TRUCK
Scarce fire/insurance truck variation. 26” l. In all original 
(Very Good Condition) $600 - $900

631. STURDITOY LA FRANCE TANDEM WATER 
TOWER
Large toy is impressive in size and design. 38” l. 
Professionally Restored. $1,000 - $1,500

632. BUDDY L DELUXE PICK-UP TRUCK
25” l. Contemporary. $300 - $600

629

630

631

632

633

634

633. BUDDY L HOOK & LADDER FIRETRUCK
25” l. (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

634. AMERICAN NATIONAL DELIVERY
Scarce example, screen side delivery style truck with thick 
red paint and pin striping. 26” l. Missing rear doors, otherwise 
appears original in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$1,200 - $1,800
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635. STURDITOY TRUCKING COMPANY TRUCK
27” l. Black fenders have some overpaint, grey portion 
appears to be restored. $700 - $1,000

636. STURDITOY CONSTRUCTION SIDE DUMP
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 25” l. Black has 
repaint to some worn areas, inside of green bed is repainted, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

637. STURDITOY BLUE US MAIL TRUCK
Scarce color variation of familiar style truck. Provenance: Jay 
Schoedinger Collection. 26” l. Headlight bar replaced, one hinge on rear 
reattached, black fenders appear to have black show polish over metal, 
overall (Excellent Condition) for this piece. $2,000 - $3,000

638. STURDITOY TANDEM DAIRY TRUCK
Clean piece in nice creamy white paint, large two piece toy. 
Provenance: Jay Schoedinger Collection. 32” l. Rear cap on top is 
replaced, otherwise in all original (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

639. GENDRON SAMPSON DELIVERY TRUCK
25” l. Professionally Restored. $600 - $900

635

636

637

638

639
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640

641

642

640. STEELCRAFT C-CAB MACK ARMY TRUCK
25” l. Professionally Restored. $400 - $600

641. KEYSTONE RR RIDE-EM TRAIN ENGINE
27” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

642. BUDDY L TANKER W/ SPRINKLER BAR
Model No. 206, 1924-29. Full cab model with tank service body, 
comes with straight bar sprinkler attachment, includes note of 
provenance from original owner, Al McCollough, author of 
“The NEW Book of Buddy “L” Toys”, signed and dated May 1993. 
27” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,600

643. KEYSTONE RIDE-EM DUMP TRUCK
Bright colors compliment the truck nicely. 25” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

644. BUDDY L DELUXE SAND GRAVEL TRUCK
Disk wheels with opening cab doors. 27” l. 
Original truck is Professionally Restored. $700 - $1,000

645. MURRAY TEE BIRD PEDAL CAR
32” l. x 17” h. x 15” w. Repainted example. $200 - $400

644

643

645
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646. MURRAY FIRE CHIEF PEDAL CAR
34” l. x 22” h. x 15” w. Professionally Restored. $200 - $400

647. MURRAY PONTIAC CITY FIRE DEPT PEDAL CAR
40” l. x 22.5” h. x 14” w. (Very Good Condition) $300 - $400

648. MURRAY FIRE TRUCK ENG. CO. 1 PEDAL CAR
42” l. x 19” h. 16” w. (Excellent Condition) $150 - $300

649. MURRAY SKIPPER PEDAL BOAT
46” l. x 18” w. 18” h. Restored. $400 - $600

650. MURRAY FIRE CHIEF PEDAL CAR
34” l. x 21” h. x 15” w. (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400

648

647

649

646

650
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1001. CITROEN FAUX CABRIOLET
France, circa 1928, nice green paint with light brown faux 
roll-down top, opening driver side door, wind-up powered. 
16” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1002. BOXED CIJ FRANCE RENAULT WORK TRUCK
Un-played with condition and eye popping blue paint. 
17” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

1003. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL COUPE
Streamlined rolling fenders, key-wind powers front wheels. 
14” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1004. BOXED VEBE TANKER TRUCK
Key wind mechanism. 14” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$400 - $700

1005. PINARD LADDER FIRE TRUCK
Early fire auto, primitive styled French manufacturing with squared 
tin body familiar to most Pinard vehicles. 11” l. Ladder 
is replacement, toy is Repainted throughout. $1,000 - $1,400

1006. CIJ FRANCE VIVA SPORT COUPE
Cherry red paint with faux cloth roof, electric headlights, 
front bumper reads “VIVA SPORT.” 13” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $600 - $800

1001

1002

1003

1005

1006

1004
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1007. CIJ P2 ALPHA ROMEO RACER
France, circa. 1937, very desirable piece and a classic toy racer, spring 
hangers protrude at front; bonnet louvers, opening tank caps, split 
position seating and clockwork driven. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 21” l. Touch-ups in areas on body and repainting at front 
frame, otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) overall. 
$3,000 - $5,000

1008. GUNTHERMANN BLUEBIRD RACER
Larger size of two produced by German maker, impressive size 
and attractive scaling with exaggerated bonnet, a popular toy. 20” l. 
Factory touch-up to curved base along rear of auto, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1009

1007

1008

1010

1011

1012

1009. BOXED CITROEN ROSALIA RACER
Very rare offering to have original box, in unplayed with condition. 
17” l. (Near Mint Condition) $1,200 - $1,600

1010. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL RACE CAR
c. late 1920’s, large scale streamlined lithographed body with 
boat tail rear, seated tin driver, keywind mechanism. 15” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1011. MERCEDES AUTO-DUX RACER
Open seat racer done in blue body and silver bonnet w/side pipes, 
features embossed red seating and fenders, key wind mechanism on the 
underside, lever for braking. 16” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1012. YONEZAWA CHAMPION RACER 98
Japan, late 1950’s tin plate version of Troy Ruttman’s Indianapolis 
500 winning race car, friction driven rear wheels, large size and 
great presence on the shelf! 19” l. (Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000
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1013. BRAGLIA ITALY FERRARI FORMULA RACER
Italy, 1952, battery operated electric motor drive under hood. 
Battery not tested. 12” l. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1014. INGAP ITALY FERRARI #36 RACER
Scarce example of early Italian open air racer, 
keywind protrudes from side of car. 10” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1013

1014

1015

1016

1017

1018

1015. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL RACER
France, c. 1935, lithographed tin in red and yellow, seated driver, fifty-
two appears on bonnet, boat tail rear end. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 15” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1016. TIPPCO STYLE RACER
C. 1930’s, lithographed tin, colorful graphics with side vents embossed at 
hood, seated driver, keywind mechanism. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 16” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1017. KOSUGE 1936 PACKARD SEDAN
Japan, lithographed tin, blue version, chrome grille, luggage rack on 
trunk, clockwork driven. 9” l. Minor factory touch-ups [reflects OK 
under UV black light], (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1018. BOXED KOSUGE GRAHAM PAIGE NO. 3
Unplayed with condition. 6” l. One end flap and one inner flap torn 
but present, toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500
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1019. CK JAPAN V8 GRAHAM AUTO
V8 embossed on front of radiator, attractive lithography on wheels 
marked “SPECIAL.” 7.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1020. BOXED BANDAI FORD PICKUP
Japan, done in light blue body, dark blue roof, embossed orange and 
brown bed, Ford hubcaps, elephant label on doors in lithographed tin, 
friction driven. 12” l. Box has some tears and taping, toy in 
(Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

1021. LINEMAR 1954 CHEVROLET TWO-DOOR SEDAN
Japan, Linemar, made by Marusan, nice color combination of soft 
grey and black, interior is well decorated lithography. 11” l. 
Minor roof scratches, friction wheels slightly loose on axel, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1022. BOXED HAJI FORD SUNLINER CONVERTIBLE
Desirable example in striking colors, includes rare original 
cardboard box with great litho graphics. 11.5” l. Tear and crease 
to box lid, (Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1023. SPANISH FORD GALAXY FRICTION-DRIVEN CAR
Large size auto with nickel appointments. 19” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1024. CRAGSTAN FORD FAIRLANE 500 W/TOP
Roof top is retractable and able to fold into trunk of car. 
11” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1019
1020

1021

1022

1023

1024
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1025. BOXED ALPS CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
Japan, desirable example with scarce box and 
unplayed with condition. lithographed tin auto 
is friction powered. 11” l. (Pristine Condition) 
$2,000 - $3,000

1026. BOXED BANDAI FORD 57 RANCH WAGON
Japan, lithographed tin auto is friction driven, nice 
lithography throughout box lid. 12” l. Tears to box 
edges, overall in (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1027. BOXED BANDAI CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
Japan, 1959 Cadillac four door convertible, friction driven, 
with original box. 11” l. Minor oxidation inside auto, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1028. BANDAI FORD FLOWER DELIVERY WAGON
Japan, 1956 Ford turquoise station wagon with tin litho 
door panels depicting elephant, reads, “Ford lasts longer,” 
opening rear door, celluloid windshield, friction driven, 
flower decals on body. 12” l. Windshield is replacement,
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

1029. JAPANESE FRICTION DRIVEN VOLVO SWEDEN
Unusual example, front license tag reads Sweden. 
11.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1030. GAMA 300 CONVERTIBLE SEDAN
Attractive color scheme for a familiar German automobile, 
lithographed tin body with removable driver. 12” l. 
Missing antenna, in (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1025

10261027

1028

1029

1030
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1031. BOXED ICHIDO MERCEDES 300SL ROADSTER
Japan, friction driven two-seater light blue convertible 
with original box. 11” l. Some tears to box, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1032. TIPPCO MERCEDES BENZ TOWN CAR BATTERY-OP
12.5” l. Requires unusual battery therefore untested functionality, 
tin in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $600 - $900

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

1033. SSS TOKYO 1961 CADILLAC FRICTION SEDAN
Large size Japanese automobile, appropriate color combo to match 
the 1960s long body style with tail fins at rear. 17” l. Windshield is 
split in middle, friction motor is working but could use adjustment 
to spin stronger, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1034. CRAGSTAN RCA-NBC MOBILE TV TRUCK
Japan, battery-operated toy features cameraman holding camera 
atop television truck, control levers appear at rear. 9” l. Minor 
factory touch-ups, overall in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1035. BING AMERICAN TAXI LENOX 530
7.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1036. OROBR GARAGE WITH TWO AUTOS
7” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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1037. PAIR OF BING MODEL T AUTOS
Germany, both with seated woman driver, one Tourer, 
other Roadster style. 7”l. (Exc to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1038. BING LUXURY LIMOUSINE
Scarce hand painted example, circa 1912, large shelf presence, lead seat 
and wheels with glass windows and nickel headlights, a more deluxe 
and expensive toy car in its day. 13” l. Lights, rubber tires, and roof 
rack are replaced, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1039. MEDIUM CARETTE LIMOUSINE W/ FIGURES
Deluxe offering with three original hand painted passengers in rear. 
12” l. Front left wheel is replaced, one door hinge is missing, otherwise 
original toy in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1040. SMALL CARETTE LIMOUSINE
Germany, smaller size of a series produced, this example has brake 
lever as well as forward and reverse gearing controlled by other side lever. 
9” l. All original in (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1041. HESS LIMOUSINE - FLYWHEEL DRIVEN
Germany, circa 1920s, activate motor by rotating front radiator crank. 
9” l. Working in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900
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1042. HESS MOBILE WITH TWO FIGURES
Germany, open racer style auto has strong lithograph graphics, 
two figures are well scaled to auto. 6” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1043. FISCHER FOUR SEAT OPEN TOURER
10” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1044. BOXED IY METAL TOYS JAPAN CONDOR CYCLE
Very rare to include the original cardboard box with nice graphics on lid, 
friction driven cycle is quite large, nice auction offering. 12” l. Creasing 
to box in areas, otherwise toy in (Pristine Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1045. MODERN TOYS BATTERY-OP POLICE MOTORCYCLE
Battery compartment located under cycle, nice action when activated. 12” l. 
Minor factory touch-ups, overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1046. ARNOLD A643 MOTORCYCLE
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1042
1043

1044

1045

1046
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1047

1049

1048

1050

1051

1052

1047. ARNOLD TOURING MOTORCYCLE
7.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1048. INGAP TOURING MOTORCYCLE
Italy, very clean example, attractive lithography throughout, 
especially on the touring riders clothing with tight lines. 
8” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1049. SAALHEIMER & STRAUSS MILITARY CYCLE
Germany, scarce and very collectible example, lithograph 
tin rider includes his seldom found rifle strapped over his shoulder. 
7.25” l. (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1050. BANDAI BMW 500 MOTORCYCLE
Japan, lithographed tin, in white body with nickel plated tank, BMW logo 
on side, license holder and front fender reads, “BMW 500,” friction powered. 
12” l. Hub cap is loose, but present, (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1051. WIND-UP CYCLE W/ SIDECAR
Unusual bike with a pleasant look, sidecar body conceals 
wind-up motor, possibly Italian made. 6” l. Some overpaint throughout, 
(Very Good Condition) $500 - $1,000

1052. BOXED MARUSAN SUNBEAM CYCLE W/ SIDECAR
Japan, battery operated bike has two speeds and electric headlights, 
nice graphics on box lid. 9” l. On/off switch is stuck needs attention, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1053. INDIAN MOTORCYCLE SPARKLER
Rare German example and very desirable for early motorcycle collectors, 
when sparkler plunger is squeezed the wheels spin for wonderful effect. 5” l. 
Red sparkler bracket under the cycle is replaced [does not detract from the toy], 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for age. $1,000 - $1,400

1054. PRE-WAR JAPAN YAMADA MOTORCYCLE W/ SIDE CAR
Very rare offering of pre-war Japanese toy demonstrating their willingness 
to copy lithographed toys produced by German firms, nearly identical in 
design to the Distler cycle, keywind appears at rear of sidecar. 6.5” l. 
Front wheel appears to have touch-ups to paint with a modified front fork, 
otherwise original (Very Good Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1055. MODERN TOYS ATOM MOTORCYCLE
Japan, battery operated example has nice action driving forward, stopping, 
and allowing driver to lift off to one side. 12” l. Minor factory touch-ups, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1056. I.Y. METAL TOYS JAPAN CONDOR MOTORCYCLE
Large scale Japanese cycle is driven by a friction motor powering center wheels, 
clean condition. 12” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1057. MULLER & KADEDER ZEPPELIN
German clockwork toy air ship, hand painted tin with paper propeller 
at rear and small figures below deck. 8” l. Paper propellers are replaced, 
otherwise original (Very Good Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1058. TIPPCO HINDENBURG DIRIGIBLE
11” l. Propeller replaced, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1056

1053

1054

1055

1057

1058
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1059

1060

1061

1062

1064

1063

1059. TIPPCO BI-WING AIRPLANE
Germany, c. late 1920’s, nice detail to motor graphics, electric lights & 
clockwork driven. 16” wingspan. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1060. TIPPCO TL-1029 BOMBER AIRPLANE
Germany, keywind airplane features hanging lead cap bombs which 
can be loaded, as keywind runs, bombs are released and would make 
a BANG upon hitting floor. 11” l. Box bottom only [no lid], 
toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1061. FLEISCHMANN PONTOON SEAPLANE
Germany, very rare example, fuselage resembles hull of a ship, 
ready for carrying passengers to remote islands with nothing but 
water for a runway. 18” wingspan. Original pontoons and tailfins 
are reattached and touched up accordingly, otherwise an all original 
piece working well in (Excellent Condition) $6,000 - $8,000

1062. SMALL MARKLIN CLOCKWORK OCEAN LINER
Fresh find from an estate sale in Michigan, clockwork motor is 
concealed inside ship and accessed through stack, boat still retains 
one original mast [though disconnected]. 12” l. Missing one mast, 
paint in all original (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1063. EARLY FLEISCHMANN VEDES OCEAN LINER
Germany, early example of two stack liner, clockwork driven with
 keywind inside front stack, hand painted throughout with “VEDES” 
stamped on the bow, nice offering. 18” l. Both masts are replaced, otherwise 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for this example. $1,200 - $1,800

1064. MEDIUM ARNOLD OCEAN LINER
Germany, c. 1920s, lithographed example is powered by inertia 
motor cranked from the stern, tiered cabin on deck. 
12” l. (Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1065. SCARCE LARGE BING BATTLESHIP
Large scale battleship hand painted in two tone grey with brown decking, 
deck appointments of lifeboats, cannons, and four stacks, clockwork activated, 
a hard boat to find in original condition as the paint could flake so easily. 
24” l. One crow’s nest, one deck gun, and one lifeboat are replaced, 
front cannon has a broken barrel, otherwise is a complete original 
boat working in (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

1066. MODERN TOYS JAPAN KING GEORGE LINER
Large liner is keywind powered and driven with wheels on underside. 
19” l. Could use a cleaning, overall in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1067. BOXED LINEMAR CABIN CRUISER BATTERY-OP
12” l. Very minor factory touch-up to underside of hull, 
otherwise in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) with 
original cardboard inserts and wax paper. $300 - $500

1068. MECHANICAL NODDING TRADE STIMULATOR
Well dressed gentleman nodding figure, stands high at over two feet for a nice 
window display, holds wooden pole in one hand a paper sign in other, head nods 
forward up and down. 28” h. Small repair to right cheek of figure, paper sign is 
added, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1069. MECHANICAL NODDING TRADE STIMULATOR
A nice counterpart to his mate though this figure stands a couple inches shorter, 
dressed in coattails and top hat, head nods in up and down motion. 26” h. Repair 
and repaint around neck, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

1070. MECHANICAL CLOWN BUBBLE BLOWER
German, clown figure atop base, when lever is pushed, bellows in body squeaks, 
he bends forward and collects liquid for vessel, causing bubbles to come out of 
straw in mouth. 14” h. (Excellent Condition) for age. $500 - $750

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069
1070
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1071. FLEISCHMANN CASTLE WITH POND
Charming piece with three towers and celluloid swans which swim around the moat 
with wind-up motor in center tower. 23” l. (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1072. M&K GO AROUND W/ BALOONS & CANOES
Muller & Kadeder, Germany, c. 1909, dual tiered clockwork driven example 
features six gondola canoes with seated riders, marquee in circular area. 17” h. 
Restoration throughout toy, working with great motion. $1,000 - $1,500

1073. WK BATTERY-OP GO-ROUND W/ PLANES & SWINGS
Germany, has WK mark, attributed to Wilhelm Krause, lithographed tin, 
unusual example with electric lights added to monocoupe supports, 
celluloid propellers, clockwork driven, graphics appear at canopy top. 
14” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1071
1072

1073

1074
1075

1076

1074. WK MECHANICAL GO-ROUND W/ SWINGS
11” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

1075. WK MECHANICAL GO-ROUND W/ SWINGS
12” h. One half of flag is broken off, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1076. DOLL CO DIRIGIBLE STEAM ACCESSORY
Germany, this Ferris wheel example features two dirigibles 
with seated passenger figures, large puller at side of frame can 
be manually cranked or powered by a steam plant and wire. 12” h. 
One flag is replaced, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1077
1078

1079

1080

1081

1077. GUNTHERMANN ELEPHANT PUSHING BANJO CART
Very interesting toy design, when wound a nice plink plank sound 
comes from large lithographed ball while banjo player stums, elephant 
pushes/walks, and umbrella twirls. 8” l. Umbrella is replaced, arms of banjo 
player and legs of elephant are original but reattached and touched up 
accordingly, overall in (Very Good Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1078. MECHANICAL CLOWNS PLAYING VIOLIN
Germany, attributed to Gunthermann, whimsical design, clockwork driven, 
and emits plink-plank sound. 10.5” l. Professionally Restored. $1,000 - $1,500

1079. BOXED ISSMAYER CLOWN PERFORMER
Wonderful example with extremely rare original box, label of box displays 
toy in handstand position though is faded, toy in as good as it gets condition 
for German hand painted tin. 6” l. Right arm is reattached with minimal 
touch-up at solder, otherwise in overall (Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1080. LAUGHING BLACK MAN W/ TOP HAT
German, early wind-up toy has nice motion, when wound at rear, man with top hat 
appears to laugh and chatter his teeth, multiple pivot points on face/jaw make a life-
like gesture. 7” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for age of toy. $500 - $750

1081. BAVARIAN COUNTRYSIDE WOMAN WALKER
Likely Gunthermann, depicts an old lady with basket and broom 
wearing spectacles 7” h. Professionally Restored and aged. $600 - $900
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1082. MAX MOSCHKOWITZ WOMAN W/PARASOL
German, simple wind-up toy by less familiar manufacturer with 
a walking/waddling motion. 7” h. Original umbrella is reattached 
at hand, otherwise in overall (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1083. GERMAN TIN UNCLE SAM ACROBAT
Hand painted, clockwork driven with acrobatic tumbling motion, 
nice cross over from German toy to Americana. 7” h. Arms are 
reattached, overall in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

1084. GERMAN SANTA W/ANGEL BELLS 
Early hand painted tin figure is key wound from side causing his arms 
to seemingly tug on the Christmas tree mounted angels bells, attributed 
to Gunthermann. 6.5”” h. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500”

1085. GERMAN WOMAN W/ GOOSE CART
Very charming toy with a whimsical action! Wind-up under cart causes 
wheels to spin as woman seemingly pushes cart with her wing flapping 
goose inside. 9” l. Minimal re-solder at frame under cart, all original toy 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) for age. $1,200 - $1,600

1083 1084

1085

1086

1087

1088

1082

1086. GERMAN BOY WALKING ON STILTS
Germany, made by Issmayer, fabulous hand painted 
toy of well dressed boy walking on stilts, nice tall 
size makes for a nice shelf example. 8.5” h. 
All original in (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1087. DRESSED NODDING ROOSTER
Unusually large example of German piece features a full 
dressed composition rooster walker, composition head 
and lead feet. 10” h. Some restoration to head, otherwise 
appears original in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1088. SCHUCO FOX CARRYING GOOSE
Germany, scarce and desirable example, amusing 
depiction of fox in full outfit carrying tin litho 
cage and goose peering from interior. 6” h. 
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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1089. HEAVY SWELL FANCY MAN WALKER
German lithographed tin, depicts dressed figure with pork pie hat, resembles 
the Lehmann Heavy Swell figure. 8.5” h. Tip of nose and chin are 
touched up, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1090. TIPPCO LADDIE BOY DOG TOY
Familiar canine used on the clown dog cart, single pup has articulated front 
wheel which causes trotting motion. 6” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1091. BOXED FRENCH DIRIGIBLE ZEPPELIN
Paris, circa 1900, title “Le Ballon Dirigeable” early rubber band driven 
zeppelin is nicely spirit painted, charming litho scene appears on box lid, 
a very elegant toy. 8” l. Propeller shaft is resoldered, otherwise in 
overall (Near Mint Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1092. BUCHNER GERMAN HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE
A very regal and elegant early tin toy, this example features a hand 
painted phaeton style tin carriage drawn by two wooden horses, 
original passenger figures seated in carriage and one horseman figure., 
14” l. Appropriate wear for age, man passenger is missing head, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1093. FRENCH THREE MAN ROWBOAT
Early sprit painted toy, when it rolls the oarsmen appear to row 
the boat. 11” l. Some resolder, missing one set of oars, 
overall in (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

1089

1090

1091

1093

1092
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1094. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL DRUMMING SOLDIER
Unusual miniature size of an already rare piece, unique 
tinplate drummer boy mounted on one small wheel 
and two large wheels, wire connected to arm and drum 
causes one man band motion when driven forward by 
small gyro. 3.5” h. (Very Good Condition) for age. 
$1,000 - $1,400

1095. FERNAND MARTIN ROLLER SKATER
Very rare and desirable example with only a handful of examples 
known, charming boy with early French outfit and roller skate on 
one foot seemingly scoots along with his free leg. 8” h. Cloth lapel on 
jacket is likely added, otherwise clothing is all original though 
slightly soiled, (Excellent Condition) $7,000 - $10,000

1096. FERNAND MARTIN BARREL ROLLER
Popular example, painted and lithographed tin, man with hidden mechanism walks 
along seemingly rolling two barrels. 7” h. (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1094 1095

1096

1097

1098

1097. BOXED MARTIN ORANGE VENDOR
Nice crisp boxed example, cloth dressed figure, lithographed 
and spirit painted cart. 8” l. (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1098. VICTOR BONNET SKIFF CART
c. 1919-1937, “L’Entraineur Skiff,” amusing back-and-forward movement 
of the boy pulling the hand lever drives the skiff forward. 7” l. Front cap of 
cart is replaced, otherwise in original (Excellent Condition) $700 - $900
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1099. BOXED FERNAND MARTIN DRUNKARD
Nice clean example of popular French toy, crisp box with complete 
graphic on box lid. 8” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1100. FERNAND MARTIN THE LITTLE COOK
c. 1904, “Le Petit Cuisineur,” when wound realistically chops carrot 
while amusingly sticking his tongue out. 8” h. Original paint, though 
the hat has some varnish applied to keep it from flaking, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1101. MARTIN NANNY W/ RARE ORIGINAL BOX
Extremely rare box, c.. 1914, ,”Ma Nounou” wind-up depicting 
the nanny coddling bundled baby. 8” h. (Pristine Condition) $6,000 - $9,000

1099

1100
1101

1102

1103

1104

1102. FERNAND MARTIN MYSTERY BALL
14” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1103. LEHMANN WALKING DOWN BROADWAY
A popular German wind-up toy with wonderful theme of a well dressed 
couple strolling with their dog on leash. 6” h. Woman’s purse is replaced, 
otherwise appears all original in (Very Good Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1104. LEHMANN SKI ROLF
Germany, rare example, lithographed tin figure depiction in blue suit with 
white cap, stands on yellow skis w/poles in hands, clockwork driven, 
great action. 7.5” h. Litho is slightly overcleaned on jacket, overall in 
(Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000
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1105. LEHMANN BAKER AND CHIMNEY SWEEP
Rather scarce and desirable German toy, nice whimsical theme of a dirty 
chimney sweep hitching a ride on a bakers cart as he strikes the baker 
with his broom. 5” l. One original arm is reattached, one arm is replaced, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1106. LEHMANN MARS RAD CYCLE
The front end unit to the Lehmann Anxious Bride toy, also produced 
as a single unit of boy riding trike, however this example has the 
often missing post on the rear to hitch onto the anxious brides cart. 
5” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1107. LEHMANN TUT-TUT
7” l. All original in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1108. LEHMANN MASUYAMA
Nice action, as cart is propelled with wind-up motor, man appears to walk 
as woman fans herself and the umbrella twirls. 7” l. Umbrella is replaced, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1108
1109

1110

1106

1107

1109. BOXED LEHMANN BALKY MULE CART
Complete box with paper instructions. 7” l. Box is distressed with
 some tears, toy is original in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1110. LEHMANN #755 TAXI
Scarce example of detailed automotive piece. 7” l. Flat on taxi meter 
is broken off, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1105
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1112
1111 1113

1114

1115

1111. LEHMANN ECHO CYCLIST
All Lehmann cycle toys are considered very desirable and 
cross over from several collecting categories, an all original 
example offered. 9” l. (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1112. LEHMANN LI LA HANSOM CAB
Germany, amusing action involves lady’s parasol hitting roof 
and opening door when clockwork is driven. 6” h. Cleaning 
could enhance the grade, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1113. LEHMANN DOUBLE-DECKER AUTOBUS
A striking example of this very popular automotive German 
toy, red version. 8” l. (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1114. BOXED LEHMANN AHA DELIVERY VAN
Hard to find the original box for this toy. 5.5” l. Lid of box 
has two replaced flaps, glue repairs to edges of box, 
toy in (Pristine Condition) overall. $1,000 - $1,400

1115. LEHMANN VINETA MONORAIL
A clever toy which seems to defy gravity as it rolls 
along with its internal inertia motor. 9.5” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1116. LEHMANN ANXIOUS BRIDE
Tandem cycle and cart with seated woman passenger who flaps 
her arms in a rush as the cart rolls, driver pedals at front of three 
wheeler. 9” l. Hook at rear of car is reattached, otherwise in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1116
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1117. LEHMANN OHO & MOTOR CAR
4” - 5.5” l. (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

1118. LEHMANN AUTO GARAGE WITH RACER
One bay gargae with Galop race car. 6” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1119. TWO ISSMAYER WIND-UP BIRDS
Colorful lithography covers both bodies. 4.5”-6” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1120. CLOWN MULE CART SQUEEZE TOY
Germany, made by Praeger, motion driven by squeezing 
tabs at rear. 10” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1121

1122

1118

1119

1120

1117

1121. BOXED JAPAN BOY RIDING TRIKE
Cute toy, nice graphics on box match toy, 
celluloid figure on litho tin wind-up trike. 5” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1122. MODERN TOYS NINKIMONO TOY
Celluloid wind-up toy depicts chinaman street 
performer twirling a balance act on his nose. 14” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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1123. GERMAN SKIER W/ PROPELLER BLADE
Very rare hand painted tin example, curious toy depicts skier with propeller 
blades attached to back, holds one pole in hand and wears wheeled skies on feet. 
8” h. Professionally Restored and aged. $2,000 - $3,000

1124. HANS EBERL ADMIRAL PERRY SLED
Rare example by German maker, depicts famous world explorer adventuring 
to the north pole on keywind dog sled. 10” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
for this toy. $2,000 - $3,000

1125. EARLY GERMAN SANTA W/ DRUM
Attributed to Issmayer, lovely small example features standing hand 
painted Santa on circular base with lithographed tin drum in hands. 
6” h. All original in (Very Good Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1126. GUNTHERMANN LEAP FROG TOY
A great example of toy maker imagination and whimsical design, team of two hand 
painted tin figures performing a wheelbarrow act, wheeled example with keywind 
located under platform. 8” h. Professionally Restored and aged. $1,500 - $2,500

1123

1124

1125

1126
1127

1127. HANS EBERL GYMNAST ON PARALLEL BARS
Outstanding example, early German toy is hand painted in circus 
performer outfit, great balance helps the toy seemingly defy gravity 
as the gymnast performs flips on the parallel bars. Figure is 8” h. 
Stand is replacement piece, figure has wear to arms, otherwise 
in impressive (Pristine Condition) and working. $3,000 - $4,000
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1128. PRE-WAR JAPAN BUCKING CLOWN CAR
Celluloid clown driver bobs up and down as car seemingly bucks along, 
very amusing action. 8” l. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1129. SET OF TOBACCO ROLY POLY TINS
Nice set of six tins ranging from several figures, a wonderful group 
offering, five are Mayo’s tobacco while one is Dixie Queen brand. 
7” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1130. BING MONKEY ON TRICYCLE
9” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1131. LARGE PENNY TOY DIRIGIBLE MARBLE GAME
French “Jeu Des Dirigeables” instructions appear on rear of airship scene, 
a very amusing design and action, penny toy driven marble game features elaborate 
track of circling zeppelins, as they end their run they hit a target button which 
releases a penny toy auto, as auto drives down ramp, it presses another lever which 
releases a trap door holding balls, which knock down bowling pins to score points 
on highly detailed lithograph base. 50” l. Flags are replacements, paper on top of 
target size roof is replaced, overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1128

1129

1130

1131
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1132

11331133
1134

1135 1136

1137

1132. UNUSUAL WALKING LADY PENNY TOY
Nicely lithographed double sided woman. 4” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1133. SOLDIER ON HORSE JAPANESE PENNY TOY
Pre-war Japanese penny toys are highly sought after. 
3” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1134. EARLY KELLERMANN MOTORCYCLE PENNY TOY
Popular example of three wheel motorcycle with touring rider. 
4” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

1135. FRENCH MAN ON HIGH WHEEL PENNY TOY
Stand is added to hold up bike, made of spirit painted tin and lead. 
4.5” h. (Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

1136. MEIER TOURING CAR W/ FIGURES PENNY TOY
Attractive lithography to auto is complimented with two seated figures. 
3” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1137. MEIER RACER PENNY TOY
Always a popular example, rear end slides open to serve 
as candy container. 3.5” l. Small crack at dashboard, 
otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1138. EARLY FISCHER AUTO PENNY TOY
Rare example, hand crank appears at front of radiator. 
3.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1139. KELLERMANN AIRPLANE PENNY TOY
5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1139

1138
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1140. D.R.G.M. GYRO COPTER PENNY TOY
4” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1141. LARGE EINFALT SPIRAL PLANE PENNY TOY
Push down airplanes and spring decompresses causing airplanes 
to spin/spiral as they rise. 7” h. One plane detached, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1142. EINFALT AIRPLANE SPIRAL PENNY TOY
Slightly shorter version. 6” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1143. GERMAN DIRIGIBLE GO AROUND
Penny toy scaled zeppelins are hung in in a merry-go-round fashion. 
6” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1144. MEIER HOT AIR BALLOON PENNY TOY
A very popular example. 4” h. Solder repair to top of balloon/propellor 
bracket, overall in (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1145. MEIER MAN IN SAIL BOAT PENNY TOY
Nice example of man in lithographed sailboat, mounted on green wheeled 
platform. 3.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) overall. $400 - $500

1146. GERMAN OCEAN LINER PENNY TOY
4.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1147. MEIER TROLLEY PENNY TOY
3” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1140

1141

1142
1143

1144

1145

1146

1147
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1148
1149

1150

1148. MEIER DOUBLE SWING PENNY TOY
3.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

1149. MEIER BAVARIAN DANCERS PENNY TOY
Very popular toy with lever activated dancing motion. 
3.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1150. MEIER GIRL FEEDING CHICKEN PENNY TOY
Pushing lever causes hen to tip forward as if pecking at feed. 
4” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1151. MEIER CAROUSEL PENNY TOY
Cute example, compressing side lever causes carousel to revolve. 
3” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1152. DISTLER WINDMILL PENNY TOY
4” h. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

1153. MEIER DONKEY AND CLOWN PENNY TOY
3.75” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

1154. DISTLER SPRING TAIL CAT PENNY TOY
Cute example of whimsical cat with spring tail. 3” l. Slight 
discoloration to paint, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1155. MEIER COW PENNY TOY
Strong lithography on this example. 3” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1156. FISCHER BUTTING GOATS PENNY TOY
Scarce example with articulated lever causing goats to feud. 
4.5” l. (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

1151
1152

1153

1154

1155

1156
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1157. MEIER GNOMES SAWING PENNY TOY
3.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $400

1158. GELY ROCKING CHAIR MAN PENNY TOY
2” h. Original toy is heavily lacquered, 
otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $200 - $300

1159. FISCHER PORTER W/ TRUNK PENNY TOY
Trunk opens to serve as a candy container. 
3” l. (Pristine Condition) $250 - $450

1160. CAVALLO BUGLER PENNY TOY HARMONICA
Unusual piece, familiar style bugler to the Meier penny toy, the base is a 
harmonica on this piece. 3” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1161. MEIER CAMERA PENNY TOY
4.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1162. TWO SEWING MACHINE PENNY TOYS
3” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1163. MEIER CANARY CAGE PENNY TOY
3” l. (Pristine Condition) $150 - $250

1164. MEIER PHONOGRAPH PENNY TOY
3.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1157

1158

1159

1160
1161

1162
1163

1164

1165

1166

1165. SWISS CHALET BANK PENNY TOY
Coin slot appears in roof, rear door opens with key to retrieve money. 
2.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1166. GERMAN FOUR MAN ROW BOAT MECHANICAL PENNY TOY
Scarce piece with four rowers compared to the more common single 
or double version. 10” l. One oar is missing, otherwise in overall 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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1169

1170

1171

1167. BOXED HAJI FRICTION BOAT TRAILER
15” l. Minor creasing to box, overall in 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1168. BOXED BANDAI CADILLAC SEDAN
Unplayed with condition, great styling to auto. 11.5” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $400

1169. ICHIKO JAPAN FRICTION 1959 OLDSMOBILE
12” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1170. GAMA 300 CADILLAC FRICTION SEDAN
12” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1171. BOXED BANDAI JAGUAR
Japan, 1950’s, blue tinplate body, two door model, litho interior, 
friction powered. 9.5” l. Very minor tear to lid, two corners are taped, 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $400

1172. BOXED BANDAI FAIRLANE 500
Popular automotive example with scarce original box, nice graphics 
appear on all sides of lid. 11.5” l. Minor tears and crushing to bottom 
box portion, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1172

1173

1167

1168

1173. BANDAI 1956 FORD STATION WAGON
Japan, 1956, tinplate auto done in two-tone green, light body and dark roof, 
opening rear door with window, nickel trim, friction driven. 12” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500 
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1175

1178

1179

1176

1177

1180

1174. BOXED MODERN TOYS DRIVE SET
Nice set with fold up box cover. 10” l. 
Slight creasing and tears to box, two tape 
repairs, toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$300 - $400

1175. ICHIKO COIN-OP CAR BANK
Very interesting toy, battery operated motor 
is activated when coin is deposited into 
the bonnet of car. 9” l. Two flaps torn and 
distressed on box, car in (Pristine Condition) 
$500 - $750

1176. ALPS JAPAN PACKARD SEDAN
Luxury auto done in jet black paint with elaborate nickel trim and grille, 
rubber tires, colorful tin litho interior, friction driven. 16.5” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1177. BOXED VEBE PICK UP TRUCK
France, green cab and rear body, with “Transporte Rapides” decal on door, 
clockwork motor, composition driver. 13.5” l. Some creasing to box, 
tape at split seam, toy in (Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

1178. JEP DELAHAYE TWO-DOOR LIMOUSINE
The rolling lines of the fenders give great depth to vehicle’s shape. 
13” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

1179. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL PEUGEOT COUPE
Desirable large scale French auto, keywind appears near rear wheel, 
14.5” l. Roof scratches, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1180. BOXED FRENCH LADDER TRUCK
Vebe, France, tin clockwork fire ladder truck, with the original box, 
three composition firemen. 16” l. Box is torn and distressed, 
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1174
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1181. LARGE GERMAN RACE CAR
Seated driver, embossed seating and impressive scale, done in 
beige with graphic image of bonnet straps, disc wheels, clockwork 
mechanism. Provenance: Donald Kaufman Collection. 
19” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1182. BOXED MECCANO CONSTRUCTOR RACER
England, c. 1936, complete boxed set, includes bodies and appointments 
for assembly of Grand Prix racer and sports model, driver and original 
box. 13” l. Creasing to box near edges, one rear wheel has touched-up 
paint chips, overall in (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1181
1182

1183

1184

1185

1183. BOXED YAMADA JAPAN MILITARY TRUCK
Extremely rare example, lithographed tin auto features six-wheel military tank type 
truck with side cannons and top mounted gun, very detailed graphics on box lid, nice 
scale and size vehicle has metal clicker on bottom which simulates gun fire as toy rolls. 
14” l. Minor tears to box edges, overall in (Very Good Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1184. YONEZAWA ATOM JET RACER
Fantastic Japanese toy with bright colors and extensive graphic images surround this 
futuristic streamlined auto, friction driven, interesting to note graphics appear on the 
undercarriage as well. 26” l. Tailfin has some paint enhancement, top of car 
[behind windows] professionally touched up, otherwise appears all 
original in strong (Excellent Condition) $5,000 - $7,500

1185. YONEZAWA JAPAN ATOM RACER
c. 1950’s, exceptional colors and graphics, great detail to nickel 
trim and appointments, seated tin driver, friction powered, 
No. 153 on tail, one in a series of three known versions. 16” l. 
Very minor touch-up to red curve at top of tailfin [does not 
detract from toy], otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$2,000 - $3,000
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1186. YONEZAWA JAPAN FIRE JET FRICTION RACER
Scarce offering, similar styling to that of the Atom Racer but with entirely 
different lithography throughout, extensive graphic designs, disk wheels, 
friction driven, driver at wheel in racing attire and wearing a replacement helmet. 
13” l. Friction motor is present but working erratically, one rubber wheel is glued, 
minor factory touch-ups, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1187. YONEZAWA INDIANAPOLIS SPECIAL CHAMPION RACER
Japan, familiar Indy racer styled auto, friction driven, lithographed #1 
appears at front and rear of auto, seated driver. 9” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1186

1187

1188

1192

1189

1190

1191
1188. BREVETTATO ITALY #2 RACE CAR
Scarce example, race car has nice polished chrome finish 
throughout, driver dressed in racing attire, mounted 
steering wheel and faux multi-spoke wheels. 12” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1189. MARTINAN & LARNAUDE FRENCH RACER
c. 1930, lithographed tin, bright graphics, nickel side pipes 
and axle covers add nice detail, key wound. 14” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1190. GUNTHERMANN SILVER BULLET RACER
Germany, c. 1930’s, very scarce nickel plated racer, a deluxe 
edition of the famed Kaye Don Sunbeam racer. 22” l. 
Rear wheels have repaint inside hubs, one flag on tailfin 
is replaced, otherwise in overall (Very Good Condition) 
$2,000 - $3,000

1191. PAYA #3 WIND-UP RACER
Provenance: Donald Kaufman Collection. 
13” l. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1192. TIPPCO ELECTRIC LIGHT BOAT-TAIL RACER
Smaller size auto, battery-powered headlight mounted 
on top of dashboard, keywind motor propels car. 11” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1193. BANDAI MESSERSCHMITT TYPE AUTO
Friction driven, similar style auto features four wheels, windshield 
hinges at side. 8.5” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1194. BANDAI MESSERSCHMITT AUTO
Japan, lithographed tin, done in red body, plastic canopy roof, 
friction powered, unique auto style with three wheels, 
side opening. 8” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1195. ARNOLD TIN LIZZY
Lithographed tin body, colorful convertible auto, contains four 
composition figures. 10” l. Missing spring bar and plunger to drive auto, 
litho in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1196. BOXED BREVETTATO WOODY STATION WAGON
MLB Marchesini of Bologna, Italy, clockwork mechanism, key is 
stored in the rear of the station wagon, with original box. 10.5” l. Tears 
to box at edges and seams, overall in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1193 1194

1195
1196

1197

1198

1197. BOXED SCHUCO PACKARD CONVERTIBLE
Unplayed with condition. 10.5” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

1198. BOXED CHAD VALLEY SALOON CAR
9” l. Box is missing three inner flaps in (Very Good Condition), 
Toy in (Near Mint Condition) $200 - $400
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1199. BOXED METTOY COUPE W/ TRAILER
16” l. Minor crushing to one end of box bottom, 
toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1200. BOXED CHAD VALLEY UBILDA TOURING CAR
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1201. CHAD VALLEY 1947 COUPE
10” l. (Excellent Condition) $100 - $200

1202. BOXED BING MODEL T COUPE
Hard to find box in any condition. 6.5” l. Box flaps torn off but 
present, some lithograph finish is peeling near windscreen area, 
otherwise toy in (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1203. OROBR OLD JALOPY
Attributed to German maker, though there are no markings 
on sweet little car. 6” l. Two door hinges are repaired, 
otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $250 - $500

1204. PENNY TOY RACER W/ GARAGE
German, tin litho, garage with door, open race car with driver. 
5” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1199 1200

1201

1202

1203

1204

1205

1205. BOXED SHIOJI MOVING VAN W/ TRAILERS
Japan, c.1950’s, friction driven GMC Semi tractor with double trailer, opening side and 
rear doors, in original box. 24” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500
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1206

1207

1208

1209
1210

1206. BOXED JAPAN NAVAJO FRICTION TRUCK & TRAILER
22” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1207. HAJI JAPAN FRICTION EDSEL SEDAN
11” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1208. BOXED BANDAI FERRARI SUPERAMERICA
Japan, friction driven, red tinplate Ferrari convertible, with original box. 
11” l. Very minor tear to box edges, (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1209. ASAHI ATC JAPAN 1962 FORD STATION WAGON
Japan, tin friction 1962 Ford Ranch station wagon with luggage rack. 
12” l. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

1210. HAJI FRICTION EDSEL CONVERTIBLE
11” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

1211. BOXED BANDAI ROLLS ROYCE SILVER CLOUD
Late 1950s Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud tin litho friction driven car 
with box. 12” l. Tape to inside flap, minor crushing to box bottom, 
toy in (Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1212. BOXED ASAHI ATC 1957 FORD FAIRLANE
Nice boxed example in unplayed with condition throughout. 10” l. 
Lid is reinforced, toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

1211

1212
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1213. MARUSAN FRICTION CHEVROLET SEDAN
Nice color combination of red and yellow. 
11” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1214. SSS TOKYO CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE BATTERY-OP
Japan, large scale example with bright red color throughout, 
matching red interior. 17” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1215. BOXED SHIOJI DOUBLE VAN TRACTOR TRAILER
Japan, c. 1950’s tin litho tandem trailer, friction driven, 
with original box. 26” l. Tear at seam, box in (Very Good Condition) 
toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1216. GUNTHERMANN TONNEAU W/ PASSENGERS
Wind-up, fixed key on rear of car, has working brake lever on left of 
car next to passenger, mechanism has shaft that spins and steers front 
wheels side to side as car moves forward. 7.5” l. Rear passenger man 
figure is original but lacquered, steering wheel is resoldered, replaced 
running boards, wheels, and one rear seatback, toy is faded in 
(Very Good Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1217. LARGE FISCHER SEDAN
Germany, 1930’s luxury model, lithographed tin in nice color 
scheme of maroon and tan roof with matching fenders, 
clockwork driven, seated driver, Dunlap Balloon wheels. 
16” l. Rear passenger wheel is replaced, flaking to roof otherwise 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1213

1214

1216

1215

1217
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1218. JEP RENAULT SERIES IV AUTO
France, c. 1936, red tin litho with nice detailing in yellow and green, driver and 
passenger doors open, wind up mechanism with attached 
key. 12.5” l. Touch-up to chipping along edges, otherwise in 
(Very Good Condition) $400 - $700

1219. BOXED VEBE 303 DUMP TRUCK
France, c.1950, tinplate toy with red body, clockwork driven, doors and lift 
gate open, rubber tires, seated composition driver. 12.5” l. Box has tears along 
seams, general distressing, toy in (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

1220. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL FRANCE AUTO GARAGE
Early tin lithograph, quite elaborate toy auto garage features 
opening front bay doors, sides have die-cut window frames. 
15” l. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1218

1219

1220

1221

12221221. CHARLES ROSSIGNOL DUMP TRUCK
France, circa 1930’s, lithographed tin with a stand out 
color scheme, lifting open bed and fold down tailgate. 15.5” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1222. BOXED RUSSIAN DUMP TRUCK
Unusual construction truck is offered with very rare original box and 
operating instructions written in Russian. 20” l. Dump lever is working 
though piston is sticking, overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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1223. BOXED JAPANESE SANESU SSS CEMENT MIXER
Japan, light steel cement truck, nicely detailed with opening doors, 
lithographed dashboard with gauges, and button operated dump action. 
18” l. Box is partially distressed from age, toy in (Near Mint Condition) 
with original chute. $1,200 - $1,800

1224. I.Y. METAL TOYS JAPAN SIGHT SEEING BUS
Bright yellow tin friction driven bus, eye-catching graphics give the 
impression of being in motion, skylight windows, displays well. 17” l. 
Insignificant scratches to wheels and black underside of bus are in-painted, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1225. BOXED FJ FRANCE LA FLECHE D’ARGENT BUS
France, 1958, “Paris-French Rivera Express” vintage Greyhound 
style bus, tin litho, impressive size, wind up mechanism, with original box. 
18” l. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1226. CHAD VALLEY BISCUIT TIN TRUCK
10” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1227. BOXED VEBE FRANCE CRANE
France, 310B crane truck, two windup motors, one for truck propulsion 
and one for up/down crane motion, complete with box. 15” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1228. BANDAI FRICTION FORD FAIRLANE
Japan, a scarce example featuring a coupe version of the auto, friction driven, 
nice colors. 12” l. Black paint over writing on underside, otherwise 

1223

1224

1225

1226

1227

1228
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toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1229. BOXED BANDAI FORD THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE
Old store stock condition. 8.5” l. (Near Mint Condition) $200 - $400

1230. TN JAPAN EDSEL FRICTION STATION WAGON
Station wagon version of popular Edsel automobile. 10.5” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1231. BOXED BANDAI MG MIDGETT
Japan, c. 1950’s, friction powered two-door convertible model in red, 
colorful interiors, with box. 8” l. Seams of box lid have some tears, 
toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300

1232. BOXED ASAHI ATC JAPAN FRICTION ‘63 CHEVY
Friction driven tin 1963 Chevy Impala with original box. 
12” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1233. BOXED NOMURA FRICTION SPORTS CAR
8” l. Bottom of box has some crushing, lid has one corner 
seam repaired, toy in (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1234. YONEZAWA CONVERTIBLE W/ TAIL FINS
Unplayed with condition, wonderfully designed auto, exaggerated fenders 
and fins, bright cherry red paint color. 8” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $400 - $700

1229

1230

1231

1232

1233

1234
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1235. BOXED ALPS FRICTION MERCEDES 300 SL
9” l. One box corner is torn and repaired, bottom of box is 
partially crushed, auto has some factory touch-ups but 
still in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1236. BOXED YONEZAWA CORVETTE SPORTS COUPE
Tin friction driven 1958 model Corvette, nice color, with 
original box 10” l. Box is frail and reinforced with cardboard lining, 
toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1237. GAMA 300 FRICTION CADILLAC SEDAN
Clean example in striking white with black roof. 12” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1235 1236

1237
1238

1239

1240

1238. BREVETTATO ITALY NAPOLI PASSENGER BUS
Scarce example, done in familiar polished chrome finish throughout, 
luggage rack on roof, keywind at side, “NAPOLI” named on 
destination board. 8.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1239. BOXED MARCHESINI SPYDER AMERICA
All original rare chromed version of this Italian made Ford two door convertible, 
with copper plated grille, front and rear bumpers and convertible roof cowling, crank 
wind up mechanism, the underside is embossed with “Brevettato Made in Italy”, 
headlights are powered by a European style 3 V battery (not included), original 
and unusual hinged box has colorful lithography on lid. 10” l. Box has some slight 
restoration to preserve it, toy in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1240. BOXED INGAP FIAT 1400
c. 1950, marked “Padova, Italy”, chrome finish four door sedan with 
wind up mechanism, steerable front wheels and white rubber tires, key wind 
musical mechanism on the underside of auto, colorful lithograph on original box. 
8” l. Box has some slight distressing, toy in otherwise 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200
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1241. INGAP MONOPLANE 1215
Italy circa 1933, wind-up motor driven airplane with detailed 
lithographed wings and body. 16” l. Tail wings and small bracket 
holding top wing to body are replacement pieces, otherwise an all 
original airplane in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1242. EARLY METTOY EARLY BI-PLANE
England, lithographed tin with red striping, small props at bi-wing frame, 
keywind with British emblems overall. Provenance: Donald Kaufman 
Collection. 21.5” wingspan. Some corrosion to wings, 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $1,000

1243. ELASTOLIN ZOOLOGICAL PARK FIGURES
Father, mother, boy and girl, 4 pieces. 10cm Mother’s hat has 
some cracking, boy’s hand has some splitting and missing pole, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1244. PFEIFFER 1914 EDWARDIAN FIGURES
Father, mother with boy and girl, 4 pieces. 12cm Some minor 
splitting to base of father figure, otherwise in overall 
(Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1245. ELASTOLIN STANDING FIGURES W/ DOGS
12cm Overall in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1241 1242

1243

1244

1245
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1246. LARGE MARKLIN MARINE TYPE STEAM PLANT
Enormous engine, large boiler powers cast iron flywheel with governor. 
21” x 18” x 21” h. (Excellent Condition) $3,500 - $5,500

1247. BOXED MARKLIN MARINE STEAM ENGINE
Circa 1922, #4147/94/7, medium size engine w/ dynamo mounted on base, 
includes original wooden crate. 14” x 11” x 17” h. Boiler sides/walls and 
stack are heavily varnished and possibly replaced, otherwise in overall 
(Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,600

1248. DOLL COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE
Circa 1929, #365/3, large engine with double piston flywheel. Box is 
contemporary. 15” x 17” x 23” h. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1249. MARKLIN STATIONARY LOKOMOBIL
Circa 1922, #4159/91, medium to large size engine with dynamo 
mounted on base. Box is contemporary. 17” x 10” x 14” h. Base appears 
original with heavy varnish, touch-up to paint on edge of dynamo, 

1246

1247

1248

1249

1250

1250. BING HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE
Circa 1923, #10/115 13” x 14” x 18” h. All original in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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overall in (Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1251. MARKLIN MARINE STEAM ENGINE
Circa 1922, 34147/94/9. 14” x 15” x 21” h. 
All original in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1252. BOXED MARKLIN STEAM ENGINE
Circa 1939, #4098/92/8, includes original wooden crate with partial label. 
15” x 15” x 14” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1253. BING STEAM ENGINE & WINDMILL/FORGE
Circa 1906, interesting design. 13” x 6” x 15” h. Minor touch up 
to base of windmilll, overall in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1254. BING WINDMILL/HAMMER MILL W/ RR SIGNAL
10” x 6” x 10” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1255. MARKLIN PENNSYLVANIA RR PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted, made for the American 
market with cow catcher and bell on locomotive, PRR 
markings on cars. Loco & tender 18” l. Cowcatcher 
re-soldered, coin-size touch-up on tender, two corners 
of blue roof touch-up, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$3,000 - $4,000

1251
1252

1253

1254

1255
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1256. MARKLIN LNWR PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, electric, rare English market locomotive and litho coaches. 
Loco & tender 23” l. Minor touch-ups to locomotive & tender, one tender 
cap replaced, locomotive missing head lamp, 2 coach bodies have minor 
chips & touch-up, one roof Restored, (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1257. BOXED HERTZ BASSETT LOWKE TANK LOCO
Gauge 1, live steam, Bassett Lowke custom painted this Loco for 
Lou Hertz in a road name to commemorate his hometown of Hartsdale. 
10” l. Some chipping to roof & boiler, otherwise 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

1258. ERNST PLANK VULKAN SET
Gauge 3 (Plank’s gauge 8), live steam Vulkan loco, early hand 
painted cars with cast wheels. Loco 6” l. Green coach over-painted, 
some re-solder to Loco, overall (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1256

1257

1258

1259

1260

1259. SWITCH TOWER W/TELEGRAPH KEY
Marklin, Gauge 1, hand painted, includes telegraph key 
mounted to desk. 9” h. Insulators re-attached to building 
corners, missing bell, touch-up to middle of green signal, 
base repainted near stairs & post, otherwise (Excellent 
Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1260. MARKLIN FRENCH CENTRAL BAHNHOF
Spectacular styling, Hand painted, French-style Central 
Station, sign at roof reads “Central Bahnhof”, great colors 
with incredible simulated brickwork and etched glass 
windows, topped with a handsome copper colored roof with 
two chimneys and a telegraph tower. Base 8” x 13.5” Front 
sign & roof telegraph replaced, otherwise, (Pristine to Near 
Mint Condition) $4,000 - $6,000
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1261

1262

1263

1261. MARKLIN ENGLISH MARKET STATION
O gauge, hand painted example for the English market. 8” h. Two small signs missing 
from front of station, otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1262. MARKLIN CENTRAL STATION
Gauge 1, early hand painted station for English Market. 9” h. Missing interior 
furniture, solder joint on roof is loose, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1263. MARKLIN CONGRESSIONAL LIMITED PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted loco and cars in desirable Congressional 
Limited road name, rare set with observation and combine car made specifically 
for the American market. Loco & tender 15” l. Bell is replaced, cowcatcher 
re-soldered, replaced head lamp & side rods, combine car missing one 
sliding door, end fence on platform of observation car replaced, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $7,000 - $10,000

1264. MARKLIN CE1021 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 20” l. Two replaced headlamps, 
replaced pony truck, replaced destination signs on coaches, locomotive has some 
paint enhancement at worn areas, wheels appear to be replaced, tender tool 
chest added w/touch-ups of black throughout, otherwise in $1,500 - $2,500

1264
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1265. EARLY BING PASSENGER SET W/RARE DINING CAR
Gauge 1, clockwork, early hand painted set from turn of the last century 
with rare English outline loco featuring open air cab and attractive green livery, 
deluxe tender with handrails and three axles, coaches are Bing’s second series 
express coaches with detailed paintwork, early scissor style trucks, and cast iron 
spoked wheels. Loco & tender 18” l. Holes in front of loco, locomotive & tender 
have restoration, dining car missing one table from interior & has one replaced truck 
& one replaced door, otherwise (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $4,000 - $7,000

1266. EARLY MARKLIN HOSPITAL CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted, interior features four hospital beds and stove. 
8.5” l. One hinge on roof is loose, hospital bed’s brackets replaced, 
(Very Good Condition) $3,000 - $4,000

1267. EARLY MARKLIN BAGGAGE CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted, early loop couplers and cast iron wheels. 7.5” l. 
One replaced running board, roof hinge has loose solder joint, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1268. MARKLIN PRR CABOOSE
Gauge 1, hand painted. 7” l. Top roof is original, but black is repainted, 
interior stove is replaced, (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1269. MARKLIN GAUGE 2 PETROLEUM CAR
Gauge 2, hand painted, features English writing. 7” l. 

1265

1266
1267

1268

1269
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(Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1270. EARLY MARKLIN ENGLISH MARKET #1856/1 COACHES
Gauge 1, hand painted, rare English market cars. 8.5” l. One car’s roof 
hinge is loose, Restored. $1,500 - $2,500

1271. MARKLIN GREAT BEAR LIVE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted, “GAMAGE LTD” stamped on base, 
large Pacific type locomotive in English livery with tender featuring 
outboard wheels. 27” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
for an original live steam piece. $1,000 - $2,000

1272. MARKLIN 53CM PASSENGER CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted, Marklin’s largest series gauge 1 cars, nearly 
built to scale with very stout construction, cast iron trucks, spoked wheels, 
detailed removable interior with sleeping compartments and bathrooms 
at each end. 20.5” l. Missing two roof ventilators, touch-ups to roof chips, 
destination sideboards replaced, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1273. GAUGE 2 BING LOCOMOTIVE & CARETTE CARS
Gauge 2, clockwork, hand painted loco & litho cars. Loco 16” l. One car 
missing buffer, locomotive has some touch-ups, one coach roof Restored, 

1270 1271

1272

1273

1274

1275

1274. COLORFUL MARKLIN FREIGHT STATION
Gauge 1, hand painted. 8” h. Tiny holes added to one end of building’s 
wall, four tiny holes on one end of platform’s sides & one added where 
building meets the base, another tiny hole on wall next to crane, end of 
roof has enhancement where was bent & straightened, $800 - $1,200

1275. EARLY BING TRAIN STATION
Gauge 1, hand painted. 10” h. Missing front awning & bell from base, 
one finial on roof is missing, two remaining are damaged slightly, 
interior blue floor repainted, roof shingles have some repaint. $400 - $600
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one replaced, overall (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1276. MARKLIN ENGLISH MARKET STATION W/ CANOPY
c. 1905, Gauge 1, hand painted, English Market featuring “Cloak Room” 
and “Refreshments Room” signs above doors. 10” h. Missing canopy 
from side of building, white insulator caps on roof are replaced, 
(Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1277. MARKLIN CIRCUS GONDOLA WITH REPRO WAGON
Gauge 1, hand painted, contemporary “Cirque Oriental” wagon 
with “Santhion” manufacture’s mark on bottom, together with 
original Marklin gondola. 8.5” l. Minor touch-up to gondola, 
missing one buffer, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1278. MARKLIN CIRCUS GONDOLA WITH REPRO WAGON
Gauge 1, hand painted, contemporary “Cirque American” wagon 
with “Santhion” manufacture’s mark on bottom, together with 
original Marklin gondola. 8.5” l. Gondola sides repainted, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $1,000

1279. EARLY MARKLIN POSTAL CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted, opening doors and cast iron wheels. 
8” l. Missing one handrail, one running board re-attached 
& has touch-up, (Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

1280. MARKLIN E1 LOCOMOTIVE AND CARS
Gauge 1, electric tunnel loco, cast iron trucks, large headlights at each end, 
hand painted express passenger cars. Loco 15” l. Engine 
Professionally Restored, coach roof replaced, 
overall (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1276 1277

1278

1279

1280
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1281. MARKLIN LIVE STEAM LMS LOCOMOTIVE & INSTRUCTIONS
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted in LMS Livery, includes original Marklin 
instructions in English, German, Spanish and French. 22” l. Locomotive missing one 
dome from boiler, instructions have some tape on folds, pilot wheels have zinc pest, 
tender weight re-attached to base, overall in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

1282. MARKLIN D1021 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 8” l. Head lamp replaced, tender 
has some touch-ups, otherwise (Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1281

1282

1283

1284

1283. MARKLIN LNER ATLANTIC LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, electric. Loco & tender 24” l. Missing locomotive tags at side, tender 
restored, engine in, (Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1284. MARKLIN CS66 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET     Gauge 1, electric, 
hand painted. 16” l. Locomotive Restored, green coach has a replaced roof & some 
body touch-up, baggage car stairs re-attached, roof has repaint, overall (Very Good 
to Excellent Condition) $1,400 - $1,800
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1286. MARKLIN EUROPEAN PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, live steam, cars have interiors. Loco & tender 
18” l. Locomotive missing burner & oil caps/steam 
cylinders, replaced headlamps, locomotive & brown 
coach Restored, tender & other coaches have very 
minor touch-ups, overall (Excellent Condition) 
$1,000 - $2,000

1287. EARLY MARKLIN 4-4-0
Gauge 1, clockwork, early loco with red steam cylinders 
and large headlamp. 16” l. Repair to cab, one wire post replaced, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

1288. MARKLIN GAUGE 2 SNOW PLOW
Gauge 2, hand painted, original lamp and two figures. 
9” l. Missing one small hand rail at side, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1289. MARKLIN PLM BAGGAGE AND POSTAL CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted PLM postal car and baggage. 
12.5” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

1290. MARKLIN GAUGE 2 SPEISE WAGON
Gauge 2, hand painted. 14.5” l. Body has touch-ups 
at chipped areas, original roof has enhancement to paint 
throughout, (Very Good Condition) $1,400 - $1,800

1291. MARKLIN MECHANICAL CROSSING GATE
Adjustable for gauges 0, 1, or 2; hand painted. 14” l. Semaphore 
is replaced, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1286

1287

1288

1289

1291

1290

1285. BING GAUGE 2 PASSENGER SET     
Gauge 2, clockwork, hand painted, early 
passenger set ca. 1902, includes rare postal car. 
Loco & tender 15” l. Professionally Restored. 
$2,000 - $3,000
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1293

1294

1295

1296

1292

1292. MARKLIN CAFE STATION
Gauge 1, beautiful hand painted station 
with wonderful colors, features cafe-style tables 
and chairs under awnings, ticket booth inside 
station’s foyer, corrugated dome roof, colorful 
embossed stone walls. Base 16” x 12” 
Ankunft sign replaced, Ausgang sign repainted, 
top roof is replacement, original awning canopy 
re-attached and touched up accordingly, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$7,000 - $10,000

1293. EARLY BING CENTRAL STATION W/ AWNING
Gauge 0, hand painted. 10” h. Chips to awning repainted, 
chimney glued to top roof, fence under awning re-attached to base, 
one post is replaced, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1294. MARKLIN NBR LOCOMOTIVE & 38CM CARS
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted loco and cars. Loco & tender 24” l. 
Locomotive number has spot over “X102X,” Lids on tender replaced & 
glued on, Speisewagen has some handle rails re-attached, green coach has 
one replaced cap, Overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000 

1295. MARKLIN POULTRY WAGON
Gauge 1, hand painted. 9” l. Roof replaced, professional restoration 
to portions of car, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1296. MARKLIN GLASS TRANSPORT WAGON
Gauge 1, hand painted. 10” l. Some over-paint to dark green accents, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1297. MARKLIN 1021D LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, clockwork. Loco & tender 17.5” l. All headlamps 
replaced, some minor paint enhancement to chipped areas 
of tender, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1298. SCHOENNER 85MM LOCOMOTIVE
Live steam, 85mm gauge, German express locomotive 
with realistic proportions, six wheel tender has tool box 
and simulated coal load, locomotive has site glass 
in cab, whistle on boiler, and actual working 
valve gear. 31” l. Locomotive is Restored, 
tender primarily repainted. 
$1,500 - $2,500

1299. BING KING EDWARD LOCOMO
Gauge 4, live steam, beautiful English outline 
locomotive in LNWR livery with King Edward 
name plates on fenders, matching six wheel 
tender with hand rails and simulated 
coal load. 26” l. Restored. 
$2,000 - $3,000

1300. BING ATLANTIC LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, electric, hand painted, cars have interiors and factory 
lighting. Loco & tender 23” l. Very minor touch-up to chips on 
cars, overall (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1301. BING ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, electric, hand painted. 14” l. Varnish 
to roof to prevent flaking, missing one pantograph, 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1297

1298

1299

1300

1301
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1302. BING NYC CENTRAL SET
Gauge 1, electric, hand painted loco with lithographed tender 
and cars. Loco & tender 16” l. Cab of locomotive Restored, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1303. MARKLIN FREIGHT SHED
Gauge 1, hand painted. 9” h. Chimney dented at roof, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1304. MARKLIN CENTRAL - BAHNHOF
Gauge 1, attractive hand painted station with interior table, 
chairs and benches, features ticket window in foyer, outdoor 
cafe-style seating under side awning, etched glass windows, 
signal bell and handrails along edge of base. 12” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

1305. SANTHION DELUXE PASSENGER PLATFORM
Gauge 1, hand painted contemporary piece made 
by Santhion of Hungary, etched glass in ceiling 
and attractive colors throughout. 10” h. Some 
paint flaking on base, Contemporary. $400 - $800

1305

1302
1303

1304

1306. MARKLIN ONION DOME STATION DOUBLE CANOPY
Gauge 1, hand painted, Marklin’s classic “Onion Dome” station featuring two 
canopies, lovely colors, etched glass windows, and a central dome reminiscent 
of Russian Orthodox architecture. Base with canopies 28” x 17” Canopy re-solder 
at post sleeves, touch-up to dome, flag, central signs, roof insulators replaced, 
posts & station original, overall (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1306
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1307. BING GANTRY CRANE
Gauge O or 1, hand painted, rare accessory 
featuring two winch controls, one to raise and 
lower hook, the other for moving the gantry trolley 
from side to side. 10” h. Touch-up at chips, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1308. MARKLIN GUARD’S SHACK
Gauge 1, hand painted. 6” h. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

1309. BING GAUGE 3 POSTAL CAR AND COACH
Gauge 3, hand painted, Bing’s second series coaches, 
ca. 1905. 11.5” l. Both cars show restoration. $700 - $1,000

1310. BING GAUGE III KING EDWARD & CLEMENSON CARS
Gauge 3, live steam, attractive King Edward loco hand painted in 
LNWR livery with brass boiler, six wheel tender, and two rare 
hand painted clemenson cars. Loco & tender 23” l. Tender stairs 
re-attached, railing solder joint is loose, head lamp replaced, 
locomotive has some paint enhancement, varnished throughout, 
two coaches have some minor touch-ups. $1,500 - $2,500

1311. EARLY SCHOENNER FOR BING GAUGE 2 LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 2, hand painted live steam loco made by Schoenner for Bing 
before 1900, has oscillating cylinders, first series Bing tender 
with cast wheels and couplers on both ends. 15” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1312. BING GAUGE 2 ENGLISH BRAKE VAN
Gauge 2, hand painted. 6.5” l. One door hinge re-attached, two trucks 
re-attached at running board, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1308

1309

1310

1311

1312

1307
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1313. EARLY MARKLIN GAUGE 2 PASSENGER SET
Gauge 2, clockwork, early hand painted passenger set 
with triangular journals, cast iron wheels, loop style 
couplers. Loco & tender 13” l. Locomotive has repaint 
throughout w/stabilizing varnish applied, two cars have 
corrosion on the floors, tender & #60 car appear original, 
(Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

1314. MARKLIN GAUGE 2 COACH
Gauge 2, hand painted. 8” l. Crazing to finish, appears 
all original, (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1313

1314 1315

1316

1317

1318

1315. MARKLIN GAUGE 2 BAGGAGE CAR
Gauge 2, hand painted, cast iron wheels and loop style couplers. 
10” l. Replaced hand rails, some minor touch-up to chips, slight 
denting to some edges, overall (Very Good Condition) $600 - $800

1316. BING GAUGE 2 LOCOMOTIVE & WAGON
Gauge 2, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 15” l. Chips on 
baggage car roof are in-painted, locomotive and tender have some 
restoration throughout, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1317. TWO CARETTE TROLLEYS & SIX CATENARY POLES
Gauge O, electric, one powered unit and one trailer, two rail version that 
draws power from catenary wire. Each 6.5” l. Heavy crazing to finish on roof 
of powered car, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1318. EARLY CARETTE LIVE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted pre 1900 loco w/cast iron 
frame and early couplers. 14” l. Re-solder to burner edges, 
otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1319. BING LIVE STEAM WINDCUTTER LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, live steam, beautiful hand painted locomotive with wind 
cutter cab and six wheel tender. 21” l. Locomotive’s stack replaced, 
minor chips on tender are in-painted, otherwise original in 
(Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1320. BOXED PRE-WAR JAPANESE LOCOMOTIVE BY SAKAI
Gauge O, electric. Loco 9.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1321. EARLY SCHOENNER U.S. MARKET PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted, loco has cowcatcher for American Market. 
Loco & tender 13” l. Cowcatcher replaced, loco roof restored, two coaches 
have repaint in areas, overall (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1322. BING O GAUGE STERLING SINGLE LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge O, clockwork, litho. 14” l. Broken spring in wind-up mechanism, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1323. EARLY FRENCH GLASS CANOPY & STREET LAMPS
Gauge 0, attractive pot metal oil lamps with nickel tops, early 
hand painted French train canopy with etched glass in roof. 
7” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1324. MARKLIN TOWN SQUARE WATER PUMP
Germany, early accessory circa 1890’s, 8.25” h. 
Substantial paint wear, overall in (Good Condition) $500 - $750

1319

1320

1321

1322

1323

1324
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1328. GAUGE 3 ENGLISH LIVE STEAM TANK LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 3, live steam, very well made scale model with throttle in cab, 
fuel tank and regulator mounted on rear tender bunker. 14.5” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

1329. MARKLIN NYC CENTRAL PASSENGER SET & PRR CARS
Gauge 1, clockwork, litho. Loco 9” l. Loco has replaced roof and 
head lamp, missing one headlight, Loco shell has some bends 
& dents, (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1325

1326

1327

1328

1329

1325. EARLY BING PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, early hand painted 
express loco, six wheel tender with toolbox, 
second series coaches with scissor trucks. 
Loco & tender 19” l. Holes on roof of 
one coach, very minor touch-up to 
chips on Loco & tender, overall 
(Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1326. MARKLIN PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted loco with cow catcher and bell for 
the American market, nice oil headlamp, attractive American market 
cars marked PRR with vestibules on each end. Loco & tender 15” l. 
Two holes in Loco, Loco has some restoration, one door replaced on 
one car, overall (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1327. BING GAUGE 2 GNR LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 2, live steam, hand painted sterling locomotive in attractive 
GNR livery, eight wheel tender with early scissor trucks. 22” l. Whistle 
is replaced, black at front of boiler over-painted, cab roof enhanced, 
replaced head lamp and smoke stack, handrails & railings on tender 
replaced, sight glass replaced. $1,500 - $2,500
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1331

1332

1333

1334

1335

1330. ATTRACTIVE MARKLIN EUROPEAN PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 20” l. Some touch-up 
to front edge of engine & at cab roof, green coach has spots of heat 
damage along edge of frame, loco missing one buffer, overall 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1331. MARKLIN NEW YORK CENTRAL PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, electric, litho. Loco & tender 17” l. Head lamp & cowcatcher replaced, 
two coaches appear clear coated, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1332. BING WINDCUTTER PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, electric, hand painted. 27” l. Touch-ups to both pieces. $500 - $1,000

1333. MARKLIN PULLMAN PASSENGER CARS
Gauge 1, hand painted, with interiors. 14” l. Pullman coach is restored, few touch-
ups on Niagara and Jefferson cars, overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,400 - $2,000

1334. MARKLIN PLM PASSENGER COACH
Gauge 1, hand painted, with interior. 15.5” l. Few paint chips are in-painted, 
primarily on end of car, overall in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1330

1335. BING STANDARD GAUGE BUDWEISER BEER CAR
Standard gauge, litho, Prohibition Era with black mark over 
“King of All Bottled Beers.” 9” l. Missing one journal cover, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1336 1337

1338

1339

1340

1341

1336. BOXED BING US MARKET FREIGHT SET
O gauge, electric, hand painted loco and litho cars. 9” loco. 
Taped edges of box, includes original instructions, 
overall in (Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1337. MARKLIN EUROPEAN FREIGHT CARS
Gauge 1, hand painted. 12” l. Gondola missing one buffer. 
$800 - $1,200

1338. MARKLIN AMERICAN MARKET FREIGHT CARS
Gauge 1, hand painted. 11” l. Tank car and hopper have 
American Market-type couplers, log car missing two stakes 
and two journal covers, in-painting to chips on coke car, 
overall in (Very Good Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1339. MARKLIN INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, cars have interiors. Loco & tender 20” l. 
Tender has light touch-up, minor in-painting to small chips on 
boiler of loco, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1340. MARKLIN ENGLISH MARKET LOCO & CARS
Gauge 1, electric, hand painted loco with three litho 
GNR cars and one LNER baggage. Loco & tender 19” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1341. MARKLIN R65 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, electric, litho. Loco & tender 16” l. Roof of loco 
is repainted, Rheingold car has heavy lacquer over lettering, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000
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1342. MARKLIN 1031 LOCOMOTIVE AND FREIGHT CARS
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 14” l. Brown hay 
wagon is Restored, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1343. BOXED KARL BUB AMERICAN PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, lithographed set w/attractive colors, 
includes track, track clips, and cowcatcher for the American Market, 
box has beautiful label with a train passing by a mountain lake. 
Loco & tender 13.5” l. Box shows age related wear throughout, 
(Very Good Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

1344. CARETTE GAUGE 2 PASSENGER SET
Gauge 2, live steam, early hand painted set. Loco & tender 17” l. 
Tender wheels and axles replaced, two coaches have heavy 
lacquer throughout, two door handles missing, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1345. MARKLIN RS1031 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, cars have interiors. Loco 11.5” l. 
Loco has minor enhancement & one cap on roof replaced, 
otherwise (Pristine Condition) $500 - $1,000

1346. MARKLIN SPRR CATTLE CAR & RAILROAD TRANSPORT
Gauge 1, hand painted. 10” l. Overall, (Very Good Condition) $600 - $900

1342 1343

1344

1345

1346

1347

1347. MARKLIN GAUGE II FREIGHT SET
Gauge 2, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 14” l. Loco & tender have 
restoration, cars are original in (Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200
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1348. MARKLIN GAUGE II GONDOLA
Gauge 2, hand painted, early loop couplers and cast iron wheels. 
11” l. Missing one buffer and three hand rails, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1349. BING MIDLAND RAILWAY LIVE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted. 17” l. Paint enhancement 
to center where it was burnt from running, otherwise 
(Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,000

1348

1349

1350

1351

1352

1353

1350. EARLY SCHOENNER LIVE STEAM FLOOR LOCOMOTIVE
Live steam, 3 1/4” gauge. 9” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1351. MARKLIN E1 LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted. 19” l. Replaced smoke stack and head 
lamp, one railing on tender loose, otherwise (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,500 

1352. MARKLIN PRR FREIGHT CARS W/ AMERICAN LOCO
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted, rare 2-4-0 Loco for American Market 
w/bell and cowcatcher along w/three cars, two of which are marked 
PRR. Loco & tender 15” l. Pony truck replaced, Loco has some minor 
touch-up to boiler & cowcatcher, tender has professional enhancement 
to red trucks, overall (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1353. RADIGUET LIVE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
Live steam, 3 1/4” gauge. 16.5” l. Over-polished, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500
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1354
1355

1356
1357

1358
1359

1360
1354. MARKLIN FOR GAMAGES ENGLISH PASSENGER COACH
Gauge 1, hand painted, eight opening doors, “Gamage’s of London” plaque 
on one end. 12” l. All original, (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1355. MARKLIN GNR LUGGAGE CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted. 10” l. Minor touch-up to chipped paint areas, 
overall (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1356. MARKLIN PLM BAGGAGE CAR
Gauge 1, hand painted. 10” l. One side of roof vestibule 
re-attached, touch-up to paint chips, otherwise appears 
original in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1357. MARKLIN NO. 1825 SUMMER CAR
Gauge 0, hand painted, circa 1909. Provenance: Norm Schaut Collection. 
5” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1358. MARKLIN INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER CAR
Gauge O, hand painted car with interior. 7” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1359. MARKLIN RACK RAILWAY COACH
Gauge O, hand painted. 6” l. Replaced roof, repainted. $800 - $1,200

1360. MARKLIN HOSPITAL CAR
Gauge O, hand painted, has American Market couplers, two injured soldiers 
in hospital beds, and one seated figure. 6” l. Figures are original, one has glue 
repair, car appears all original in (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200
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1361. MARKLIN DELUXE PASSENGER SET W/ DOORS
Gauge 1, hand painted, deluxe clockwork Loco with hand 
brake, forward, reverse, and multiple speeds, early desirable 
cars with opening doors, running boards, and bench seats inside. 
Loco & tender 12” l. Loco stack re-attached, cab re-attached 
to boiler with touch-ups to side and front, though appears 
to be original piece, orange car has burning at roof, overall 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $4,000

1362. BING GAUGE 2 4-4-0 LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 2, clockwork, early hand painted loco with open air cab and six wheel 
tender. 20” l. Missing head lamp, minor touch-up at stack, pony truck replaced, 
otherwise original in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1363. BOXED CARETTE LIVE STEAM PASS. SET
Live steam, gauge O, hand painted stork-leg loco with litho cars, attractive 
set in original wooden box . Provenance: Norm Schaut Collection. 
Loco & tender 11” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1361

1362

1364

1364. BING LNWR STORK LEG LOCOMOTIVE AND GNR CARS
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted loco and tender with three lithographed 
cars. Loco & tender 15” l. Loco (Very Good Condition), cars 
(Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1365. EARLY MARKLIN PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 12” l. Red coach has replaced 
roof, Loco has stack re-attached, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1365

1363
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1366. EARLY BING LIVE STEAM ENGLISH MARKET SET
Gauge 1, live steam, hand painted loco with litho tender and cars. Loco & 
tender 14” l. Loco missing coupler, (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1367. MARKLIN CANADIAN PACIFIC RR PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, live steam R1 locomotive with two hand painted eight wheel 
coaches marked “CPRR” for the Canadian market. Loco & tender 17” l. 
Tender missing metal brace inside coal bunker, minor scratch on side of 
tender w/touch-up, one door replaced on combine, one small touch-up on 
frame of blue coach, overall (Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

1368. MARKLIN FREIGHT SET
Gauge 1, clockwork. Loco & tender 16” l. Touch-up throughout, 
three doors replaced on cream cars, repair to roof of engine, 
some lacquering, in $400 - $700

1369. TWO DETAILED ISSMAYER PASSENGER CARS
O gauge, rare eight wheel cars with elaborate litho 
decorations on sides and cast lead wheels. 8” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1366

1367

1368

1369 1370 1371

1370. TWO ISSMAYER PASSENGER CARS
O gauge, litho passenger cars with clerestory roofs, orange car marked 
“dining car” for the English market. 8” l. Blue coach is missing two 
insignificant handrails, overall in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

1371. TWO ISSMAYER PASSENGER CARS
O gauge, very attractive litho cars with colorful patterns typical of 
Issmayer, clerestory roofs with red ventilators add dimension to cars of 
such simple construction demonstrating the creativity of early German 
manufactures. 8” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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1372

1373

1374

1375

1372. FANDOR NYC&HR ENGINE & ELECTRIC CAB
O gauge, cast iron electric locomotives made by Fandor for 
the American market, feature large nickel headlamps, red 
trim, and cast iron cow catchers. Loco & tender 13” l. 
Overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1373. GROUPING OF FANDOR BOX FREIGHT CARS
O gauge, litho, eight wheel boxcars with wonderful 
realistic detail made for the American market. 6” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1374. BOXED BING FLOOR TRAIN FOR AMERICAN MARKET
Wind-up floor train, Gauge O, Bing’s “Trackless Railway,” includes 
five discs that slide over the key shaft on the Loco and control the 
pattern that the train runs in while moving along the floor. 
Loco & tender 12” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1376

1377

1375. BOXED BING NEW YORK CENTRAL PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, electric, American market set with litho cars featuring 
faux wood paneling. Loco & tender 13” l. Box flaps torn, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1376. BING LIVE STEAM PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, hand painted, live steam Loco and litho cars. Loco & tender 14” l. 
One car has repainted roof, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $600 - $800

1377. BING MITROPA PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, electric, hand painted loco and cars. Loco & tender 16” l. $600 - $900
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1381. MARKLIN FREIGHT SET
Gauge 1, clockwork, hand painted. Loco & tender 14” l. $600 - $900

1382. BING CLOCKWORK TROLLEY
Gauge O, clockwork, litho. 8” l. Missing two steps, 
overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1378

1380

1381

1382

1378. MARKLIN P.O. LOCOAND CARS
Gauge O, electric. 8” l. 
Cars do not have interiors. $500 - $750

1379

1379. MARKLIN HR LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco & tender 20” l. Loco missing 
smoke stack and one elephant ear. $1,000 - $1,500

1380. EARLY MARKLIN FREIGHT CARS
Gauge 1, hand painted. Crane 7” h. Workman’s car missing one coupler. $400 - $700
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1383. BING WIND-UP LOCOMOTIVE & TENDER
Gauge O, clockwork, litho locomotive and tender for 
the American market. 7” l. Cowcatcher modified to 
hold a coupler, black marker touch-ups to side of 
boiler and cab roof, motor secured with metal wire, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1383

1384
1385

1386

1387
1384. BING PABST O GAUGE BEER CAR
Gauge 0, litho box car featuring advertising for Pabst beer, made for 
the US market and very similar to actual prototype beer box cars of the era. 
7” l. (Very Good Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1385. BING SCHLITZ O GAUGE BEER CAR
Gauge 0, litho box car with Schlitz logo and incredible detail 
featuring faux door hinges, braces on wooden body of car, ladder rungs 
and rivets. 7” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1386. BING O GAUGE BUDWEISER BOX CAR
Gauge 0, Bing’s most desirable litho box car featuring the attractive 
and intricate Budweiser logo and advertising, features many details 
throughout car such as door hinges and ladder rungs that are easier to 
appreciate on this eight wheel car as opposed to the smaller 
four wheel cars that Bing also made. 7” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1387. OLD DUTCH CLEANSER & SWIFTS BOX CARS
Gauge 0, nice pair of litho box cars made by Bing for the 
American market featuring actual advertising of the era 
and realistic details throughout the bodies of the cars. 
7” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1388. BOXED BEGGS NO. 3 4-2-2 LOCOMOTIVE
Live steam, four wheel pony truck, original box with 
nice labels, includes original funnel and container for filling 
burner. 11.5” l. Some tape repairs to box, drive wheels and 
pistons are possibly replaced, overall in (Excellent Condition) 
for this piece. $700 - $1,000

1388
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1389. BEGGS PASSENGER SET
Live steam, 2-2-2 locomotive set for fixed radius track, one rare postal car, and 
one coach, both with cardboard bodies. Loco 11” l. One drive wheel and roof 
are replaced on loco, some touch-up to the boiler, slight dent to cardboard on 
postal car, otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1390. PAIR OF BEGGS PASSENGER CARS
Pair of cardboard bodied Beggs passenger cars, attractive dark blue 
paper labeled bodies with nice window and wood panel details, 
ca. 1890’s. 12” l. (Excellent Condition) for age. $400 - $700

1391. BOXED BEGGS NO. 1 LOCOMOTIVE AND MAIL CAR
Live steam, 2-2-2 Loco for fixed radius track, mail car has cardboard body, 
wooden box for Loco has nice labels. Loco 12” l. Cardboard box has tear in 
one side, glue repair to corner of car (Very Good to Excellent Condition), Loco 
in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1392. BOXED BEGGS LOCOMOTIVE W/ ORIGINAL INSTRUCTIONS
Live steam, 2-2-2 arrangement for running on fixed radius, box has nice labels 
and includes instructions. 12” l. Box lid has small piece broken off, roof of 
loco is likely replaced, otherwise in sharp (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1393. BEGGS TRACK GROUPING
Eight curved pieces making a complete circle, and an additional four 
curved pieces for a wider radius, marked “Pat’d Sept. 19 1871.” 
23” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1390

1393

1391

1392

1389
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1394. LIONEL 2 7/8” POWERED GONDOLA AND TRAILER
Highly coveted offering, electric, 2 7/8” gauge, No.200 express cars 
originally made by Joshua Lionel Cowen to be used in store window 
displays, includes one powered unit, one unpowered trailer car. 
Provenance: Norm Schaut Collection. (Norman had all four of these!) 
Each 16” l. (Pristine Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

1395. RARE BOXED IVES #1694 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
O gauge, electric, very desirable and rare set with original car boxes and 
set box. Loco 12” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $8,000 - $12,000

1396. LIONEL NO. 101 TROLLEY
Standard gauge, electric. Provenance: Norm Schaut Collection. 10.5” l. 
Two seat backs are replacements, otherwise original in 
(Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1394

1395

1396

1398

1397. IVES NO. 40 FLOOR LOCOMOTIVE WITH P & L TENDER
Gauge 1 in size, floor Loco with no wheel flanges, Pratt & Letchworth 
tender is not proper match. Loco 11” l. Loco is overcleaned with 
some touch-ups, (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1398. IVES 3239 ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, electric, 1917-1921. 15” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1397
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1399. IVES NO. 41 LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER
Gauge 1, clockwork, rare 0-4-0 with attractive red 
number plates and green drive wheels. 17” l. 
Tender trucks are original, body is replaced, one 
rivet missing from number plate, loco in overall 
(Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1400. RARE IVES 3240 LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, electric, 1912-1913 version with chain running to bell, 
chains on the trucks, and chains on the end of each pilot. 
15” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1401. IVES 1132 LOCOMOTIVE
Standard gauge, electric. 12” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $800

1402. IVES SECOND SERIES NO. 40 LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 1, clockwork, red number plates, green wheels, and proper 
tender. 17.5” l. Pony truck is replaced, one rivet missing from 
number plate, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1403. IVES 3239 PASSENGER SET
Gauge 1, electric, 1917-1921 version, axle journals on Loco line 
up with axles, includes rare observation car. Loco 13” l. 
Loco roof is repainted and varnished, truss rods on the 
observation car are glued, flaking to one roof, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1400

1401

1402

1403

1404

1405

1399

1404. ORIGINAL AMRR 1909 CATALOG
Very rare, and perhaps a one of a kind offering, of an original American 
miniature Railroad catalog. AMRR was created in Bridgeport CT in 1907 
when two Ives tool makers left to start their own business, they lasted until 
1912 and their trains are perhaps the most rare of the early American 
manufactures. 10” l. Tear to first page, otherwise appears complete 
in (Very Good Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1405. AMRR CAST IRON LOCOMOTIVE
Gauge 0, clockwork, a very scarce American Miniature Railroad locomotive 
with gold trim around the cab and AMRR cast below the windows. 8” l. 
Old repair to frame of window on left side of cab, otherwise appears 
to be original in (Very Good Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200
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1406. AMRR COACH AND PAROLOR CARS
Gauge 0, litho, extremely scarce eight wheel cars made by American Miniature 
Railroad as they competed with Ives, cars feature T-trucks, clerestory roofs, 
attractive green color with red doors and yellow trim, would display well 
with any early Ives or Flyer trains as an example of what other manufactures 
were doing at the time. 8” l. One minor scratch has in-paint touch-up, two 
red stair inserts missing, overall in (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1407. RARE WHITE IVES COMBINE CAR
Gauge 1, litho. 12” l. Truss rods are replaced under car, 
stairs are reattached, clerestory is replaced, otherwise 
body in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1408. RARE COLOR IVES NO. 193 STOCK CAR
Standard gauge, green car with rare green roof. 
11” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1406 1407

1408

1409

1410

1409. LIONEL SQUARE CAB 1910 LOCOMOTIVE W/ GONDOLAS
Standard gauge, electric, gondolas have yellow primer bases. 
Loco 10” l. Reds repainted on one gondola, overall in 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) for age. $2,000 - $3,000

1410. GREEN LIONEL NO. 9 LOCO PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric bild-a-loco with direction controls on side of loco. Loco 
14” l. Cars (Very Good Condition), Loco (Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500
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1411. ORANGE LIONEL 9U PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric, 9U locomotive and matching cars, 
this is the exact set from the Bob Vickers Collection and is 
shown on pages 40 and 41 of “Toy Train Treasures - Vol. 1.” 
Loco 14” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1412. LIONEL CANDIAN MARKET 390E PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric, four green cars with boxes marked, 
“Made in U.S. of America,” for foreign sale to Canada, loco 
and tender have matching orange stripe. Loco & tender 21” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1413. FIVE BOXED 200 SERIES FREIGHT CARS
Standard gauge. 14” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1414. LIONEL 392E LOCOMOTIVE
Electric, standard gauge. 23” l. All original, a good cleaning 
could enhance it to (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1415. LIONEL 400E STANDARD GAUGE LOCOMOTIVE
Standard gauge. 31” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1412

1413

1414

1415

1411
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1416. LIONEL BRASS NO. 54 LOCOMOTIVE
Standard gauge, electric, dual motor Loco with reverse switch, 
motor has been rewired. 15” l. Original finish in nice 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1417. LIONEL THIN RIM NO. 7 LOCOMOTIVE
Standard gauge, electric, a nice original locomotive. 
22” l. Tender body appears to be replaced on original trucks, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1416

1417

1418

1420

1418. BOXED LIONEL 200 SERIES WORK TRAIN CARS
Standard gauge. Crane car 22” l. #211 Flat car is in unmatching 
box, crane has no box, overall in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $600

1419. SIX LIONEL STANDARD GAUGE FREIGHT CARS
Standard gauge, all boxed except for crane car. Crane car 22” l. 
(Escellent Condition) $400 - $600

1420. AMERICAN FLYER PRESIDENT’S SPECIAL SET
Standard gauge, electric, with accessories. Loco 18” l. Loco missing 
one headlight and bell, drive wheels have been replaced, two small 
screws holding body to frame are missing, small solder repair 
on top of one lamp. $2,000 - $3,000

1419
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1421. BOXED AMERICAN FLYER CHROME STREAMLINER SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco & tender 19” l. $600 - $900

1422. BOXED AMERICAN FLYER STREAMLINER PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco & tender 21” l. Loco missing one pair of 
pony truck wheels, (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1423. BOXED AMERICAN FLYER NORTHWESTERN FREIGHT SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco & tender 21” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1424. IVES PRINCESS SET
Gauge O. Loco & tender 11” l. Tender and red coach missing couplers, Loco has 
replaced number plates, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800 

1423

1424

1425

1426

1422

1421

1425. BOXED IVES IROQUOIS SET
Loco & tender 11” l. One box end detached but included, tattered overall, cars 
missing couplers, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1426. EARLY IVES HARVARD AND YALE SET
Gauge O, wind-up. Loco & tender 11” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900
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1427. BOXED LIONEL 34 RIBBED SIDE LOCO PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric, rare 0-6-0 Loco with early rib side passenger cars. Loco 
10” l. Box partitions are not original, (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1428. BOXED IVES #3235 LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric. Loco 11” l. Age appropriate 
wear to box, (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1429. BOXES IVES #3241 PASSENGER SET     
Standard gauge, electric. Loco 12” l. Red possibly 
repainted on wheels, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) 
$500 - $750

1430. BOXED IVES #3235R PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric. Loco 10” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1431. BOXED LIONEL 10E PASSENGER SET
Standard gauge, electric. 11” l. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1432. BOXED IVES #3243 PASSENGER SET     
Standard gauge, electric. Loco 16” l. Cars appear to be 
lacquered, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1428
1429

1430
1431

1432

1427
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1433. IVES INTERSTATE LIMITED PASSENGER SET
O gauge, electric, 1928 only. Loco 9” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1434. LIONEL 408E LOCOMOTIVE
Standard gauge, electric, dual motor. 
16” l. Wheels have been replaced and 
have zinc rot, both pantographs damaged, 
but display well when in down position, 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1435. IVES LIONEL TRANSITION PASSENGER SET
O gauge, electric. Loco & tender 14” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500 

1434

1435

1436

1437

1438

1433

1436. AMERICAN FLYER AEOLUS STREAMLINE SET
O gauge, electric. Loco 13” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1437. BOXED LIONEL 400E BLUE COMET SET
Standard gauge, electric. Loco & tender 31” l. One drive wheel and some pilot 
wheels are replaced, pilot wheels have some cracking from metal fatigue, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1438. LIONEL 260E LOCOMOTIVE PASSENGER SET
O gauge, electric, Loco has cream stripe and matching Vanderbilt tender. 
Loco & tender 19” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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1440. BOXED DORFAN #245 PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco 8” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1441. BOXED MARX TRAIN SET W/ PROVENANCE
Incredible historical offering! Complete train set together with the following articles of 
provenance: 1) Invitation addressed to Mrs Madden and David to attend the Christmas 
party at 12 noon on December 25th 1941. 2) Envelope in which the invitation was 
sent with gold embossed Royal Crest on the back and stamped Government House 
Bahamas on the front which was posted on December 12th 1941 in Nassau Bahamas 
addressed to Mrs Madden, Dance Studio, Shirley St. 3) A photograph showing the 
Duchess of Windsor giving the Marx set to a young David Madden. The photograph is 
stamped on the back Stanley Toogood ARPS,Nassau,Bahamas. [ The markings on the 
side of the box shown in the photograph can still be seen on the side of the box offered 
for sale.] 4) A later letter dated 1943 from the Bishop of Nassau to Mrs Madden 5) A 
copy of a letter signed by the Duchess of Windsor to Mrs Madden dated June 8th 1944. 
Locomotive & tender 15” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,600

1442. AMERICAN FLYER WOOD SIDE PASSENGER SET
Gauge O, wind-up. Loco & tender 11” l. 
(Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1443. IVES NO. 3238 LOCOMOTIVE AND CARS
Gauge O, electric. Loco 9” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1439

1440

1441

1442

1443

1439. LIONEL #44 SPEEDBOAT
18” l. One mooring hook missing at front, figures are original, 
overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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1444. IVES NO. 17 LOCOMOTIVE & BLUE HARVARD YALE CARS
Gauge O, wind-up. Loco & tender 11” l. Loco number plates replaced, 
repro tender, (Very Good Condition) $600 - $900

1445. IVES WHITE LVE SET
Gauge O, wind-up. Loco & tender 11” l. One side rod replaced, 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1446. IVES LIMITED VESTIBULE EXPRESS SET
Gauge O, electric. Loco & tender 13” l. `
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1447. EARLY IVES HARVARD AND YALE CARS
Gauge O. 6.5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1448. IVES FOUR BAND NO. 25 LOCOMOTIVE & TENDER
Gauge O, wind-up. 12” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1444 1445

1446
1447

1448

1449

1449. IVES NO. 25 LOCOMOTIVE AND 120 SERIES FREIGHT CARS
Gauge O, clockwork. Loco & tender 13” l. One wheel loose on Loco, 
Loco missing pin to attach to tender, head lamp on Loco is damaged, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1450. IVES NO. 70 WANAMAKER LINES BAGGAGE CAR
Gauge O. 6.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1450
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1451. LARGE C. PAILLARD MUSIC BOX ON STAND
Music box has 22” cylinder that plays 6 aires, 204 teeth, all in splendid condition, 
inlaid burl wood case and matching case, stand is of newer construction, in good 
working condition. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. Music box 
40” x 17” x 11”; stand 46.5” w (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $3,000

1452. REGINA DISC MUSIC BOX
Matching cabinet with space for 19.75” disk storage, box was shipped from 
factory, Oct., 10, 1906 to Fair & Green, Reading, PA, 38 discs are included. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. Box 28.5” x 24” x 13”, 
Cabinet 27.5” x 31” x 36.5” (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $3,000

1453. EMPTY BURL WALNUT CYLINDER BOX ONLY
Fine inlaid ornaments on lid and front, inside dimensions 20 7/8” x 7” x 4 9/16”. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. Overall outside 24” x 10” x 7.5” 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1454. NICOLE FRERES HYMN BOX
Eight aires music box, 13” l. cylinder, circa 1865. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 20.5” x 5” x 7” Old repair to 
inlay on rosewood veneered lid, (Excellent Condition) $500 - $1,000

1455. SWISS ORGAN MUSIC BOX
Beautiful inlaid mahogany case w/handles, 13” cylinder, plays six aires, needs 
some adjustment to work. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 
24” x 11” x 12” Some flaking to finish on front of case, some light crazing 
to top of cover, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $2,500

1451

1452

1453

1454

1455
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1456. VERY EARLY NICOLE FRERES MUSIC BOX
Nicole Freres, Geneva, 12 1/16” cylinder, circa 1868 music box w/original tune 
card in an impressive looking inlaid oak case, in excellent working condition. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 22” x 9.5” x 7” The black paint of the 
interior may have been redone at sometime, (Excellent Condition) $1,700 - $3,500

1457. SWISS MANDOLINE BOX, BLACK FOREST CASE
Cylinder is 19 5/8” l., 185 teeth and plays six aires, case is ornately carved 
throughout, featuring two pheasants w/chicks on lid, in excellent working condition. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. Case 33” x 13” x 16.5” . Case shows 
some age related wear, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $2,500

1458. LARGE SUBLIME HARMONY MUSIC BOX
Cylinder is 19 3/8”, in a wonderful burl and ebonized case w/lyre image inlay, 
complete w/tune card, an impressive looking box and in excellent working 
condition. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 35” x 13” x 9.5” 
Some light wear to veneer on top front, plays but runs slow, 
(Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $2,500

1456

1457

1458

1459

1459. MERMOD FRERES INTERCHANGEABLE MUSIC BOX
Peerless Forte-Piccolo celluloid card on inside lid, two cylinders and original 
tune card in drawer in outstanding oak case, in excellent working condition. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 23” x 12” x 13” Top of case 
may have been refinished, (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $2,000
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1460. EARLY KEY WIND LECOULTRE MUSIC BOX
circa 1853, contains 8.5” long cylinder with 115 teeth, plays four 
aires, in a fine rosewood case and in excellent playing condition. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 14.75” x 6.25” x 5” 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $1,200

1461. LECOULTRE MUSIC BOX
A 14” cylinder box, inlaid embellishment of bird and flowers 
on inlaid trim lid, zither holder & tune card, in very good 
working condition. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 
Box 23” x 9” x 6” (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $2,000

1462. MARVELOUS B. A. BREMAND MUSIC BOX
Mandoline, Organ, Tremolo with 18 bells, 10 interchangeable 
fat cylinders, each 19 3/8” l., each cylinder plays 6 aires, 
original tune card, wonderful burl and ebonized case with 
matching Queen Anne table, large drawer in table holds the 
10 interchangeable cylinders, music box in excellent working 
condition, one of the finest examples of Swiss craftsmanship 
to ever be found. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 
Table 57” w. x 31” d. x 29.5” h. Some restoration to black 
trim on box and table, and some touch-up to burl veneer 
on table, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $10,000 - $20,000

1463. MERMOD FRERES CYLINDER BOX W/ CASE
Original tune card, 17.25” cylinder, has four combs, and includes 
unusual case w/matching table. Provenance: Private Mid-west 
Collection. Music box 30.25 w. X 11.5” X 14.5”; 31” Table not 
original, some minor touch-up and refinishing to the burl walnut 
case & matching table, otherwise (Excellent to Pristine Condition) 
$4,000 - $8,000

1460 1461

1462

1463
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1464. SAMUEL TROLL ORGAN BOX WITH TABLE
Geneva, Swiss cylinder music box with oversize 19.5” cylinder, 11 
engraved brass bells topped by 4 brass birds and all accompanied by 
the self-contained organ in a magnificent music box of inlaid burl 
fruitwood with matching table, original tune card on inside cover, 
in excellent condition, but needs some minor work to get it running. 
Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 41” wide. 
Table is contemporary. $2,000 - $4,000

1465. ORCHESTRIAN BOX WITH DRUM, BELLS & CABINET
Inlaid rosewood, 12 tune Swiss orchestra with 17.5” cylinder music 
box & tune card, in excellent working condition, brass carrying 
handles on ends. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 
31.5” x 15” x 11” Some repair to black base wood & feet, 
(Excellent Condition) $1,700 - $3,500

1466. CONCERTO SYMPHONIQUE POLYPHON MUSIC BOX
Beautiful burl walnut case, this music box is unparalleled for it’s 
complexity and range of its tunes, original program card, impressive 
fullness of sound to each melody in all ranges, in excellent working 
condition. Provenance: Private Mid-west Collection. 41.5” w x 17” 
x12” Some creasing to card, piece of fret-work on inside of cover 
reglued, 3 tiny pieces of outside base veneer missing, overall a rare 
and desirable cylinder concerto. $6,000 - $12,000

1464

1465

1466
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1467

1468

1469 1470

1467. LANGDORFF STATION SWISS MUSIC BOX
Coin operated with 8” cylinder, plays 8 tunes, 4 bells w/Mandarin 
strikers, 2 dancing dolls and complete w/original tune card, takes 
Great Britain “one penny” coins, plugs into normal wall outlet, 
in excellent working condition. Provenance: Private Mid-west 
Collection. 20.75” h. x21” x 15” Left top of case appears to 
have been refinished. $1,000 - $2,000

1468. 17” CYLINDER SWISS MUSIC BOX
Beautiful inlaid burl case with 17” cylinder, resting on a 
matching burl wood table, splendid looking machine and 
in excellent working condition. Provenance: Private 
Mid-west Collection. Music box 32” x 9.5” x 13”; stand 20” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1469. VINCENTE LLINARES FAVENTIA STREET PIANO
Barcelona, Spain, c. 1950’s, miniature of the well known 
“Hurdy Gurdy” which was seen on the streets of cities around 
the turn of the century, piano is operated with a crank mechanism 
and plays six songs which are listed on the side of the piano. 
21.5” w. x 23.5” h. x 12.5” d. Musical mechanism not 
working, natural wear to wood finish throughout, 
overall in (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1470. FAVENTIA PROGRAMMA MINI BARREL PIANO
Vincente Llnares, Spain, c.1950’s, a miniature 23 key hand 
crank barrel piano, also called a “Hurdy Gurdy”, one music roll 
plays six songs, encased in a hand painted and decorated wood 
upright piano. 16” w. x 17.5” h. x 10.5” d. Mechanism needs 
some work and tuning, some chipping and crazing throughout 
paint, otherwise in (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400
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1471. WITCH EMERGING FROM BOOT & WITCH ON JACK-O-LANTERN
German composition, stern witch on Jack-O-Lantern, and a witch in golden boot, 
she appears to have lost her broom. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $600

1472. WITCH RIDING A NODDING BLACK CAT
German composition, well dressed witch w/broom in hand, riding a 
giant black cat w/evil green glass eyes and nodding head. We have never 
seen another. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 8” l. Thin paper pads 
missing on bottom of 2 feet, fine crack on front leg, tiny touch-up to 
her left hand. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1473. LARGE BLACK CAT CANDY CONTAINER
Black fur covered hollow body w/arched back, removable head w/orange 
glass eyes, composition nose and open mouth exposing her needle sharp teeth, 
a hard one to find in this large size. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
11” to tip of tail. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1474. GHOST IN FABRIC CLOAK & JACK-O-LANTERN GHOST
Scary skull head ghost and Jack-O-Lantern ghost, both in fabric cloaks, 
candy containers. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 6”-6.5” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1475. TWO FARMERS & VEGGIE MAN CANDY CONTAINER
German hard composition on a platform, farmer’s head removes for candy 
retrieval. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” h. Hairline crack to 
farmer’s right leg, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1476. GRINNING JACK-O-LANTERN DISK CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, veggie men & black cats on sideband. Provenance: Bob Merck 
Collection. 5” diam. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1477. HALLOWEEN GUITAR CANDY CONTAINER
Jack-O-Lantern guitar w/happy facial expression, thin cardboard litho, when 
open reads, “Germany,” a hard one to find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
4” l. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1474

1475

1476

1477

1478

1473

1478. GOBLIN GRINNING LID BOX/BASKET CANDY CONTAINER
Movable bale handle, tumbling veggie figures on sideband. Ex: Bob Merck 
Collection. 3” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1471

1472
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1479. ARCHED STEAMER TRUNK W/ROPE HANDLES
Germany, candy container in the form of a steamer trunk w/ Halloween 
goblins. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3” l. Some very light wear, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1480. TREE STUMP HALLOWEEN LANTERN
Grimacing and grotesque, made of German composition, a hard one to find. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” w. Small crack on bale handle, 
overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1481. MONKEY LANTERN WITH EXTENDED EARS
Face insert original. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
7” w. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1482. WATERMELON MAN LANTERN
Watermelon man sitting on paper leaf. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
3” h. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1483. JACK-O-LANTERN MAN ON A STUMP CANDY CONTAINER
Pressed lithographed cardboard body, stick arms, fabric pants and ruffled 
collar, a rare and unusual find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
7” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1484. RARE VEGGIE MAN BARTENDER CANDY CONTAINER
German composition, a turnip head man serving a pint of beer to 
a thirsty Halloweener, a most unique Halloween figure. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 7.5” h. Repair to turnip head, 
some very minor touch-up, may have stood on cardboard base at 
one time, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1479

1480

1481

1483

1484
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1485. MRS. JACK-O-LANTERN
Glossy finish Jack-O-Lantern with smiling lipstick outlined 
mouth, paper insert face. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
6” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1486. WITCH RIDING BROOM CANDY CONTAINER
German composition, chalk-like figure of a smiling witch. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.25” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1487. CELLULOID WITCH PULLING BLACK CAT IN CART
Colorful Viscoloid witch and cat. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
3.5” l. 3/8” split on bottom, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1488. WITCH’S HOUSE VISCOLOID ROLY POLY
Early celluloid w/original string for hanging. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” h. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

1489. BLACK CAT WITH CANE CELLULOID ROLY POLY
Good strong colors and great detail, musical jingle when 
rocked, from The Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $800

1490. BLACK CAT PULLING WITCH IN WAGON RATTLE
Colorful celluloid rattle with good strong color and detail throughout, 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

1491. CELLULOID WITCH DRIVING A CORNCOB AUTOMOBILE
A joyful looking witch behind the wheel of this car of corn. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1485 1486

1487

1488

1489
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1492. CELLULOID JACK-O-LANTERN MAN HOLDING AN OWL
A grinning vegetable man with two black cats at his feet. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. Small indentation 
in toes, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $500 - $600

1493. WATERMELON LANTERN WITH RED GLASS PICKLE NOSE
Rare with the molded glass, red pickle nose, still retaining original paper 
insert face and bale handle. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
3.5” w. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1494. FROWNING TREE TRUNK LANTERN
German Composition, well detailed with original early wire 
and wood “lift out” candleholder. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
3.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1495. JACK-O-LANTERN IN TOP HAT
Wearing a fine looking, black top hat, this JOL still has original 
facial insert. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 6” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1492
1493

1494

1495 1496

1497

1496. JACK-O-LANTERN WITH EXTENDED EARS AND NOSE
Original paper face inserts. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
8” w. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1497. STEAMER TRUNK CANDY CONTAINER
Rope handles and a wood latch with whimsical Halloween figures 
throughout. Some minor wear to trunk hinge side. Provenance: Bob 
Merck Collection. 3” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $700
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1498
1499

1500

1501
1502

1503

1498. MAN IN TOP HAT CANDY CONTAINER
Cardboard litho, showing great amusement on his pumpkin head face. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1499. WILD EYED CAT WITH HANDLE
Cardboard animal head, candy container, Bob has not seen another. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $700

1500. DRUM JACK-O-LANTERN CANDY CONTAINER
Cardboard \n the form of a drum w/ original wood drumstick. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. 3” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

1501. SKULL WITH BLACK TOP HAT & SLICE OF LOG LANTERNS
Skull is missing base but still quite rare, slice of log is more common but 
still a hard one to fine. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. skull 4.5” 
log 3.5” h. Small repair to skull hat and missing bottom, overall 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1502. THREE MINIATURE HALLOWEEN CANDY CONTAINERS
A smiling radish, a frowning Jack-O-Lantern and a happy apple, 
all super clean, Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 1.75”-2” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $700

1503. PLEASANTLY SMILING JACK-O-LANTERN
Germany, glossy finish with original face inserts, a hard one to find! 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. Cardboard base 
possibly replaced (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500
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1504 1505

1506

1507

1504. DEVIL LANTERN WITH FLOCKED FACE
A most unusual looking Jack-O-Lantern, the reverse is a segmented 
pumpkin, original facial paper inserts. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
5.5” h. Repair to his right ear & some inpainting throughout, overall 
in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1505. JACK-O-LANTERN IN WITCH HAT
Early German pressed cardboard, paper face inserts. Provenance: Bob 
Merck Collection. 6.5” h. Some touch-up & inpainting to the pumpkin 
& some age related wear (Very Good Condition) $200 - $300

1506. HALLOWEEN JACK-IN-THE-BOX & HALLOWEEN GAME
Witch, black cat and Jack-O-Lantern pop-up in box, (rare) and a “Luhrs 
Stunt Halloween Quiz” game board. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
Game 9” h. 9”w. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1507. LARGE TRUNK AND VALISE CANDY CONTAINERS
Colorful litho cardboard, trunk with faux leather handle and suitcase with 
veggie Jack-O-Lantern man with walking cane, some age related wear 
and old tape repair to the trunk. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
Trunk 4.5” l. Valise 3.5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1508. EXPANDABLE SLIDING BOX CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, heavy paper litho candy container or match box.
 Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. when fully expanded 5” l. Some 
very minor edge wear (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1509. GOBLIN-CHIANTI BOTTLE CANDY CONTAINER
A splendid example of German craftsmanship, cardboard decorated with 
goblins, banner reading “Halloween” on one side. Provenance: Bob Merck 
Collection. 4.25” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $800 - $1,200

1509

1508
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1510. GOBLIN HAIRBRUSH CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, high gloss cardboard construction decorated with 
veggie people. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” l. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

1511. WONDERFUL HALLOWEEN BASKET CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, bale handle cardboard basket with smiling pumpkin 
head lid that removes for candy retrieval. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
2.25” diam. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1512. CHESHIRE CAT LANTERN WITH LACE COLLAR
A sly grinning cat with paper insert face, a G.A. Schwartz Phila, PA sticker on 
the base. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. Minor crack to right side 
of head near eyebrow, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1513. SMALL WITCH HEAD LANTERN
Germany, paper insert face, never seen in such a small size, tiny 
chip to rim of head, back of head near base and may have a replaced 
cardboard base. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 2” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1514. SPOTTED OWL JACK-O-LANTERN
Great looking owl with extended nose and ears. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 6” w. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,000

1510

1511

1512

1513

1514
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1515

1515. HUGE JACK-O-LANTERN MARKED SCHRAFFTS
This magnificent and larger than life Jack-O-Lantern has a wonderful and amusing smile 
on his face that makes everyone smile when they look at him, pressed composition with 
paper insert face, marked “Schraffts” on the base and has a crepe paper collar that sets 
him apart from all others, very rare and in exceptional condition. Provenance: Bob 
Merck Collection. 13” h. 17” w. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1516. BISSELLS CARPET SWEEPER W/ ADVERTISING POSTER
A stupendous and rarely seen image of Santa Claus presenting Bissell’s 
“Grand Rapids” Carpet Sweeper, fantastic color and detail throughout, along 
with a “Merry Christmas Bissell’s Sweeper. Provenance: The Karyl 
Newman Christmas Collection. Poster 36”, sweeper 55” overall. 
(Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1517. SANTA CLAUS CAST IRON CHRISTMAS TREE STAND
Brightly celebrated with good detail and classic molding. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. Base 12” sq. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1518. FAVORITE STEEPLECHASE GAME WITH SANTA CLAUS
J. H. Singer game box depicts Santa Claus w/sack of toys peering over his shoulder 
at a steeplechase race. Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. 
18” x 20” Some age related wear to box lid & touch-up, some paper loss 
to game board, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1516

1517

1518
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1519. FABULOUS VISIT OF SANTA CLAUS GAME
McLoughlin Bros, NY, circa 1897, showing an early Santa w/toys 
on the box lid, self contained game board depicting Santa in 
six different tableau’s and a brother & sister in sled with 
Christmas day gifts. 20” x 10.5” Repair split to box lid just 
above Santa’s head, reinforcement to the interior box lid, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1520. GAME OF THE CHRISTMAS GOOSE
McLoughlin Bros., a hard to find Victorian Christmas game, depicting 
a clown-like figure chasing a goose, the self contained game board 
shows a goose thief, good strong colors throughout and great graphics. 
19.5” x 10.5” Small part of lid flap is missing & some minor 
edgewear to lid, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1521. SANTA CLAUS GAME BOX
Parker Brothers, rare image of Santa in yellow tights, fur lined, red 
waist coat with sack of children’s toys, interior game board on the 
base of the box is a copy of the original. 15” x 9” Some old repair 
to left corner of cover box, (Very Good Condition) $600 - $900

1522. CHILDREN ON DOG SLED ARTICULATED PULL TOY
Heubach head children well dressed in wooly winter clothes and caps, 
are riding on a wooden sleigh pulled by a marvelous looking dog 
with brown glass eyes, all mounted on a colorful lithographed 
paper over wood platform. when pulled the little boy’s arm 
moves up and down to encourage the dog to run faster. 
18” l. (Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1519 1520

1521

1522

1523

1524

1523. BISQUE HEAD DOLL ON SHEEP CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, a very attractive piece featuring a wooly sheep w/
green glass eyes and a bisque head doll w/brown glass eyes, 
well dressed, the sheep’s head removes for candy retrieval. 
11” h. Flaking to sheep head & in-painting, right front 
leg of sheep is broken at upper-inside shoulder, 
(Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1524. LITTLE GIRL JESTER RIDING A PIG SQUEAK TOY
A happy looking piggy, of cloth covered composition w/green glass 
eyes is transporting a bisque head doll w/blue glass eyes and basket 
on her back, when pig’s head is pulled, he squeaks and the girl’s 
arms should move up & down, but no longer works. 11” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000
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1527. BISQUE HEAD GIRL IN AUTOMATED CART
German automaton toy w/a doll-like girl riding in a cart 
pulled by a goon bird, when activated, the bird moves 
up & down, the girl’s hand holding the whip moves up 
& down and her head turns from side to side, and squeaker 
is activated, a wonderful feather tree is being delivered. 17” l. 
Head no long turns and squeaker no longer works, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1528. NODDING KEY WIND GOAT
Lambskin covered goat, nods for hours when wound, missing 
one glass eye, a hard one to find in this large size. 
19.5” t. (Very Good Condition) $500 - $700

1529. BEAUTIFUL BROWN COW KEY WIND NODDER
Pretty brown eyes and a sweet looking face, this cow will nod for 
hours when wound. 15” t. Some light damage to nose, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1525 1526

1528

1530

1527

1529

1525. BISQUE BOY ON FURRY RABBIT
Rabbit fur bunny w/pink glass eyes candy 
container with a “poor” black child, dressed 
in rags riding on his back, the little boy has 
black curly hair and wood arms & legs, 
both well detailed throughout. 9.5” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1526. DOLL ON WOOLY SHEEP
German sheep candy container w/green 
glass eyes & cow bell on neck, a 
beautiful bisque head doll w/brown 
glass eyes sitting a top of sheep & 
holding a bouquet of flowers. 12” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,500

1530. WOOLY SHEEP ON WHEELS SQUEAKER TOY
An impressive looking sheep with green glass eyes, 
when head is tilted, he goes “bah,” a hard to find example. 
15” t. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500 
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1535. CHILD ON HEN SQUEAK TOY
A rare and early toy, written in pencil on base is “Annie 1874.” Provenance: 
Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 8.5” h. Chip on child’s nose, touch-up and 
in-painting throughout, bellows does not work, (Very Good Condition) $250 - 
$500

1536. TWO DOGS & TWO CATS SQUEAK TOYS
The black face Pug works, the others do not, but are complete w/bellows. 
Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 4” - 5” Some minor touch-up to 
all, (Very Good Condition) $250 - $500

1537. GERMAN PARROT SQUEAK TOY
A very colorful and hand painted parrot squeak toy from the German state of 
Thuringia, the parrot is made of papier mache, painted in bright orange, yellow, 
brown and white, circa. 1900. Perched on the squeaker, 7” h. Squeaker does 
not work, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1531. WILEY FOX PULL TOY
A well detailed nodding fox of composition on a wood platform. Provenance: 
Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 10” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1532. LARGE ROOSTER PLATFORM TOY
German composition, metal wheels on a cardboard base, rear wheels need to be 
re-attached, some over-painting throughout. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen 
Collection. 8.5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

1533. GIRL ON MOTHER GOOSE SQUEAK TOY
A rarely seen example, German composition on wood base, good working 
condition. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 7.5” h. Some over-painting 
to girl’s dress, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1534. WING FLAPPING SQUEAK TOY CHICKEN
Composition w/polychrome tin wings that flap when squeaker is activated, a rare 
and unusual toy. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 8” l. Some very minor 
touch-up, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1531
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1538

1539

1540

1541

1542

1538. ERZGEBIRGE HUNT SET
A wonderful and unique hunt set produced in the Erzgebirge region. Set consists 
of seven deer, one dog and hunter, trees and fencing, contained in a bentwood box, 
circa 1900. Hunter 3.5” h. Dog missing leg, otherwise (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1539. ERZGEBIRGE BUTCHER SHOP
A wonderful example of an early Erzgebirge butcher shop, all hand painted with hanging 
cut meat and a butcher ready to do business, a unique piece for any doll or toy collections, 
circa. 1900. 7”w. x 3.75” d. x 7” h. Slight wear, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1540. ERZGEBIRGE FARM SET
The farm consists of three buildings: the main residence, a barn and a stable, along 
with four wonderfully painted farm hands made of wood and dough, four cows, 
five chicken, five trees and fencing; this set includes a bentwood box for storage, 
circa 1910. Figures 2.25” h., main residence 3” h. x (Near Mint Condition) $600 - $1,000

1541. BOXED ERZGEBIRGE WOODEN TOWN
Beautifully painted wooden town of seven block buildings, as is typical, the largest building being 
the church, along with five trees, two soldiers on horseback and all contained in a wonderful 
rectangular box decorated w/ colorful label, c. 1910. Church 5” h. (Near Mint Condition) $400 - $600

1542. ERZGEBIRGE DIORAMA HUNT SCENE
This amazing diorama consists of a hunter standing over his kill, most likely produced by the Firm 
Lahl located in Annaberg/Erzgebirge. The firm was founded by Hermann Lahl in 1864 and continued 
production into the 1930’s. This piece is made of papier mache (Pappmachè) and Pewter (Zinn); Pewter 
being used for the deer’s legs and antlers, and also for the rifle being held by the hunter, a rare and 
desirable piece, circa. 1900. 6” w. x 4.5” d. x 6” h. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $600
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1543. WONDERFUL BOXED ERZGEBIRGE VILLAGE
Still in original wood box, twelve well detailed buildings of pressed & formed 
cardboard and wood, Santa in sleigh and three other vehicles of wood, people, 
animals and lichen moss trees, circa. 1880-1890. Provenance: Roy & Grace 
Olsen Collection. Box 12” diam. Minor damage to roof of one home, 
otherwise (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1544. ERZGEBIRGE HUNTING SCENE IN WOOD BOX
An unfolding diorama of a successful hunt in the German countryside, 
many animals, several hunters, trees & fences, all in the original wood 
box. figures 2”-4” h. Hunter with walking stick has had some repair, 
also the white elk, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1545. BLUE ROBED NODDING SANTA ON WHEELED PLATFORM
A most fascinating and most unusual of all the great Santa Claus’s to come out 
of Germany, he is made of papier-mâché and composition on wooden wheeled 
base, wearing a full length blue robe and hood over a very expressive face, his 
arms and head are jointed, head may be turned to give him a very expressive 
personality, a truly rare find as only a few are known to be in collections. 
20.5” h. Overall light wear, (Very Good Condition) $7,000 - $9,000

1546. MAGNIFICENT NODDING REINDEER WITH SANTA CLAUS
A seldom seen white fur reindeer w/big brown glass eyes and a decorative 
harness, composition Santa Claus w/deep red robe trimmed in green, 
rabbit fur beard is seated atop of a Dresden trimmed saddle blanket, 
the reindeer nods for hours on one wind. 17” h. Boots and fingers 
on left hand repaired, two antler tips repaired, otherwise 
(Pristine Condition) $6,000 - $10,000

1543

1544
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1546
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1547. RARE GLASS ICICLE BEARD BELSNICKLE
Germany, a large and impressive Santa Claus figure of composition 
that resembles chalk, wearing a long, reddish-brown robe, flecked 
w/gold, he has a stern looking face w/piercing blue eyes, and a long 
glass icicle beard that comes down his folded arms that hold a 
multi-branch feather tree w/candle holders, and he separates at 
base of robe for candy retrieval. 18.5” h. Some touch-up and 
over-painting to his face & robe, boots have been repaired, 
otherwise (Very Good Condition) $7,000 - $10,000

1548. WOODCUTTER SANTA CANDY CONTAINER
A near perfect looking example of this type of Santa Claus, 
separates at waist for candy retrieval. 10” h. Repair to his 
left finger, surface hairline on his back side rear, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1549. BLUE WAIST COAT SANTA CANDY CONTAINER
A hard to find example w/blue waist coat, white trim, 
carrying a fine looking American flag in hand. 10.5” 
Chip on left hand fingers, (Excellent Condition) $350 - $650

1550. MAGNIFICENT BROWN GLASS EYE REINDEER
An impressive looking and large reindeer w/elaborate harness 
and long ribbon of brass bells that was made to be attached 
to a “Santa Claus” sleigh, w/original “Made in Germany” 
tag still attached, sporting two splendid looking antler and 
in exceptionally fine condition. 14” l. Old repair to break in 
his right antler, otherwise (Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1551. SANTA CLAUS DELIVERING A LOAD OF TOYS
Santa in a hands on wicker sleigh, full of Christmas toys, 
pulled by wheeled platform horse. 15” overall. Two legs 
of horse have been repairs and some in-painting, 
otherwise (Very Good Condition) $300 - $400

1547 1548

1549
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1552. SANTA IN WICKER SLEIGH & REINDEER
Two prancing reindeer are at the head of Santa’s fine wicker sleigh, 
Santa has a head of wooly hair & beard and is holding a feather tree sprig. 
18” overall. His hands have been repainted, the reindeer have been touched 
up and have new antlers, (Very Good Condition) $300 - $400

1553. WICKER ZEPPLIN TRANSPORTING SANTA & TOYS
Rare & exceptional example of a wicker dirigible featuring propellers on 
side, and a latch that when lifted, opens the craft for retrieval of toys or 
other Christmas morning goodies, a fine looking composition & cloth Santa 
Claus is suspended below on a wicker gondola and holding a mesh bag full 
of toys. 18” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $4,000

1552

1553

1554

1555

1556
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1554. THREE FRAMES OF CHRISTMAS DIE-CUTS
Germany, eight embossed die-cuts of cherubs and angels, 
displayed in three frames, all w/good strong color and great detail. 
Frames 21” w. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $450

1555. BLUE FEATHER TREE WITH PATRIOTIC DECORATIONS
West Germany feather tree decorated with a grouping of flag wrapped, 
chalkboard pencils, a celluloid Uncle Sam, and a patriotic hat as a topper, 
lot includes box for chalk pencils & two patriotic fans. Tree 17” h., 
patriotic 5” - 14” (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1556. THE MAN IN THE MOON DRESDEN ORNAMENTS
A smiling moon man and a quarter moon man. Provenance: Shannon 
Riggs Collection. 2.5” - 4” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1557. GERMAN DRESDEN CARRYALL CANDY CONTAINER
Wonderful cromo-lithograph sporting scenes throughout, both ends open 
for candy retrieval, a most unusual and sought after Dresden. Ex: Shannon 
Riggs Collection. 4” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750
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1558. THREE PATRIOTIC CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS
A wonderful, early gelatin-celluloid Dresden drum candy container, a Dresden eagle, 
and a cherub banner and small silk flag. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
2” - 6” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1559. TWO GREAT LOOKING DRESDEN DOGS
A hound dog and a greyhound German ornaments, both in great condition. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 3” - 4” l. The tail on the greyhound 
has been repaired, otherwise in (Pristine Condition) $500 - $700

1560. GRACEFUL SWAN DRESDEN ORNAMENT
Early German Dresden in the form of a white swan. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
3” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1561. HALLOWEEN PURSE CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, light cardboard litho, unusual larger size purse in the form of a smiling pumpkin. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” w. Some very minor wear to base, 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $600

1562. BANJO WITH STRINGS CANDY CONTAINER
A seldom seen Jack-O-Lantern banjo man w/tumbling veggie men on sideband. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5” l. Tiny string adjustment, paper dot screws 
missing at top of handle, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1563. SMALL CHAMBER STICK CANDY CONTAINER
Possibly a salesman’s sample of grinning candle man in pumpkin saucer, original 
salesman’s inventory string tag still attached, marked “Germany” on base. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 2.75” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1558
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1564. TAMBOURINE WITH BELLS & 
BREAD LOAF CANDY CONTAINER
Tumbling veggie men on sideband of tambourine 
and grimacing man loaf of bread, both miniature 
examples, salesman’s samples. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. Approx. 2” h. each. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $700

1565. DEVIL SITTING ON LOG CANDY CONTAINER
Evil eyed Devil in orange and black fabric costume, black rabbit fur hair, switches in hand, 
sitting on a log w/gold insects crawling about, have never seen another. Provenance: Bob 
Merck Collection. 9” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $4,000 - $6,000

1566. SKELETON LANTERN ON COLLAPSIBLE BODY
We have never seen another, composition head, arms & legs on patriotic body w/
candle holder at base, creating a fire hazard, no wonder that we have never seen another. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 7” h. Small tear to base of paper, two small hairline 
cracks in head, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1567. COMICAL JACK-O-LANTERN WITH CREPE PAPER TRIM
Pumpkin head man, smiling broadly w/crepe paper trim & bow, candy container, a rare find. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1564

1565

1566
1567

1568

1569

1568. WITCH & JACK-O-LANTERN CHEF CANDY CONTAINERS
German composition, a grinning witch w/red dress and smiling Jack-O-
Lantern chef candy containers. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
Chef 3.75”, witch 5” (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1569. MINIATURE PEAR LANTERN
Smiling pear w/blue eyes, paper insert face, some soot on the 
inside indicated that it had been used at one time as a lantern, 
a most unusual find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 2.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500
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1570. FROWNING WATERMELON LANTERN
A rarely seen watermelon lantern that stands on 
end, original wire bail handle and paper face 
inserts. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1571. CLOWN WITH SUN RAYS LANTERN
Resting on a ruffled cloth collar base that has a 
“F.A. Schwartz Toys, Phila. PA” sticker, a very 
rare and scary Halloween lantern. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. 5” h. Tiny crack on 
back top, original face insert & cloth collar. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1570 1571

1572
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1572. EARLY GERMAN PAPIER MACHE DEVIL LANTERN
One of the earliest of the Halloween lanterns, depicted as the Devil w/long 
pointy chin and evil grin, original paper inserts, well detailed throughout. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 6” h. Missing wire bail handle, some minor 
light crazing to top of head, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1573. PAPER INSERT FACE WITCH LANTERN
Very early papier mache German witch lantern, paper facial inserts give her 
an evil grinning look w/her exaggerated nose & chin, wire bail handle & wire 
candle removable bails. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” h. Shows a bit of 
wear around top of head, (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1574. HEAD OF LETTUCE HALLOWEEN LANTERN
German composition, paper insert face, we have never seen another. Provenance: 
Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” w. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1575. GROUPING OF CANDY CONTAINER FIGURES
Father and son pirates and four comical children figures. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. Pirates 3.5” h., children 2” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $200 - $300
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1576. GOBLIN OVAL BOX CONTAINER
Whimsical Halloween figures throughout, a 
very hard example to find and in great condition. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” w. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $500 - $750

1577. GOBLIN BOX CANDY CONTAINER
Witches, black cats, Jack-O-Lanterns, and all types 
of veggie people imagery on both sides of this rare 
candy container. Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 
7” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) 
$1,000 - $1,500

1577
1578

1579

1580

1581

1576

1578. CHAMBERSTICK CANDY CONTAINER
Grinning candle in pumpkin chamberstick, large example, candle 
removes for candy retrieval. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
5.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,200 

1579. RARE FOUR-SIDED HALLOWEEN LANTERN CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, four-square cardboard litho w/Jack-O-Lantern images on all sides, original 
25¢ price sticker from the “White House, San Francisco.” Provenance: Bob Merck 
Collection. 4” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1580. RARE WASH BUCKET CANDY CONTAINER
A wash bucket w/grinning Jack-O-Lantern, lid w/wood 
dowel closer. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
2.75” diam. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $700

1581. WITCH RIDING JACK-O-LANTERN BROOM
Germany, witch with wonderful facial expression, 
on her broomstick w/her black cat riding behind her, 
German composition, opens at base for candy retrieval, 
a very rare and most desirable Halloween figure. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,200 - $1,800
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1582. BLACK CAT WITH WITCH HEAD CANDY CONTAINER
Cat w/fabric covered composition body, witch head w/lace collar, 
German candy container, a splendid example of German 
craftsmanship and fantasy. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
6” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1583. LARGE WATERMELON LANTERN
Pressed German composition, paper insert face and wire bale 
handle, a hard one to find in this size. Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 
7” w. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $600 - $900

1584. WISE OLD OWL HALLOWEEN LANTERN
Extended nose and black ringed eyes, original paper insert, 
a hard one to find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
5” h. Base is replaced, in (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1585. MANDOLIN W/ STRINGS CANDY CONTAINER
German, grinning pumpkin man, Halloween candy 
container in great condition. Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 
4.25” l. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $300 - $500

1586. CLOWN W/ MOVABLE HEAD ON INTERNAL STRING
Light cardboard litho Halloween figure, candy container, 
when held and shaken, the head moves about in amusing 
positions, a 15¢ Wanamaker Stores sticker on base. 
We have never seen another. Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 
5.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1587. CANDLESTICK CANDY CONTAINER W/WICK
A happy expression, pumpkin man candlestick, opens at 
base for candy retrieval. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
8” h. Wood candle top has been touched up, 
(Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1588. LARGE COMPOSITION WITCH CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, paper facial inserts give her an expression of amusement, 
she is holding a whisk broom and separates at the neck for 
candy retrieval. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
9” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1582 1583
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1589. JACK-O-LANTERN W/ EYEGLASSES & NOSE
A hard one to find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1590. ALIEN JACK-O-LANTERN CANDY CONTAINER
Composition, with hands and four mini Jack-O-Lantern’s on springs. 
We have never seen another. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1591. VEGGIE MAN LANTERN AND CANDY CONTAINER
Stick legs, potato feet and leaf arms, carrying two Jack-O-Lantern pails, 
his candle lantern head removes for candy retrieval. We have never seen another. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 8.5” h. Tiny hairline crack to side of head, 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $2,500

1589

1590

1591

1592

1593

1592. CAT ON MEAN DEVIL CANDY CONTAINER
German composition, Devil candy container w/black cat on his head, 
crepe paper collar, a truly evil looking figure and a very hard one to find. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. Some very minor 
light wear to cat, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1593. GIRL AND BLACK CAT ON PUMPKIN CANDY CONTAINER
German composition, blond hair girl peeking around pumpkin at a black cat. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” w. Appears to be glued shut, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500
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1594. DEVIL EMERGING FROM TOP HAT CANDY CONTAINER
Red devil with a smirk on his face coming out of a top hat. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 7.5” h. Some minor touch up to devil’s 
head, otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1595. GOBLIN HAT BOX CANDY CONTAINER W/ STRING HANDLE
A German, veggie people hat box candy container in great condition. 
Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 2” diam. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) 
$500 - $750

1596. CUP AND SAUCER HALLOWEEN CANDY CONTAINER
Cardboard w/Halloween figures throughout, a very hard one to find. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” w. 
(Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000

1597. CUP AND SAUCER CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, very rare, cardboard litho, Halloween candy 
container in the form of a Jack-O-Lantern cup and 
saucer, cup lifts off of saucer for candy retrieval. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.25” w. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1598. SMALL RARE CUP & SAUCER CANDY CONTAINER
Stamped “Germany” on base, grinning Jack-O-Lantern cup that 
removes for candy retrieval, a very rare and hard to find item. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 2.2” w. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $600

1599. WITCH DISGUISED AS THE DEVIL CANDY CONTAINER
Fabric robe, the Devil’s head removes to reveal a witch, the Devil 
is grinning broadly, anticipating what you will see when you remove 
his head. We have never seen another. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
11.5” h. Some very minor wear to witch’s face, otherwise 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $4,000 - $6,000
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1600. GRINNING SKULL HALLOWEEN LANTERN
German, chalk-like composition w/paper inserts. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4.5” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1601. J-O-LMAN HUGGING AN OWL ROLY POLY
Viscoloid with great detail. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 4” h. Small dent to back of man’s 
head, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1602. GOBLIN VISCOLOID ROLY POLY
A rarely seen celluloid Halloween figure with a look 
of terror on his face. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
3.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1603. DEVIL CELLULOID ROLY POLY
Musical jingle when rocked, dark red, evil looking devil. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1604. CELLULOID OWL WEARING A VEST
Well dressed owl perched atop of a Jack-O-Lantern roly poly, 
a very hard celluloid figure to find. Ex: Bob Merck Collection. 
3.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1605. CELLULOID PIRATE ROLY POLY W/CORN COB BODY
A rarely seen and visually entertaining figure. 
Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 3.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1606. JACK-O-LANTERN MAN ROLY POLY
A musical celluloid Jack-O-Lantern man, a hard one 
to find. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 5” h. 
Tiny indent to his nose, (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1600
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1607. GRINNING WITCH CELLULOID ROLY POLY
A musical witch that jingles when rocked. Provenance: Bob Merck Collection. 
4.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $400 - $600

1608. VISCOLOID WITCH IN CAR WITH TWO BLACK CATS
A happy looking witch w/her black cat friend. Provenance: Bob Merck 
Collection. 3.5” l. Dent in left front tire, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent 
Condition) $400 - $600

1609. TIN HALLOWEEN JACK-O-LANTERN PARADE LANTERN
All original paint, with very little wear, tin cup removes from base for candle 
placement, original wooden pole and wire bale attachment. Provenance: 
Shannon Riggs Collection. 6.5” diam. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1610. FOUR PULP JACK-O-LANTERNS & FOUR LANTERNS
Two smiling pumpkins, cat on fence, and cat w/paper face insert, two owls 
and two black cat slot and tab lanterns. 5”-8”, 11” w. Cat w/ paper face body is 
repainted, overall in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $350

1607 1608

1609

1610

1611

1611. SIX BOXED HALLOWEEN NODDER CANDY CONTAINERS
A rare old store find, still in the original packing box. Six vegetable people 
candy containers, all nodders with wonderful smiling faces, mounted on 
cardboard platforms marked on the base “Gesetzl geschützt”. 6.5” each. 
(Pristine Condition) $2,000 - $4,000
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1612 1613
1614

1615 1616

1612. PEAR HEAD VEGETABLE MAN CANDY CONTAINER
German, hard composition, pear head Halloween figure. 6” h. 
Slightly soiled, overall in (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1613. RED EYE DEVIL CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, bottom plug, composition grinning devil, great detail 
and good strong color. 5” (Excellent Condition) $700 - $900

1614. HARD TO FIND DEVIL RATCHET
Germany, composition head, wood body w/crepe 
paper skirt. 9” h. Lower wood ratchet is missing, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $350

1615. FIVE HALLOWEEN NOISEMAKERS
Horns, clappers, clangers, and squeakers. 4”-21” 
Wood mouth piece on paper litho horn is missing, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1616. THREE COMPOSITION HALLOWEEN FIGURES
Germany, Jack-O-Lantern head man, candy container, witch candy 
container, and a smiling, glass eye nodder. 4”-5.5” Witch has had 
touch-up to face and head, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $500 - $700

1617. GROUPING OF SIX HALLOWEEN TAMBOURINES
Five tin and one paper-faced. 6”-9” 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1617
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1618. TWO COLLAPSIBLE, EIGHT PANEL LANTERNS
Die-cut and embossed, cardboard on orange paper backing, owl and 
witch pattern lanterns. 16” opened. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1619. ARTICULATED PUMPKIN MAN
Germany, pressed cardboard head and body, wire & wood arms and legs, 
a hard one to find. 9” h. Body & head have been repainted, 
(Very Good Condition) $250 - $500

1620. ACCORDION TOP JACK-O-LANTERN
German composition, paper insert face, pumpkin has been repainted. 
9” opened. (Very Good Condition) $200 - $300

1618

1619

1620

1621

1622

1623

1621. EARLY METAL HALLOWEEN PARADE LANTERN
This great looking lantern has been well used but still retains most of 
its original paint. 7” diam. Wood pole, finial and hardware missing, 
(Very Good Condition) $500 - $900

1622. PULP DEVIL HEAD LANTERN & CAT ON FENCE
The grinning devil is missing his insert. 6”-8” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1623. GLASS PUMPKIN HEAD WITCH CANDY CONTAINER
Early, hand painted, complete w/screw-on metal base, 
still retaining most of its paint. 5” h. (Very Good Condition) $250 - $350
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1624. BLACK CAT & DEVIL HEAD CANDY CONTAINER
A rare find, black cat w/white bonnet and a great looking devil candy container. 
2.25”-2.75” h. Cat missing base plug & face repainted, chip to devil’s chin, 
otherwise (Very Good Condition) $300 - $500

1625. GERMAN COMPOSITION PUMPKIN AND DEVIL
Terror stricken pumpkin man and devil sitting on pumpkin. 5.5”-6” h. Devil 
pumpkin repainted, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300

1626. FIVE WONDERFUL EMBOSSED & DIE-CUT FIGURES
Witches, cats, and an owl, all with great detail and good strong colors. 
11”-15” h. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $350

1627. TWO PUMPKIN HEAD NOISEMAKERS
Composition heads on wood ratchet, both appear at one time to where hats. 
8” h. Missing hats, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $200 - $300

1628. PUMPKIN MAN ON STAND
Germany, grinning Jack-O-Lantern on wood stand. 6” h. 
Pumpkin head repainted, (Very Good Condition) $200 - $300

1629. HALLOWEEN PARADE CANDLE LIT LANTERN
A grinning Jack-O-Lantern tin lantern, marked “Pat’d July 7, 1909,” 
and still retaining it’s original strong color and detail, a hard one to find 
in this splendid condition. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
6” diam. (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,700
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1630. GERMAN SCHOOLHOUSE WITH CHILDREN
Paper litho on wood interior walls, teacher at lectern with 21 children in attendance, two 
desks & three wall hangings, walls hinged to fold up for storage. 8” h. 15.5” deep when folded 
out Some minor chipping to children’s feet, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1631. THREE TURKEY CANDY CONTAINERS
Some wing, tail and feet repair to all three, touch-up and over painting, the small and 
middle size ones candy cylinder’s are glued shut. They display very nicely. 5”-7.5” h.
(Very Good Condition) $350 - $700

1632. LARGE & IMPRESSIVE TURKEY CANDY CONTAINER
This magnificent bird is made of composition with heavy metal feet, he separates at neck 
for candy retrieval. 19” h. Touch-up and inpainting throughout, one feather on left side has 
been reglued, legs have been reattached, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1633. A GRULICH CHRISTMAS MOUNTAIN DISPLAY
Wood & pulp construction background, colorful and decorative buildings w/foil windows, 
the birth of Christ child is being proclaimed in every part of the mountain as the many and 
well detailed peasant population would end their way to visit the child’s crib in a cave under 
the center of the mountain. 16.5” w. x 42”l. x 24” h. Some overall related wear and minor 
chipping, most of the figures are contemporary in (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1634. BOXED SET OF ERZGEBIRGE ANIMALS
Set of 11 Erzgebirge miniature domestic animals on wheeled platforms and one farmer figure 
on wheeled platform tied onto the card, original box, marked “Miniatur-Tiere (miniature animals), 
Gesetzlich Geschützt (registered trademark), c. 1920. The Seiffen Museum has a large display of 
these miniatures in this typical maroon colored box. Box 6” x 5” (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1630
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1635. ERZGEBIRGE SOLDIER ON HIDE COVERED HORSE
Germany, a well carved and polychrome figure w/trumpet on a galloping 
horse w/leather saddle, affixed to a metal post to center of wooden box platform. 
8” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $1,000

1636. CHRISTMAS ROOM AUTOMATON BY ZINNER SCHALKOU
German made, assembled with old parts, this marvelous and rare Victorian 
Christmas day automation of children playing with their new-found toys, the child 
on horseback rocks, the girl with horn moves and dances, as does the girl w/music 
book, the boy plays his drum, boy sitting plays w/his puppet, and the girl in the 
back of the room pushes her doll coach back & forth, all children are of bisque 
heads & wooden limbs and very well dressed. 19” w. Music box in excellent 
working condition, overall in(Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $4,500

1637. SAINT NICHOLAS AUTOMATON
A wonderful diorama depicting porcelain head figures of Saint Nicholas, 
an angel and child, all displaying great motion when crank is turned, box plays 
“Silent Night,” in excellent working condition. German made, assembled 
with old parts. Box 9” x 12” Some light wear to music box, box has been 
clear coated, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$1,500 - $2,500

1636

1638

1635

1637

1638. COLOSSAL NODDING REINDEER
A magnificent and seldom seen in this large size, nodding reindeer, he 
has a well molded, fury body with leather tack and a gold tinsel trimmed 
saddle blanket, big brown eyes give him a kind looking face; an electric 
motor runs his nodding mechanism and is no longer connected to a 
plug. 19.5” h. Old touchup to his nose and old repair and touchup 
to his antlers, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000
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1639. LARGE SANTA SLEIGH ON WHEELED PLATFORM
German composition, Santa Claus on a sled pulled by six reindeer w/metal antlers and 
bells on their harness, a well detailed piece. 35” l. (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1640. LARGE BLACK FOREST SANTA & SLEIGH
Tall Woodcutter Santa dressed in long snow speckled red robe w/green trim, 
rabbit fur beard and deep blue eyes, determined look as he is straining to pull 
a wood & wicker sleigh by a rope around his shoulder, rarely seen in this large 
size. 23.5” h. Some minor in-painting to his face & hands, tiny cracks to his boots, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,400

1641. GERMAN SANTA CLAUS AUTOMATON
A wonderful tall and jolly looking Santa with a long red robe trimmed 
in rabbit fur, composition head w/smiling blue glass eyes and open 
mouth showing his finest of pearly white teeth, a long rabbit 
fur beard, a splendid example of German craftsmanship; 
works well and will nod for hours. 25” h. 
A split to his left boot w/some finish 
loss, (Excellent Condition) 
$3,000 - $5,000

1639
1640

1641

1643

1642. LARGE NODDING SANTA
Germany, store window trade stimulator Santa Claus, composition legs and hands, holding a paper 
feather tree, he has a kind looking face w/blue eyes, and a mohair beard and is carrying 
a basket of Erzgebirge village toys. 31” h. (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1643. RARE ARTICULATED GERMAN BELSNICKLE
A very early example, this composition figure is an articulated candy container. When his hand 
warmer muff is pressed, he opens his mouth and nods his head. He is dressed in a long snow flecked robe 
w/fur trim, his expressive face is outlined with a fine looking rabbit fur beard and he looks at you with big, 
deep blue glass eyes. A fine example of German craftsmanship. 15” t. His face may have been 
clear coated at one time, (Excellent Condition) $5,000 - $7,500

1642
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1644. BISQUE HEAD SANTA ON POLAR BEAR CANDY CONTAINER
Wearing a long, red hooded robe, this early German Santa Claus has a well 
molded bisque head w/deep set, sparkling glass eyes, carved wood hands & 
legs, and is sitting on a sweet looking polar bear w/big brown glass eyes, his head 
removes for candy retrieval. 9” h. x 8.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1645. THREE SANTA DIE-CUTS AND A GROUPING OF STOCKINGS
Large Santa w/white coat and children, a crease to the base, Santa on horse back, 
two creases on head & shoulders, a wonderful Santa w/sleigh and children, 
handlebar on bicycle is missing, plus 15 small mesh Christmas stockings 
with Santa die-cuts. Stockings 6.5” each, die-cuts 11”-16.5” 
Some minor light wear, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $900

1646. FOUR FRAMED CHRISTMAS DIE-CUTS
Includes Santa head adorned with holly, children dancing around a white robed 
Santa, Santa holding cane and tree, delivering toys while two children sleep 
peacefully in bed. 8” - 16” (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1644

1645
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1647. CLOCKWORK GERMAN SKI PATROL SOLDIER
On wooden skis with three metal wheels, soldier figure is a combination 
of a celluloid head wearing a military helmet w/German iron cross 
embossed on the front, hard paper body covered in a fabric outfit w/
matching fabric hat, legs and feet are of carved wood, in working order. 
10” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $1,000

1648. FIVE SPUN COTTON CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
A ceramic head child on sleigh, skier, Santa, Belsnickle, and child w/tree. 
3” - 4” (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1649. FIVE HARD TO FIND SPUN COTTON ORNAMENTS
A squirrel w/nut, two birds in a nest, a mushroom on a clip, mushrooms 
in a basket and a gift box. 2.5” - 3” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $600
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1650. GROUPING OF 27 GLASS CLIP-ON ORNAMENTS
Two mushroom men and a Santa on a clip, plus a nice selection of birds 
and mushrooms all on clips. 3” - 5” l. Santa has been re-glued to his clip, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1651. LARGE SELECTION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN ORNAMENTS
Forty beaded glass Czech Christmas tree ornaments of all types. 
2” - 4” l. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1652. LARGE GREEN CLUSTER OF GRAPES KUGEL
Brilliant green cluster of grapes with German ten lobe cap. 
5.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1653. GERMAN DRESDEN CANTEEN CANDY CONTAINER
A Civil War type U.S. canteen, opens for candy retrieval, a tac has been placed at the top of 
the canteen to hold the cloth American flag. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 4” l. 
The canteen has been clear-coated, in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1654. MARVELOUS ASSORTMENT OF FEATHER TREE ORNAMENTS
Includes children, Santas, animals, indents and many others, all perfectly 
sized for decorating feather trees. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
1” - 2” l. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1655. TWO BLOWN GLASS SNOWMAN ORNAMENTS
Blown German glass snowman with broom and cat, and a smaller snowman with broom, 
both hard to find Christmas tree ornaments. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
3” - 4.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $350 - $450
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1659. WELL DETAILED GERMAN DRESDEN VIOLIN
A silver violin complete with box 3.5” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $200 - $300 

1660. CHARGING LION AND BUFFALO DRESDENS
Germany, fine example of charging lion with full mane, glass eyes, 
and exposed teeth help to make this a very desirable form, and a buffalo. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 2” - 5” l. Buffalo has been clear-coated, 
otherwise in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $350 - $450

1661. THREE WOMEN’S HEAD GLASS ORNAMENTS
A girl’s head on a rose , a golden haired cherub with dimples, and a red haired girl. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 2.5” - 3” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $400

1662. A SAILOR’S HEART AND A GOLDEN WING ANGEL
Two wonderful German Dresdens, a heart with cross and anchor, and a fine looking 
angel. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. Heart 2.5” l., Angel 6” h. Tiny crease 
to angel’s right wing, otherwise in (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $350 - $450

1656. FIVE GERMAN DRESDEN CANDY CONTAINERS
Two walnuts, two pine cones and an ear of corn. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 3” - 5” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $350 - $450

1657. THREE DRESDEN CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS
A roasted turkey, a goose and a green pickle candy container. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 3” - 4” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $350 - $450

1658. RARE PRAYING ANGEL TREE TOPPER
Germany blown glass with spun glass wings and cloud, 
hands clasped in prayer, good strong colors and wonderful 
detail throughout. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
8” l. (Excellent Condition) $350 - $450
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1663. BISQUE CHILDREN BUILDING A SNOWMAN
German bisque with wonderful (muted) colors and a life-like face on the 
snowman with carrot nose. 8” h. (Pristine to Near Mint Condition) $700 - $1,000

1664. ANGEL WITH REMOVABLE WINGS
This rare German snow child has a beautifully painted face, detachable 
wings and is holding a feather tree sprig in tin holder, mica covered 
composition she is standing on a mica covered snow base tree stump. 
9.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,000

1665. SANTA CLAUS CLOCKWORK WITH MOVING EYES
A splendid looking automated trade stimulator, guaranteed to attract 
the children’s interest. When wound, Santa nods his head from side 
to side as his eyes roll around over his rosy cheeks. 18.75” 
Some reinforcement on reverse, minor split to surface 
at his right elbow, light creasing on his left side, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1666. EARLY COMPOSITION BELSNICKLE CANDY CONTAINER
Wearing a long white robe flecked w/golden mica and trimmed w/yellow 
mohair at base, wearing a silver crown on top of his white bearded head, 
feather tree sprig in arm and standing on a snow mound, a hard one to find.
 9” h. (Pristine Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1663

1664

1665

1667

1668

1666

1667. SANTA CLAUS “DEALER IN GOOD THINGS” WAGON W/HORSE
Stake side horse drawn wagon with Santa seated at front, pulled by a dapple grey 
horse on a wheeled platform. 24” l. overall. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1668. SANTA ON SLED RACING DOWN SNOWY SLOPE
Wearing a snow fleeced red robe and holding a feather tree, he has a 
determined look on his face (One papier mache background tree is missing) 
Twig tree in front has minor touch-up at base. 12” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500
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1669. WOODCUTTER SANTA CLAUS CANDY CONTAINER
Rabbit fur beard on a stern looking face, feather tree sprig in hand 
& good strong coloring to his clothes, a fine example. 11” h. 
Missing belt buckle, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1670. PATRIOC WOODCUTTER SANTA CANDY CONTAINER
Red waist-coat trimmed in white over a composition & cardboard 
tube body, white mohair beard & hair outline a very kind looking 
face w/penetrating blue eyes holding flag and blue tree.. 
19” h. Left hand has small crack and touch-up 
(Very Good Condition) $800 - $1,200

1671. LARGE SANTA CLAUS CANDY CONTAINER
Red robe w/blue trousers, composition w/cardboard tube body, 
mohair beard & hair and a determined look on his face. 
20” h. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1669 1670 1671
1672

1673

1675
1674

1672. WHITE ROBE BELSNICKLE
Germany, white robe figure, flecked with mica, red pipe cleaner trim on hood 
over a stern looking face. 9” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1673. BLUE ROBE BELSNICKLE
Great example of blue robe German Santa, red pipe trim hood 
w/flag in arm. 8” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1674. OUTSTANDING REINDEER CANDY CONTAINER
Sweet looking deer w/brown glass eyes, fur-like cloth covering
 a composition body w/metal antlers, head removes for candy retrieval, 
outstanding example. 10” h. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1675. CHRISTMAS COTTAGE WITH SNOWMAN
Wonderful cardboard winter cottage with paper insert windows and 
trimmings, candle is placed in holder inside house, giving a charming 
glow through the windows. 15” h. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $300
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1682

1676. DELIGHTFUL DRESDEN DOG
Beautiful brown glass eyes and floppy ears w/crepe paper 
candy bag at base. 4” l. Some very minor light wear, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $800

1677. GERMAN DRESDEN TROLLEY CAR
Silver tram candy container w/red windows, 
some age darkening throughout. 3” l. 
(Very Good Condition) $400 - $600

1678. DRESDEN JOHN BULL STEAM ENGINE
Early locomotive candy container, a rare and well 
detailed Dresden w/wheels that actually spin, 
back cover to boiler drops down for candy 
retrieval, a very intricate design. 3” l. 
(Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1679. DRESDEN HIGH WHEEL BICYCLE
Penny Farthing w/man at tiller, well detailed 
spoke wheels. 3” h. Part of his right tiller is 
missing and some wear to man, otherwise 
(Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1679

1677

1681

1676

1680

1678

1680. COLORFUL DRESDEN ALLIGATOR
A beautiful example of a German Dresden alligator w/good strong 
colors and detail throughout. 4” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1681. GERMAN DRESDEN GLASS EYED TURKEY VULTURE
This Christmas tree ornament is a exquisite example of German craftsmanship 
and a tribute to Tom Fox’s keen eye for the best. Provenance: Tom Fox Collection. 
4” l. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1682. GOLDEN HAIR WAX ANGEL
This large Christmas Angel has hinged golden composition wings 
and a head of blond hair and is holding a horn to proclaim the 
birth of the Christ child. 6” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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1686

1687

1683

1684

1685

1683. BISQUE HEAD SHOE MAKER & BIRD IN NEST
Germany, spun cotton shoe or boot maker, bisque head w/glass eyes 
and a white dove on a nest of eggs, clip-on ornament. 3” - 5.5” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1684. FIVE SPUN COTTON CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
Includes a pretty girl in an airship, St. Nicholas, and three children. 
3” - 5” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1685. FIVE NICE COTTON CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
Composition head hockey player, skier, airship w/tinsel 
trim, Santa, and a crepe paper girl. 3.5” - 5” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1686. FOUR MARVELOUS SPUN COTTON ORNAMENTS
Snowman, composition child kneeling on chair, lady in tinsel wrap 
airship, and a angel descending from a cloud. 4” - 6” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $700

1687. FOUR SMALL FEATHER TREES
Well decorated, two on wood base and two on newer plastic base, 
decorated with proper size glass ornaments, plus an old box of 
just the right size ornaments as a go-with. Trees 16” - 19” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600
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1688. GROUP OF 19 CHRISTMAS STERO-VIEW CARDS
14 cards showing Santa Claus, and 5 others including viewer. 
Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. Cards 
7” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1689. FOUR MARVELOUS FOLD-DOWN CHRISTMAS CARDS
Three Santa Claus and two angels, two still in their original envelopes, 
all with good strong colors and great details throughout. 
5” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $800

1690. GROUPING OF 12 CHRISTMAS HOLD TO LIGHT CARDS
Santa Claus, cherubs and children, 3 Mallick cards, 2 greeting cards 
& 7 other wonderful and rare postcards. Provenance: The Karyl 
Newman Christmas Collection. Greetings 5” - 5.5” l., 
postcards are st (Excellent Condition) $500 - $1,000

1688

1692

1690

1689

1691

1691. 60 COLORFUL VICTORIAN TRADE CARDS
Showing Santa Claus advertising soap, shoes, spice’s coffee and many other 
condiments. Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. 3” - 7” l. 
One card has been trimmed, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1692. GROUPING OF 76 CHRISTMAS POSTCARDS
Santa, children, toys, some very rarely seen and some are common. 
Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. Standard 
postcard size. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500
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1693. EARLY KEYWIND SANTA CLAUS NODDER
A very kind looking face with a bushy beard, looking out from under a red felt hoot, wearing a long 
red robe trimmed in white and holding a feather tree spring in hand, composition and cardboard tube 
construction, when wound, his head nods for hours. 23” h. Top part of his cardboard tube body has 
come unglued from bottom half, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1694. GREEN ROBE SANTA MAKING HIS ROUNDS
Composition w/rabbit fur beard, this urgent appearing Santa has a paper feather tree 
in hand and carries a Dresden like candy container on his back, container 
and toys are added. 12” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1695. PLAID ROBE SANTA W/ ERZGEBIRGE TOYS
A determined looking Santa Claus wearing a marvelous plaid robe is carrying a book pack w/
carved wood toys and holds a feather tree in hand, a rarely seen version of a woodcutter Santa. 
8” h. Redressed and new wicker basket, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $500 - $700

1696. WAX FACE BELSNICKLE CANDY CONTAINER
German composition Klausner Belsnickle, standing on a cardboard tube, candy insert base 
on wood platform, his head is tilted slightly forward and he has a pious look on his well detailed 
wax face w/beautiful blue glass eyes, his white hair head is topped with a metal crown ringed 
w/flowers and fine tinsel lace. He is holding a well decorated candle tipped feather tree and 
has an original paper label marked, “Schutz-Harkl.” He comes w/the wooden packing box. 
19” h. to tip of crown. (Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1697. LARGE WAX FACE BELSNICKLE CANDY CONTAINER
Dressed in a deep blue, gold speckled robe w/white trim of German composition, he has a 
curly mohair beard and a kind looking face with deep set brown glass eyes, carrying a tall 
lichen moss Christmas tree and is standing on a rock mound, comes with old wood packing box. 
18” h. His robe appears to have been repainted at one time, has a small split to the wax 
near the top of his nose, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1694

1695

1696

1697

1693
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1701. RARE & EARLY PUZZLE PURSE FRAKTUR
A fold-up Valentine, circa 1820, multiple openings with 
12 interior verses and one on back, hand tinted and done 
on early rag paper. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen Collection. 
3.5” square. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1702. STEPHENSON ROYAL STATE RR CHRISTMAS TRAIN
1880 Stephanson Seiffen wooden train w/metal wheels, 19th century 
hand crafted steam engine w/three cars paper destination and contents 
labels on their sides, cars are loaded with Christmas gifts and toys, the 
locomotive has Santa at the throttle and a Krampus hanging onto the 
whistle stack, train comes with wood packing box. Train 43” l. 
Toys & gifts are not original to the train set, snow glitter and 
labels have been added, (Very Good Condition) $600 - $900

1703. GROUPING OF NINE ERZGEBIRGE SOLDIERS IN BOX
Nine German soldiers, marching to the beat of their drummer, in old Erzgebirge 
box, the group appears to have been of later manufacture, 1930”s and 1950’s. 
Each 3” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1700

1698

1699

1702

1703

1698. AN INTERESTING GROUPING OF ERZGEBIRGE FIGURES
Germany, horses, sheep, people and toys for Christmas, along with a candle 
lit snowman’s house. 1” - 5” l. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1699. TWO IMPRESSIVE LOOKING JUMPING JACKS
Erzgebirge, a fantastic looking rooster and a well detailed 
clown, pull string jumping jacks. 7” - 11” h. 
(Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1700. THREE POLYCHROME JUMPING JACKS
Germany, an American Indian in war paint, a nattily 
dressed fox and a Leprechaun, pull string jumping jacks, 
all are both well detailed and colorful throughout. 
3” - 7” h. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1701
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1704. DRESDEN WRITING DESK
Complete with inkwell and drawer that opens. 
1.5” w. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $450

1705. GROUPING OF GRULICH BUILDINGS
Early German Christmas Village, painted cardboard & wood. 
Bldgs. 8” - 9” Top of one building is missing, 
(Excellent Condition) $350 - $500

1706. ADVERTISING MATCH SAFE & DRESDEN BASEBALL
M. Rumely farm machinery match safe and baseball candy container. 
Both 3” (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1707. A UNIQUE SANTA CLAUS GIFT CONTAINER
Polychrome composition w/wood handle, a well molded Santa on both sides, 
an unique and seldom seen item. 11.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1708. EARLY GERMAN BELSNICKLE
Gold flecked, red robe Belsnickle, blue trimmed hood w/feather tree in arm. 
9” h. Small hairline crack to left base, (Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1709. SANTA IN SHOE CANDY CONTAINER
Composition, crushed glass slipper with Santa Claus, Santa 
removes for candy retrieval. 4” h. (Excellent Condition) $200 - $400

1710. LICHEN MOSS SLEIGH NODDING SANTA
Key wind nodding Santa, dressed in red waist coat w/blue trousers and black boots, 
hard composition face w/blue eyes and charming smile, holding a feather tree, sitting 
in a fine looking loofah sleigh; Santa in good working condition. Provenance: The Karyl 
Newman Christmas Collection. 20” l. Sleigh has been clear-coated, runners have been repainted, 
Santa’s face has some touch-up, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1704

1705

1706

1707 1708

1709

1710
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1714. BROWN GLASS EYED REINDEER CANDY CONTAINER
Composition body covered w/fur-like cloth, metal antlers, a realistic 
looking figure. 10” h. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1715. SWEET LOOKING REINDEER CANDY CONTAINER
Fur-like cloth over a composition body, brown glass eyes 
and metal antlers, head removes for candy retrieval. 
10” h. (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1711. BELSNICKLE W/ BLACK MASK CANDY CONTAINER
German composition Belsnickle with mask and piercing blue eyes, sack over 
shoulder holding a doll, a most unusual figure in great condition, comes in wood 
packing box. Belsnickle 10” h. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1712. MEAN LOOKING BELSNICKLE WITH MASK
This German composition Belsnickle is carrying a sack of toys for good children 
and holding a switch for bad children, he separates at base of robe for candy 
retrieval, a never before seen rarity and with wood packing crate. Belsnickle 9” h. 
(Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1713. BELSNICKLE WITH LANTERN WOBBLER
Still in the original wood packing box, this Santa is a true rarity and in super 
condition throughout. Santa 7.5” (Pristine Condition) $700 - $1,000

1711

1712

1713

1714
1715
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1716. LARGE KEY-WIND SANTA NODDER
Rarely found in this size, Santa Claus stands an impressive 28” tall and may have been a 
store window trade stimulator, composition and cardboard tube construction, and wearing 
a red felt waistcoat , he looks at you with deep blue glass eyes and nods his head for hours 
on one winding, he has a place for a feather tree to be held in his right hand. 28” h. Top of 
his head, under his cap has been removed and reattached to reglued right eye, he appears 
to have been re-dressed at one time, otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $3,000

1717. GREEN ROBE SANTA W/LANTERN
Tall Santa Claus in a hard to find long green robe, feather tree sprig and lantern in hand 
candy container, displays very well. 14” h. Base and cardboard tube insert are new, face, 
hands & boot have been repainted, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1718. LARGE CLOCKWORK NODDING SANTA CLAUS
Wearing a fine looking fur-trimmed red robe, he has a mohair beard and beautiful 
blue glass eyes, when wound he nods his head for hours. 
26” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1719. SANTA ON DONKEY WITH GROWLER
A very early example, bisque head Father Christmas, wood arms & legs, wearing 
a long red-brown robe trimmed in white, he has a very kind looking face and sports 
a rabbit fur beard, the donkey stands on wheels, has a black rabbit fur mane and 
complete with all the proper trappings; when the cord on the donkey’s chest is 
pulled, he “bays” and wiggles his ears. 14” h. (Pristine Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1716

1717

1718

1719
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1720. SANTA ON NODDING POLAR BEAR
A jolly looking blue-eyed Santa, composition feet, hands & head, a white 
mohair beard outlines his smiling face, he is seated on top of a marvelous 
snow white polar bear, covered w/rabbit fur, he has big brown eyes and a fierce 
looking, tooth filled mouth that opens and closes as he nods his keywind head. 
At one time, Santa may have had a feather tree in his right hand, he and the polar 
bear are standing on a magnificent snow mound or iceberg. 29” h. 
Santa’s face & hands have been repainted, some very minor and old touch-up 
to the snow mound, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $7,000 - $9,000

1721. FAO SCHWARTZ NODDING REINDEER & SANTA IN SLEIGH
Both Santa and the noble looking reindeer are clockwork nodders, the kind 
looking, blue eyed Santa sits in a large wicker sled w/lichen moss trim, Santa is 
composition & wire, wearing a fine looking red felt coat and trousers, heavy 
black boots on his feet, the magnificent reindeer has beautiful brown glass eyes, 
complete with bridle harness, an impressive set of antlers and colorful blanket 
around his mid-section. Nodders together are an extraordinary 42” l. Both 
reindeer & Santa nodders work for hours, (Excellent Condition) $4,000 - $6,000

1722. TOP HAT CHIMNEY SWEEP STEALING A PIG
Germany, spun cotton and composition figure with a ladder and a 
sweeper’s brush, carrying a pig that he just stole, a hard one to find. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 4” l. (Pristine Condition) $450 - $650

1723. GERMAN DRESDEN DOG AND CAT
A long hair Dachshund with gold chain link collar and lock, and a long 
tailed cat Christmas tree ornaments. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
4” - 4.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $500 - $600

1721

1720

1723

1722
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1724. GREAT HORNED OWL DRESDEN ORNAMENT
Germany, glass eyes and superb detail throughout, this wise old owl at 
one time had a silk candy sack at the base Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
4” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1725. THREE WHIMSICAL COTTON CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS
Two pressed cotton lambs on a leaf, a playful cat and a parakeet with real 
feather tail. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 4” - 5” l. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1726. THREE EXCEPTIONALLY FINE ANGELS
Two angels on a clip and an angel with spun glass wings tree ornaments. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 4” - 5” l. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1725

1726

1727

1728

1724

1727. SPREAD WINGED EAGLE AND A COLORFUL PARROT
Two Dresden Christmas tree ornaments. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
Parrot 5” l., Eagle 6” l. The glass eyed eagle has some minor touchup, the parrot 
has at one time been clear-coated, in (Very Good to Excellent Condition) 
$300 - $600

1728. LARGE DEEP BLUE BUNCH OF GRAPE KUGEL
German cobalt glass cluster of grapes kugel with ten lobe cap. 
5.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $600
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1729. TWO EGG KUGELS AND A SILVER BALL KUGEL
A hard to find cobalt blue egg and a green egg with German 
ten lobe caps, and a silver bell with German cap. Eggs 7” l., 
Ball 5” diameter. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1730. LARGE PERFORMING BEAR CANDY CONTAINER
A rare find in this size, the bear’s head removes for candy retrieval. 
Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 8” h. Old repaint to bear, 
front legs have been re-glued, in (Very Good Condition) $300 - $600

1731. TWO DRESDEN CANDY CONTAINERS
A tennis racquet case and a leather-like traveling case 
Christmas tree ornaments. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
2.5” - 6” l. (Pristine Condition) $350 - $550

1732. GERMAN DRESDEN STORK AND DUCK
The stork is an exquisite example of German Dresden artwork, 
along with a mallard duck. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
3” - 4” l. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $500

1733. DRESDEN HELMET CANDY CONTAINER
Elaborately constructed early battle helmet with silk bag for candy, 
German Dresden. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
3” l. (Pristine Condition) $350 - $500

1729
1730

1731

1732

1733

1734

1735

1734. THREE DRESDEN’S - MOOSE, DONKEY & SMALL MOOSE
Three well detailed German Dresden Christmas ornaments. Provenance: Shannon 
Riggs Collection. 2 “ - 3” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1735. A CHIMNEY SWEEP AND A KRAMPUS HEAD
Composition and pipe cleaner man stealing a pig, and a composition Krampus 
head that appears to be part of a larger figure. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 
2” - 3” l. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $500
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1736. A LARGE & MARVELOUS VINTAGE NOMA LIGHTS SIGN
Back-lit glass bead, a rare find and in good working condition. 56” l. 
The silver surface has been repainted, (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $2,000

1737. CONTEMPORARY ELECTRIFIED FEATHER TREE
Seven tiered, Victorian style goose feather tree w/two sets of eight in series, 
c-6 bulbs, a splendid looking tree and in good working condition, comes 
w/box of extra balls. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 4’ h. 
(Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1738. TALL DECORATED GERMAN FEATHER TREE
Square base feather tree w/20 glass Santa Claus ornaments, some are very hard 
to find, 20 glass birds, 15 glass bead icicles, 3 gold tinsel garlands and tinsel & 
foil star tree topper. 71” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1739. EVIL KRAMPUS HEAD MASK
Composition, larger than life size, devil-like head, a hard to find carnival 
piece or just used to scare bad children on Christmas Eve. 19” t. 
Some minor in-painting and touch-up, (Very Good Condition) $500 - $750

1740. KRAMPUS CANDY CONTAINER
A pipe stem Krampus w/composition head and horns, holding 
a small Krampus, mounted on a drum candy container. 10” h. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1741. KRAMPUS AND ST. NICHOLAS SHOOTING POOL
A wire and pipe stem Krampus with a pool stick, playing with a red robe St. 
Nicholas made of composition, the figures are old and have more recently been 
paired with the pool table. 10” w. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $300 - $600

1736

1737

1738

1739

1740

1741

1742

1742. FIVE GRULICH FIGURES UNDER GLASS DOMES
Germany, five well done townspeople, including a miner w/pick. Figures 3” - 
4” h. The grey coated figure’s sword is missing the tip, otherwise (Very Good 
to Excellent Condition) $200 - $400
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1745

1743. GERMAN GRULICH, EIGHT FIGURES IN GLASS DOMES
Eight crib figures, carved wood and still retaining all of the original 
paintwork, all displayed under glass domes. Figures 1” - 3.5” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $200 - $600

1744. GRULICH NATIVITY W/ CARVED FIGURES
A German crib set w/twenty-one figures, even a devil-like 
Krampus figure, the figures are contemporary. 15” w. x 12” h. x 8” d. 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1745. A VERY LARGE LITHOGRAPH PRINT OF SANTA CLAUS
“The Donaldson Lithographed, Newport, KY,” showing Santa on a rooftop 
with a sack of toys, a rare and colorful Victorian print on heavy paper and 
very nicely framed. Print 36” x 30”, overall 42” x 36” Some minor creasing 
near base, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $1,000

1746. FRAMED GERMAN SANTA ON DONKEY DIECUT
13” h. (Excellent Condition) $900 - $1,400

1747. FRAMED SANTA ON DONKEY W/ SWITCHES DIECUT
13” h. (Excellent Condition) $900 - $1,400

1748. FRAMED GERMAN GIRLS W/ ANGEL & TREE DIECUT
13” h. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1743

1744

1746 1747 1748
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1749. YOUNG GIRL & ANGEL GERMAN DIECUTS
13” - 15” h. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1750. GLASS EYE BUNNY CANDY CONTAINER
Germany Dresden, brown rabbit w/crepe paper candy bag, 
a very hard one to find. 4.5” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1751. EASTER BUNNY WITH TRICYCLE
Composition rabbit w/glass eyes, original clothing w/basket on 
his back, wood spoke wheeled bicycle w/wire frame, bunny’s legs move 
when bicycle is put in motion. 10.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1752. WHIMSICAL EASTER BUNNY MECHANICAL DISPLAY
Germany, composition & wood, diorama scene of Mr. & Mrs. Bunny dancing, 
other couple tosses an Easter egg back & forth while a parade of rabbits & chicks 
go across a well painted back-drop. 12” w. Some very miner touch-up and in-
painting throughout, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1753. SIMON HALBIG DOLL ON RABBIT
Germany, a wonderful Halbig doll figure, glass eyes, basket on back, riding on a 
furry Easter Bunny w/glass eyes and carrot in mouth, bunny head removes for candy 
retrieval. Provenance: Shannon Riggs Collection. 9” h. Face & hands of doll are 
repainted, otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1749 1750 1751

1752

1753

1754

1754. RABBIT CAROUSEL
German made assembled with old parts, 
a splendid musical automaton depicting 
four well dressed German composition 
bunnies w/glass eyes on a crank operated, 
wooden box w/paper lithographed of rabbits 
at play, in excellent working condition. 
10” h. Two rabbits restored, otherwise in 
(Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500
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1755. COLOSSAL MECHANICAL RABBIT STORE DISPLAY
Post war German, this life-like full size, “I’m late for a very important date” bunny 
of wood and composition, wearing a fine green felt top coat, red knickers and a 
flower decorated vest, complete with his pocket watch, includes a life-size tree 
adorned with Easter eggs. When activated, he nods his head and moves his arms, 
his electrical system is European and will need a conversion adapter to operate. 
Rabbit, 68” high, base 34” w. x 24” d. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $2,000

1756. EARLY SAILOR BO BUNNY RABBIT
Still in original box, from Hershey Department Store, Hershey, Pennsylvania. 
Excelsior filled w/ furry face & ears, red glass eyes, sailor cap & coat. 
Rabbit 26” h. Fading and age related wear throughout, 
otherwise (Good Condition) $300 - $400

1757. FOLK ART WOOD PAINTED BIRD TREE
1920’s American made wooden tree with five colorful birds sitting 
on “perches.” Each bird is painted with whimsical feathers, a very beautiful 
and rare decorative piece. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen. 18” h. 
Some minor touch-ups, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $6,000 - $8,000

1758. MULTI-LEVEL ERZGEBIRGE LAMP
Polychrome wood with fretworks with folk art figures and candle holders, 
a fine and early example of German art work. Provenance: Roy & Grace Olsen 
Collection. 24” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $5,000 - $7,500

1755

1756

1758

1757
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1760

1761

1762

1763

1759

1759. LARGE GOLD FLECKED BELSNICKLE
German composition, a very impressive size, standing on a snow mound 
and with exceptional detail throughout. 17” h. Repair to split that runs from his 
left shoulder, through his hood and all the way down his right side to the base, 
otherwise (Very Good Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1760. PINE CONE CROWN BELSNICKLE CANDY CONTAINER
A stern looking face w/deep set blue glass eyes, head of long mohair, 
wearing a mica flecked robe w/pink trim, standing on a snow mound, his 
is wearing a distinctive pine cone crown. A rarely seen example. 11” h. 
Boots have been repainted, (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1761. SANTA HELPER ELF CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, wonderful facial expression, arms outstretched and ready to work on 
toys for good little children, glass eyes and mohair whiskers, separates at waist 
for candy retrieval. 19.5” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $1,000 - $1,500

1762. LARGE NODDING SANTA SITTING AT TABLE
A smiling face Santa Claus, rabbit fur beard and big blue glass eyes, store 
window trade stimulator, sack of toys in one hand, the other is moveable in 
order to hold a Christmas gift, a very unique display. when wound, Santa nods 
for hours. 31” h. The tree stand is loose and there is some light overall age 
related wear and some minor touch up to Santa’s hands and face, overall in 
(Very Good Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1763. LARGE CLOCKWORK DONKEY WITH SANTA CLAUS
Germany, red robe Santa with rabbit fur beard, holding feather tree in hand 
and is mounted on a marvelous, key wind, nodding donkey who is equipped 
with all of the finest trappings and harness. When wound he nods his 
head for hours, this is one of the finest examples we have seen. 
19” h. (Excellent to Pristine Condition) $7,000 - $10,000
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1764. MECHANICAL HARLEQUIN HOLDING PUPPET AUTOMATON
Mounted on crank-wind paper lithographed decorated wood box, a well dressed 
Harlequin is holding a marionette and when crank is turned, his head w/big glass 
blue eyes moves from side to side and the puppet moves about, overall in very good 
working condition 13.5” h. Tip of left foot is missing, chip on left front corner of 
box, (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1765. DANCING GIRLS AT MAY POLE MUSIC BOX
Germany, c. 1900, three German bisque head girls with original dresses, on wood 
and composition bodies, when cranked, rotate on circular base around a May Pole. 
Base 11.5” w. x 10” h. (Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1764
1765

1766

1767

1766. CHILDREN DANCING AROUND CHRISTMAS TREE
A marvelous German made assembled with old parts automaton depicting six well 
dressed children w/bisque heads and pretty blue glass eyes, holding hands and 
dancing around a well decorated feather tree, when crank is turned, well working 
condition throughout and offered with wood packing box. 10.5” x 10.5” h. Tiny split 
to wood box near front corner, overall (Excellent Condition) $2,500 - $3,500

1767. LARGE NODDING SHEEP WITH GOOGLY EYE DOLL
An impressive looking piece, featuring a wooly sheep with green glass eyes, pink 
nose, and felt covered legs, the bisque doll w/brown glass eyes and pretty blue dress 
is sitting on the sheep with a paper lantern at her side, when wound, the sheep nods 
for hours. 15” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800
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1770. DECAMPS WALKING CAT AUTOMATON
Cat has green glass eyes and is covered in white rabbit fur, when
 mechanism is activated the cat proceeds to move forward and 
occasionally opens and closes his mouth. 13” l. Missing tale 
and does not purr, overall in (Very Good Condition) $700 - $1,000

1771. CHICKEN ON PIG CANDY CONTAINER
Germany, composition figure of a chicken with spring neck sits 
atop a wonderful smiling glass eyed pig. 5” h. Pig is missing part 
of his left front foot, overall in (Very Good Condition) $200 - $400

1772. BRITAINS BOY JOCKEY MARIONETTE
Hand painted composition and wood jockey and horse 
perched on a painted metal base, when strings are 
manipulated jockey’s arms and legs move as if horse 
is in full gallop. 8.5” h. Shirt is torn at rear of figure, 
paint is touched up on hat and back of neck, 
otherwise in (Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1773. UNCLE SAM ON A FINE LOOKING PONY
Wearing a golden top hat, Uncle Sam is mounted 
on a dapple mare w/brown glass eyes & leather 
tac, a hard example to find. 10” h. 
Touch up to Uncle Sam’s beard, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1771

1773

1769

1770

1772

1768. FRENCH WALKING PIG AUTOMATON
Sheep skin covered pig w/brown snout and green glass eyes, runs and squeals when 
wound, in excellent working condition. 9” l. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1769. DECAMPS RABBIT IN CABBAGE AUTOMATON
An endearing, classic French automaton, papier-mâché, fur-covered white 
rabbit with glass eyes sits in a cabbage head, when wound and the start/stop 
rod is pulled, the rabbit rises up from the heart of the cabbage, looks around 
with ears pricked, then suddenly turns 180 degrees and disappears back into 
the cabbage, with original pierced cast signature R & D key. 9” h. 
Fading to cabbage leaves, in(Excellent Working Condition) $500 - $900

1768
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1774. TIN LITHOGRAPH SLEIGH W/SANTA CLAUS
Early tin litho of cherubs and flowers on wood sleigh w/metal runners, Santa w/feather 
tree sprig is seated in the sleigh, this item was originally made to be a watch holder. 9” l. 
Considerable ware to cloth on sled, age wear to Santa, touch-up to his nose & cheeks. $400 - $600

1775. BELSNICKLE HOLDING CHILD CANDY CONTAINER
Still in the original packing box, this colorful Belsnickle separates at 
base of robe for candy retrieval. 6.5” h. (Pristine Condition) $800 - $1,200

1776. LARGE SANTA CLAUS CANDY CONTAINER
Composition w/rabbit fur beard, red felt coat w/white trim, movable 
arms and very kind looking face, separates at waist for candy retrieval. 
17” h. Touch-up to face & boots, repair to left hand, otherwise 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $700 - $1,000

1777. MAGNIFICENT SANTA ON NODDING DONKEY
Red robe Santa Claus, composition boots, hands, and head with rabbit 
fur beard, marvelous blue eyes looking over his splendid nodding 
donkey with big brown eyes and complete with his leather tack, he 
nods for hours when wound. 14” h. Split to Santa’s left hand, 
otherwise (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1778. LARGE BISQUE HEAD SANTA ON SNOW MOUND
German composition candy container, Belsnickle figure in white 
mica flecked robe w/rabbit fur trim, his bisque face has an open 
mouth and marvelous blue glass eyes which make him appear 
to be looking beyond you and he is sporting a curly mohair 
beard. 20.5” h. Some touch-up & in-painting to his robe, 
boots & base, fur trim may have been a later addition, 
(Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1774 1775

1776

1777
1778
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1779. GLISTENING WHITE GERMAN BELSNICKLE
Standing on a snow base, feather tree spring in arm, 
he sparkles with mica, a very fine example. 8.5” h. 
(Excellent to Pristine Condition) $500 - $750

1780. BOXED BELSNICKLE CANDY CONTAINER
A nodding head candy container, composition on a cardboard tube 
body with a very kind looking face and head that nods approvingly; 
he is holding a wonderful paper feather tree w/candles, separates at 
his boot tops for candy retrieval, He may have at one time held a 
small candle in his left hand, come w/his original wooden packing box. 
12” h. Some very minor touch-ups to his hat, boots and base, 
otherwise (Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $3,000

1782

1783

1779

1780

1781

1781. LIFE-SIZE KRAMPUS FIGURE
From Germany, this terrifying life-like store display figure emphasized the need for 
children to be good in order to receive Christmas gifts, constructed of very well carved 
& polychrome wood, dressed in fur robe & cape; has a terrifying look of the Devil on his 
face, horse hair beard and hair and carrying a large switch for bad children and toys for 
the good children, appears to be post-war Germany, but possibly earlier. Figure, 63” h. 
base, 4.5” h. x 24” sq. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,500 - $2,500

1782. KRAMPUS RIDING A WALKING PIG
Germany, Eastern European, legendary Christmas figure, composition head, 
wood boots and hands w/switches and holding onto the pigs ears, when wound, 
the pig walks, moves his head from side to side and squeals, both the 
Krampus and pig have glass eyes, a very rare and seldom seen find. 
14” h. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $1,200 - $1,800

1783. CARVED WOOD KRAMPUS PULLING CART
Well detailed and fierce looking Krampus w/movable arms & legs, walks at a 
rapid pace while pulling a two-wheel cart; bisque head, glass eye, cherub with 
bat wings, candy bucket w/silk drawer string bag and boxes marked, “Grub von 
Krampus,” an unusual piece displaying great craftsmanship and imagination. 
21” l. (Excellent Condition) $1,000 - $1,500
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1784. BELSNICKLE W/ GLASS BEARD & HAIR
This seldom seen Belsnickle figure is made of composition to resemble chalk, this candy 
container figure is dressed in a long, dark brown robe, he has a determined looking face with a 
glass icicle beard and hair and outlined mohair cap, carrying a marvelous and well decorated 
feather tree w/candles and icicles, separates at base of robe for candy retrieval, comes in 
packing box. 16” to tip of tree. (Very Good to Excellent Condition) $2,000 - $4,000

1784

1785

1786

1787 1788

1785. LARGE DRESDEN REINDEER PULLING SANTA IN SLEIGH
German made assembled with old parts, a cotton batting Santa with 
red crepe paper robe and an expressive looking bisque face, sitting in a 
chariot-type sleigh of golden composition, pulled by splendid looking 
Dresden reindeer, all mounted on mica snow covered wheeled wood 
platform. 32” l. The leather saddle on the reindeer shows wear and the 
front tip of his left antler has been glued back on, some touch-up to gold 
on sleigh, otherwise (Very Good Condition) $700 - $900

1786. KPM PLAQUE DEPICTING CHILDREN READING A BOOK
Very well framed and colorful plaque, depicting two children with label 
on back of “Henry Buckern, Painter on China 5,” Prager Strasse 5,” 
Dresden with impressed scepter mark. Plaque 7 1/8” x 5”, 
overall 11.5” x 10.5 (Excellent Condition) $800 - $1,200

1787. MARVELOUS DIE-CUT LITHO WITH SANTA & CHILDREN
Marstown Hotel, Pine Grove, Pa, from the heart of the “Pennsylvania 
Dutch” country. Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. 
15.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $600 - $900

1788. RARE UNCLE SAM SANTA POST CARD
Santa dressed as Uncle Same with a sack of toys, standing outside 
of children’s window, a very hard card to find. 5.5” l. Light crease 
at the top right side, tiny crease at top left side, otherwise 
(Very Good Condition) $250 - $350
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1789. MANY RARE & UNUSUAL SANTA POSTCARDS
Some common, some rarely seen, an outstanding assortment of over 130 cards 
depicting Santa Claus. Provenance: The Karyl Newman Christmas Collection. 
Standard post card size. (Excellent Condition) $400 - $600

1790. SAMPLE BOX OF CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
Germany, large salesman sample box full of many rare and unusual Christmas 
tree ornaments, wonderful Sebnitz, spectacular Dresdens, and pristine spun 
cottons, a rare find, forty-seven items in total. Box 31” x 20” 
(Excellent Condition) $3,000 - $5,000

1791. SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR FLAGSHIP ORNAMENT
Admiral Dewey, at the helm of this Sebnitz battleship, wire wrap crepe paper, glass 
smoke stacks and wire rigging, a colorful and rare Christmas tree ornament. 8” h. 
(Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1791

1792
1793

1794

1789

1790

1792. ROTUND DRESDEN SANTA CLAUS
Germany, composition head Santa Claus on Dresden ball, wood 
arms and legs, bell in one hand, feather tree in other, squeaker in 
base. 7.5” h. (Excellent Condition) $300 - $500

1793. LARGE DRESDEN MANDOLIN CANDY CONTAINER
Christmas tree ornament candy container, colorful veneered 
instrument. 8.5” l. (Pristine Condition) $200 - $400

1794. LARGE AND COLORFUL DRESDEN GUITAR
In the form of a candy container, when opened it reads, 
“Chocolat Tobler” “Berne.” 7” l. (Excellent Condition) 
$200 - $400
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1795

1796

1797

1798

1799

1800

1795. SILVER DRESDEN TROLLEY CANDY CONTAINER
Very well detailed example of an early trolley car, gold trimmed awnings, 
silver wood wheels and red windows. 3” l. (Excellent Condition) $500 - $750

1796. SILVER DRESDEN SAIL BOAT
Germany, silver sailboat with white cloth sails & topped w/flying banner, 
boat is complete with anchor and rudder. 4.75” h. (Pristine Condition) $400 - $700

1797. THEATRICAL TWO-SIDED MOON FACE DRESDEN
Germany, Dresden squeaker toy, ornament, a very rare example 
in beautiful condition. 2.5” w. (Pristine Condition) $300 - $500

1798. PORCELAIN HEAD NUREMBERG ANGEL TREE TOPPER
A wonderful tree topper w/porcelain hands and head, silver Dresden wings, 
still in original box. 7” h. (Pristine Condition) $250 - $450

1799. THREE COLORFUL NUREMBERG CHRISTMAS ANGELS
Three well detailed tree toppers, foil w/composition heads, all in original boxes. 
8” - 10” h. (Excellent Condition) $250 - $500

1800. BOXED SET OF ELASTOLIN MARCHING BAND FIGURES
Elastolin composition figures, still in original packing box, well detailed and colorful lot. 
10cm each. One marcher is missing his fife, otherwise (Excellent Condition) $400 - $700
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